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Introduction
In a few words these Notes could be considered both as an introduction to non
commutative complex analytic geometry and to the study of microdifferential
systems. Indeed, on a complex manifold X , we replace the structure sheaf
OX with a formal deformation of it, that is, a DQ-algebra, or better, a DQ-
algebroid, and study modules over this ring, extending to this framework
classical results of Cartan-Serre and Grauert, and also classical results on
Hochschild classes and the index theorem. Here, DQ stands for “deformation
quantization”. But the theory of modules over DQ-algebroids is also a natural
generalization of that of D-modules. Indeed, when the Poisson structure
underlying the deformation is symplectic, the study of DQ-modules naturally
generalizes that of microdifferential modules, and sometimes makes it easier
(see Theorem 7.2.3).
The notion of a star product is now a classical subject studied by many
authors and naturally appearing in various contexts. Two cornerstones of
its history are the paper [1] (see also [2, 3]) who defines ⋆-products and the
fundamental result of [46] which, roughly speaking, asserts that any real
Poisson manifold may be “quantized”, that is, endowed with a star algebra
to which the Poisson structure is associated. It is now a well-known fact (see
[36, 45]) that, in order to quantize complex Poisson manifolds, sheaves of
algebras are not well-suited and have to be replaced by algebroid stacks. We
refer to [13, 65] for further developments.
In this paper, we consider complex manifolds endowed with DQ-algebroids,
that is, algebroid stacks locally associated to sheaves of star-algebras, and
study modules over such algebroids. The main results of this paper are:
• a finiteness theorem, which asserts that the convolution of two coherent
kernels, satisfying a suitable properness assumption, is coherent (a kind
of Grauert’s theorem),
• the construction of the dualizing complex and a duality theorem, which
asserts that duality commutes with convolution,
• the construction of the Hochschild class of coherent DQ-modules and
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the theorem which asserts that Hochschild class commutes with convo-
lution,
• the link between Hochschild classes and Chern classes and also with
Euler classes, in the commutative case,
• the constructibility of the complex of solutions of an holonomic module
into another one in the the symplectic case.
Let us describe this paper with some details.
In Chapter 1, we systematically study rings (i.e., sheaves of rings) which
are formal deformations of rings, and modules over such deformed rings.
More precisely, consider a topological space X , a commutative unital ring
K and a sheaf A of K[[~]]-algebras on X which is ~-complete and without
~-torsion. We also assume that there exists a base of open subsets of X ,
acyclic for coherent modules over A0 := A /~A .
We first show how to deduce various properties of the ring A from the
corresponding properties on A0. For example, A is a Noetherian ring as
soon as A0 is a Noetherian ring, and an A -module M is coherent as soon as
it is locally finitely generated and ~nM /~n+1M is A0-coherent for all n ≥ 0.
Then, we introduce the property of being cohomologically complete for an
object of the derived category D(A ). We prove that this notion is local,
stable by direct images and an object M with bounded coherent cohomology
is cohomologically complete. Conversely, if M is cohomologically complete,
it has coherent cohomology objects as soon as its graded module A0
L
⊗A M
has coherent cohomology over A0 (see Theorem 1.6.4). We also give a similar
criterion which ensures that an A -module is flat.
In Chapter 2 we consider the case where X is a complex manifold,
K = C, A0 = OX and A is locally isomorphic to an algebra (OX [[~]], ⋆) where
⋆ is a star-product. It is an algebra over C~ :=C[[~]]. We call such an algebra
A a DQ-algebra. We also consider DQ-algebroids, that is, C~-algebroids
(in the sense of stacks) locally equivalent to the algebroid associated with a
DQ-algebra. Remark that a DQ-algebroid on a manifold X defines a Poisson
structure on it. Conversely, a famous theorem of Kontsevich [46] asserts that
on a real Poisson manifold there exists a DQ-algebra to which this Poisson
structure is associated. In the complex case, there is a similar result using
DQ-algebroids. This is a theorem of [45] after a related result of [36] in the
contact case.
If (X,AX) is a complex manifold X endowed with a DQ-algebroid AX , we
denote by Xa the manifold X endowed with the DQ-algebroid A opX opposite
to AX .
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We define the external product AX1×X2 of two DQ-algebroids AX1 and
AX2 on manifolds X1 and X2. There exists a canonical AX×Xa-module CX on
X ×Xa supported by the diagonal, which corresponds to the AX-bimodule
AX .
On a complex manifoldX endowed with a DQ-algebroid, we construct the
C~-algebroid DAX , a deformation quantization of the ring DX of differential
operators. It is a C~-subalgebroid of EndC~(AX). It turns out that D
A
X is
equivalent to DX [[~]]. This new algebroid allows us to construct the dualizing
complex ωAX associated to a DQ-algebroid AX . This complex is the dual over
DAX of AX , similarly to the case of OX-modules. Note that the dualizing
complex for DQ-algebras has already been considered in a more particular
situation by [20, 21].
We also adapt to algebroids a results of [40] which allows us to replace a
coherent AX -module by a complex of “almost free” modules, such an object
being a locally finite sum ⊕i∈I(Li)Ui, the Li’s being free AX-modules of finite
rank defined on a neighborhood of Ui. We give a similar result for algebraic
manifolds.
Chapter 3. Consider three complex manifolds Xi endowed with DQ-
algebroids AXi (i = 1, 2, 3). Let Ki ∈ D
b
coh(AXi×Xai+1) (i = 1, 2) be two
coherent kernels and define their convolution by setting
K1 ◦K2 := Rp14!
(
(K1⊠K2)
L
⊗AX2×Xa2
CX2
)
.
Here p14 denotes the projection of the product X1×X
a
2×X2×X
a
3 to X1×X
a
3 .
We prove in Theorem 3.2.1 that, under a natural properness hypothesis,
the convolution K1 ◦K2 belongs to Dbcoh(AX1×Xa3 ) and in Theorem 3.3.3 that
the convolution of kernels commutes with duality.
For further applications, it is also interesting to consider the localized
algebroid A locX = C
~,loc ⊗
C~
AX , where C
~,loc = C((~)). An A locX -module
M is good if for any relatively compact open subset U of X , there exists a
coherent AU -module which generates M |U . Then we prove that there is a
natural map of the Grothendieck groups Kgd(A locX ) −→ Kcoh(gr~AU) and that
this map is compatible to the composition of kernels.
Note that these theorems extend classical results of Cartan, Serre and
Grauert on finiteness and duality for coherent O-modules on complex mani-
folds to DQ-algebroids.
For papers related to DQ-algebras and DQ-algebroids on complex Poisson
manifolds, and particularly to their classification, we refer to [5, 6, 8, 13, 50,
51, 61, 64].
Chapter 4. We introduce the Hochschild homology HH(AX) of the
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algebroid AX :
HH(AX) := CXa
L
⊗AX×XaCX , an object of D
b(C~X),
and, using the dualizing complex, we construct a natural convolution mor-
phism
◦
X2
: Rp13!(p
−1
12HH(AX1×Xa2 )
L
⊗p−123HH(AX2×Xa3 )) −→ HH(AX1×Xa3 ).
To an object M of Dbcoh(AX), we naturally associate its Hochschild class
hhX(M ), an element of H0Supp(M )(X ;HH(AX)). The main result of this
chapter is Theorem 4.3.5 which asserts that taking the Hochschild class com-
mutes with the convolution:
hhX1×Xa3 (K1 ◦K2) = hhX1×Xa2 (K1) ◦X2
hhX2×Xa3 (K2).(0.0.1)
In Chapter 5, we consider the case where the deformation is trivial. In
this case, there is no need of the parameter ~ and we are in the well-known
field of complex analytic geometry. Although the results of this chapter are
considered as well-known (see in particular [33]), at least from the specialists,
we have decided to include this chapter. Indeed, to our opinion, there is no
satisfactory proof in the literature of the fact that the Hochschild class of
coherent OX-modules is functorial with respect to convolution. We recall in
particular the formula, in which the Todd class appears, which makes the link
between Hochschild class and Chern classes. This formula was conjecturally
stated by the first named author around 1991 and has only been proved
very recently by Ramadoss [53] in the algebraic setting and by Grivaux [30]
in the general case. For other papers closely related to this chapter, see
[14, 15, 33, 48, 58].
In Chapter 6 we study Hochschild homology and Hochschild classes
in the case where the Poisson structure associated to the deformation is
symplectic. We prove then that the dualizing complex ωAX is isomorphic to
CX shifted by dX , the complex dimension of X , and we construct canonical
morphisms
~
dX/2C
~
X [dX ] −→ HH(AX) −→ ~
−dX/2C
~
X [dX ](0.0.2)
whose composition is the canonical inclusion. The morphisms in (0.0.2) in-
duce an isomorphism
C
~,loc
X [dX ] ≃ HH(A
loc
X ).(0.0.3)
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The first morphism in (0.0.2) gives an intrinsic construction of the canonical
class in H−dX (X ;HH(AX)) studied and used by several authors (see [12, 11,
25]). The isomorphism (0.0.3) allows us to associate an Euler class euX(M ) ∈
HdXΛ (X ;C
~,loc
X ) to any coherent AX-module M supported by a closed set Λ.
Then we show how our results apply to D-modules. We recover in par-
ticular the Riemann-Roch theorem for D-modules of [47] as well as the func-
toriality of the Euler class of D-modules of [57].
Finally, in Chapter 7, we study holonomic A locX -modules on complex
symplectic manifolds. We prove that if L and M are two holonomic A locX -
modules, then the complex RHomA locX
(M ,L ) is perverse (hence, in partic-
ular, C-constructible) over the field C~,loc.
If the intersection of the supports of the holonomic modules L and M
is compact, formula (0.0.1) gives in particular
χ(RHomA locX
(M ,L )) =
∫
X
(euX(M ) · euX(L )).
The Euler class of a holonomic module may be interpreted as a Lagrangian
cycle, which makes its calculation quite easy.
If the modules L and M are simple along smooth Lagrangian submani-
folds, then one can estimate the microsupport of this complex. This partic-
ular case had been already treated in [42] in the analytic framework, that is,
using analytic deformations (in the sense of [54]), not formal deformations,
and the proof given here is much simpler.
We also prove (Theorem 7.5.2) that if La is family of holonomic modules
indexed by a holomorphic parameter a, then, under suitable geometrical hy-
potheses, the complex of global sections RHomA locX
(M ,La), which belongs to
Dbf(C
~,loc), does not depend on a. This is a kind of invariance by Hamiltonian
symplectomorphism of this complex.
We have developed the theory in the framework of complex analytic mani-
folds. However, all along the manuscript, we explain how the results extend
(and sometimes simplify) in the algebraic setting, that is on quasi-compact
and separated smooth varieties over C.
The main results of this paper, with the exception of Chapter 7, have been
announced in [43, 44].
Acknowledgments We would like to thank Andrea D’Agnolo, Pietro Pole-
sello, Ste´phane Guillermou, Jean-Pierre Schneiders and Boris Tsygan for
useful comments and remarks.
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Chapter 1
Modules over formal
deformations
1.1 Preliminary
Some notations
Throughout this paper, K denotes a commutative unital ring.
We shall mainly follow the notations of [41]. In particular, if C is a
category, we denote by C op the opposite category. If C is an additive cat-
egory, we denote by C(C ) the category of complexes of C and by C∗(C )
(∗ = +,−, b) the full subcategory consisting of complexes bounded from be-
low (resp. bounded from above, resp. bounded). If C is an abelian category,
we denote by D(C ) the derived category of C and by D∗(C ) (∗ = +,−, b)
the full triangulated subcategory consisting of objects with bounded from
below (resp. bounded from above, resp. bounded) cohomology. We denote
as usual by τ≥n, τ≤n etc. the truncation functors in D(C ).
If A is a ring (or a sheaf of rings on a topological space X), an A-module
means a left A-module. We denote by Aop the opposite ring of A. Hence
an Aop-module is nothing but a right A-module. We denote by Mod(A)
the category of A-modules. We set for short D(A) := D(Mod(A)) and we
write similarly D∗(A) instead of D∗(Mod(A)). We denote by Dbcoh(A) the full
triangulated subcategory of Db(A) consisting of objects with coherent coho-
mology. IfK is Noetherian, one denotes simply by Dbf(K) the full subcategory
of Db(K) consisting of objects with finitely generated cohomology.
We denote by D′X the duality functor for KX -modules:
D′X( • ) := RHomKX(
• ,KX).(1.1.1)
11
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and we simply denote by ( • )⋆ the duality functor on Db(K):
( • )⋆ = RHom
K
( • ,K).(1.1.2)
If K is Noetherian and with finite global dimension, ( • )⋆ sends (Dbf(K))
op to
Dbf(K).
We denote by {pt} the set with a single element.
Finiteness conditions
Let X be a topological space and let A be a KX-algebra (i.e., a sheaf of
K-algebras) on X . Let us recall a few classical definitions.
• An A -module M is locally finitely generated if there locally exists an
exact sequence
L0 −→ M −→ 0(1.1.3)
such that L0 is locally free of finite rank over A .
• An A -module M is locally of finite presentation if there locally exists
an exact sequence
L1 −→ L0 −→ M −→ 0(1.1.4)
such that L1 and L0 are locally free of finite rank over A . This is
equivalent to saying that there locally exists an exact sequence
0 −→ K
u
−→ N −→ M −→ 0(1.1.5)
where N is locally free of finite rank and K is locally finitely gener-
ated. This is also equivalent to saying that there locally exists an exact
sequence
K −→ N −→ M −→ 0(1.1.6)
where N is locally of finite presentation and K is locally finitely gen-
erated.
• An A -module M is pseudo-coherent if for any locally defined mor-
phism u : N −→ M with N of finite presentation, Ker u is locally
finitely generated. This is also equivalent to saying that any locally
defined A -submodule of M is locally of finite presentation as soon as
it is locally finitely generated.
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• An A -module M is coherent if it is locally finitely generated and
pseudo-coherent. A ring is a coherent ring if it is so as a module
over itself. One denotes by Modcoh(A ) the full additive subcategory of
Mod(A ) consisting of coherent modules. Note that Modcoh(A ) is a full
abelian subcategory of Mod(A ), stable by extension, and the natural
functor Modcoh(A ) −→ Mod(A ) is exact (see [41, Exe. 8.23]).
• An A -module M is Noetherian (see [37, Def. A.7]) if it is coherent,
Mx is a Noetherian Ax-module for any x ∈ X , and for any open subset
U ⊂ X , any filtrant family of coherent submodules of M |U is locally
stationary. (This means that given a family {Mi}i∈I of coherent sub-
modules of M |U indexed by a filtrant ordered set I, with Mi ⊂ Mj for
i ≤ j, there locally exists i0 ∈ I such that Mi0
∼−→ Mj for any j ≥ i0.)
A ring is a Noetherian ring if it is so as a left module over itself.
Mittag-Leﬄer condition and pro-objects
We refer to [55] for the notions of ind-object and pro-object as well as to
[41] for an exposition. To an abelian category C , one associates the abelian
category Pro(C ) of its pro-objects. Then C is a full abelian subcategory of
Pro(C ) stable by kernel, cokernel and extension, the natural functor C →֒
Pro(C ) is exact, and the functor “lim
←−
”: Fct(Iop,C ) −→ Pro(C ) is exact
for any small filtrant category I. In the sequel, we identify C with a full
subcategory of Pro(C ). If C admits small projective limits, we denote by π
the left exact functor
π : Pro(C ) −→ C , “lim
←−
”
i
Xi 7→ lim←−
i
Xi.
If C has enough injectives, then π admits a right derived functor (loc. cit.):
Rπ : D+
(
Pro(C )
)
−→ D+(C ).
Definition 1.1.1. We say that an object M ∈ Pro(C ) satisfies the Mittag-
Leﬄer condition if, for any N ∈ C and any morphism M −→ N in Pro(C ),
Im(M −→ N) is representable by an object of C .
By the definition, any quotient of an object which satisfies the Mittag-
Leﬄer condition also satisfies the Mittag-Leﬄer condition.
Lemma 1.1.2. Let {Mn}n∈Z≥1 be a projective system in an abelian category
C , and set M = “lim←−”
n
Mn ∈ Pro(C ). Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) M satisfies the Mittag-Leﬄer condition,
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(ii) {Mn}n∈Z≥1 satisfies the Mittag-Leﬄer condition (that is, for any p ≥ 1,
the sequence {Im(Mn −→ Mp)}n≥p is stationary ),
(iii) there exists a projective system {M ′n}n∈Z≥1 in C such that the mor-
phism M ′n+1 −→ M
′
n is an epimorphism for any n ≥ 1 and we have an
isomorphism M ≃ “lim←−”
n
M ′n in Pro(C ).
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). For any p ≥ 1, Im(M −→ Mp) ≃ “lim←−”
n≥p
Im(Mn −→ Mp) is
representable by an object of C . Hence, the sequence {Im(Mn −→ Mp)}n≥p
is stationary.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). Set M ′n = Im(Mk −→ Mn) for k ≫ n. Then the morphisms
M ′n −→Mn induce a morphism f : “lim←−”
n
M ′n −→ “lim←−”
n
Mn. On the other hand,
for each n, M −→ Mn decomposes as M −→ M
′
n֌Mn, since taking k ≫ n
such that M ′n = Im(Mk −→ Mn), we have a morphism M −→ Mk −→ M
′
n.
These morphisms induce a morphism g : “lim←−”
n
Mn = M −→ “lim←−”
n
M ′n. It is
easy to see that f and g are inverse to each other.
(iii) ⇒ (i). For any N ∈ C and any morphism f : M −→ N in Pro(C ), there
exists p such that f decomposes into M −→ M ′p −→ N . Then Im(M −→ N) ≃
“lim
←−
”
n≥p
Im(M ′n −→ N) ≃ Im(M
′
p −→ N). Q.E.D.
Note that the following lemma is well known.
Lemma 1.1.3. Let {Mn}n≥1 be a projective system of Z-modules. Then
Riπ(“lim
←−
”
n
Mn) ≃ 0 for i 6= 0, 1. If {Mn}n≥1 satisfies the Mittag-Leﬄer
condition, then H1
(
Rπ “lim
←−
”
n
Mn
)
≃ 0.
Here and in the sequel, we make the following convention.
Convention 1.1.4. When we have a left exact functor C
F
−→ C ′ of abelian
categories and X ∈ D(C ), the notation RiF (X) stands for H i
(
RF (X)
)
. For
example, RiπRΓ(U ;M ) means H i
(
RπRΓ(U ;M )
)
.
Lemma 1.1.5. Let R be an algebra over a topological space X, and let
{Mn}n≥0 be a projective system of R-modules. Set M = “lim←−”
n
Mn ∈
Pro(Mod(R)). Let U be an open subset of X and let i ∈ Z. Then we
have an exact sequence
0 −→ R1π
(
“lim←−”
n
H i−1(U ;Mn)
)
−→ H i(U ; RπM ) −→ lim←−
n
H i(U ;Mn) −→ 0.
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Proof. We have RΓ(U ; RπM ) ≃ RπRΓ(U ;M ) and we also haveH i(U ;M ) ≃
“lim←−”
n
H i(U ;Mn). Consider the distinguished triangle
Rπτ<iRΓ(U ;M ) −→ RπRΓ(U ;M ) −→ Rπτ≥iRΓ(U ;M )
+1
−−−→ .
It gives rise to the exact sequence
0 −→ Riπτ<iRΓ(U ;M ) −→ RiπRΓ(U ;M ) −→ Riπτ≥iRΓ(U ;M )
−→ Ri+1πτ<iRΓ(U ;M ).
Since Rkπ “lim
←−
”
n
Mn = 0 for k 6= 0, 1 and any projective system {Mn}n, we
obtain Ri+1πτ<iRΓ(U ;M ) = 0.
Consider the distinguished triangle
τ<i−1RΓ(U ;M ) −→ τ<iRΓ(U ;M ) −→ H i−1(U ;M )[1− i]
+1
−−−→ .
Using the isomorphism H i−1(U ;M ) ≃ “lim
←−
”
n
H i−1(U ;Mn) and applying the
functor Rπ, we get the distinguished triangle
Rπτ<i−1RΓ(U ;M ) −→ Rπτ<iRΓ(U ;M )
−→ Rπ
(
“lim←−”
n
H i−1(U ;Mn)[1− i]
) +1
−−−→ .
We obtain Riπτ<iRΓ(U ;M ) ≃ R1π “lim←−”
n
H i−1(U ;Mn). Finally, we have
Riπτ≥iRΓ(U ;M ) ≃ lim
←−
n
H i(U ;Mn). Q.E.D.
As a corollary of this lemma, we obtain the following lemma, a slight
modified version of [31, Pre´liminaires, Prop. (13.3.1)].
Lemma 1.1.6. Let X be a topological space, {Fn}n∈Z>0 a projective system
of abelian sheaves on X and F := lim
←−
n
Fn. Assume the following conditions:
(a) for any x ∈ X and any integer i, we have
lim
−→
x∈U
R1π “lim
←−
”
n
H i(U ;Fn) ≃ 0,
where U ranges over an open neighborhood system of x,
(b) for any x ∈ X and i > 0, lim−→
x∈U
(
lim←−
n
H i(U ;Fn)
)
= 0, where U ranges over
an open neighborhood system of x,
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Then for any i, the morphism
hi : H
i(X ;F ) −→ lim←−
n
H i(X ;Fn)
is surjective. If moreover {H i−1(X ;Fn)}n satisfies the Mittag-Leﬄer condi-
tion, then hi is an isomorphism.
Proof. Set M = “lim←−”
n
Fn. By the preceding lemma, we have an exact
sequence
0 −→ R1π
(
“lim←−”
n
H i−1(U ;Fn)
)
−→ H i(U ; RπM ) −→ lim←−
n
H i(U ;Fn) −→ 0.
For any x, taking the inductive limit with respect to U in an open neighbor-
hood system of x, we obtain (RiπM )x = 0 for i 6= 0. Hence we conclude
RπM ≃ F . Then the exact sequence above reads as
0 −→ R1π
(
“lim
←−
”
n
H i−1(X ;Fn)
)
−→ H i(X ;F ) −→ lim
←−
n
H i(X ;Fn) −→ 0.
Hence we have the desired result. Q.E.D.
1.2 Formal deformations of a sheaf of rings
Now we consider the following situation: X is a topological space, A is a
K-algebra on X and ~ is a section of A contained in the center of A . We
set
A0 := A /~A
Let M be an A -module. We set
M̂ := lim←−
n
M /~nM ,(1.2.1)
and call it the ~-completion of M . We say that
• M has no ~-torsion if ~ : M −→ M is injective,
• M is ~-separated if M −→ M̂ is a monomorphism, i.e.,
⋂
n≥0
~nM = 0,
• M is ~-complete if M −→ M̂ is an isomorphism.
Lemma 1.2.1. Let M ∈ Mod(A ) and assume that M has no ~-torsion.
Then
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(i) M̂ has no ~-torsion,
(ii) M /~nM ∼−→ M̂ /~nM̂ ,
(iii) M̂ ∼−→ M̂̂, i.e., M̂ is ~-complete.
Proof. (i) Consider the exact sequence
0 −→ M /~nM
~a
−−→ M /~n+aM −→ M /~aM −→ 0.
Applying the left exact functor lim
←−
n
we get the exact sequence
0 −→ M̂
~a
−−→ M̂ −→ M /~aM ,
which gives the result.
(ii) Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 //M

~n //M

//M /~nM
≀

// 0
0 // M̂
~n // M̂ //M /~
nM .
(iii) Apply the functor lim
←−
to the isomorphism in (ii). Q.E.D.
In this paper, with the exception of § 1.3, we assume the following con-
ditions: 
(i) A has no ~-torsion,
(ii) A is ~-complete,
(iii) A0 is a left Noetherian ring,
(1.2.2)
and 
(iv) there exists a base B of open subsets of X such that
for any U ∈ B and any coherent (A0|U)-module F , we
have Hn(U ;F ) = 0 for any n > 0.
(1.2.3)
It follows from (1.2.2) that, for an open set U and an ∈ A (U) (n ≥ 0),∑
n≥0 ~
nan is a well-defined element of A (U).
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By (1.2.2) (ii), ~Ax is contained in the Jacobson radical of Ax for any
x ∈ X . Indeed, for any a ∈ ~Ax, 1 − a is invertible in Ax since a is defined
on an open neighborhood U of x, and 1− a is invertible on U .
Hence Nakayama’s lemma implies the following lemma that we frequently
use.
Lemma 1.2.2. Let M be a locally finitely generated A -module.
(i) If M satisfies M = ~M , then M = 0.
(ii) Let f : N −→ M be a morphism of A -modules. If the composition
N −→ M −→ M /~M is an epimorphism, then f is an epimorphism.
For n ∈ Z≥0, set An = A /~n+1A . Note that there is an equivalence
of categories between the category Mod(An) and the full subcategory of
Mod(A ) consisting of modules M satisfying ~n+1M ≃ 0.
Lemma 1.2.3. Let n ∈ Z≥0.
(i) An An-module N is locally finitely generated as an An-module if and
only if it is so as an A -module.
(ii) An An-module N is locally of finite presentation as an An-module if
and only if it is so as an A -module.
(iii) An An-module N is coherent as an An-module if and only if it is so
as an A -module.
(iv) An is a left Noetherian ring.
Proof. Note that since we have An ≃ A /A ~
n+1, An is an A -module locally
of finite presentation.
(i) is obvious.
(ii)-(a) Let M be an An-module locally of finite presentation and consider
an exact sequence of An-modules as in (1.1.5). Then K is locally finitely
generated as an A -module, N is locally of finite presentation as an A -
module and u is A -linear. Hence, M is locally of finite presentation as an
A -module.
(ii)-(b) Conversely assume that M is an An-module which is locally of finite
presentation as an A -module. Consider an exact sequence of A -modules as
in (1.1.4). Applying the functor An⊗A • , we find and exact sequence of An-
modules as in (1.1.4), which proves that M is locally of finite presentation
as an An-module.
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(iii) follows from (i) and (ii) since a module is coherent if it is locally finitely
generated and any submodule locally finitely generated is locally of finite
presentation.
(iv) Let us prove that An is a coherent ring. Since A0 is a coherent ring by
the assumption, A0 is a coherent A -module. Using the exact sequences of
A -modules
0 −→ An−1
~
−→ An −→ A0 −→ 0,
we get by induction on n that An is a coherent A -module. Hence (iii) implies
that An is a coherent ring.
One proves similarly by induction on n that (An)x is a Noetherian ring
for all x ∈ X and that any filtrant family of coherent An-submodules of a
coherent An-module is locally stationary. Q.E.D.
Lemma 1.2.4. Let U ∈ B, and n ≥ 0.
(i) For any coherent An-module N , we have Hk(U ;N ) = 0 for k 6= 0.
(ii) For any epimorphism N −→ N ′ of coherent An-modules, N (U) −→
N ′(U) is surjective,
(iii) A (U) −→ An(U) is surjective.
Proof. (i) is proved by induction on n, using the exact sequence
0 −→ ~N −→ N −→ N /~N −→ 0.(1.2.4)
(ii) follows immediately from (i) and the fact that An is a coherent ring.
(iii) By (ii), An+1(U) −→ An(U) is surjective for any n ≥ 0. Hence, the
morphism lim
←−
m
Am(U) −→ An(U) is surjective. Since the functor lim←− com-
mutes with the functor Γ(U ; • ), A (U) ∼−→ lim
←−
m
Am(U) and the result follows.
Q.E.D.
Properties of A
Recall that A satisfies (1.2.2) and (1.2.3).
Theorem 1.2.5. (i) A is a left Noetherian ring.
(ii) Let M be a locally finitely generated A -module. Then M is coherent
if and only if ~nM /~n+1M is a coherent A0-module for any n ≥ 0.
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(iii) Any coherent A -module M is ~-complete, i.e., M ∼−→ M̂ .
(iv) Conversely, an A -module M is coherent if and only if it is ~-complete
and ~nM /~n+1M is a coherent A0-module for any n ≥ 0.
(v) For any coherent A -module M and any U ∈ B, we have Hj(U ;M ) = 0
for any j > 0.
The proof of Theorem 1.2.5 decomposes into several lemmas.
Lemma 1.2.6. Let L be a locally free A -module of finite rank and let N
be an A -submodule of L . Assume that
(a) (N + ~L )/~L is a coherent A0-module,
(b) N ∩ ~nL ⊂ ~N + ~1+nL for any n ≥ 1.
Then we have
(i) N is a locally finitely generated A -module,
(ii) N ∩ ~nL = ~nN for any n ≥ 0,
(iii)
⋂
n≥0
(N + ~nL ) = N .
Proof. First, let us show that
N ∩ ~L ⊂ ~N + ~nL for any n ≥ 0.(1.2.5)
Indeed, (1.2.5) is trivial for n ≤ 1. Let us argue by induction, and let n ≥ 2,
assuming the assertion for n−1. We have N ∩~L ⊂ N ∩(~N +~n−1L ) =
~N + (N ∩ ~n−1L ) ⊂ ~N + (~N + ~nL ) by the assumption (b). This
proves (1.2.5).
Set
N˜ =
⋂
n≥0
(N + ~nL ).
Then N ⊂ N˜ and
N˜ ∩ ~L ⊂ ~N˜ .(1.2.6)
Indeed we have N˜ ∩ ~L ⊂ (N + ~n+1L ) ∩ ~L ⊂ N ∩ ~L + ~n+1L ⊂
~N + ~n+1L = ~(N + ~nL ) for any n.
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Set
¯N = (N + ~L )/~L = (N˜ + ~L )/~L .
By the hypothesis (a), ¯N is A0-coherent. Hence we may assume that there
exist finitely many sections si of N such that ¯N =
∑
i A0si, where si is the
image of si in L /~L .
By hypothesis (a) and Lemma 1.2.4 (ii), we have for any U ∈ B, ¯N (U) =∑
i A0(U)si. Since A (U) −→ A0(U) is surjective by Lemma 1.2.4 (iii), we
have N˜ (U) ⊂
∑
i A (U)si + ~L (U). Since N˜ ∩ ~L = ~N˜ , we have
N˜ (U) ⊂
∑
i
A (U)si + ~N˜ (U).
For v ∈ N˜ (U), we shall define a sequence {vn}n≥0 in N˜ (U) and sequences
{ai,n}n≥0 in A (U), inductively on n: set v0 = v, and write
vn =
∑
i
ai,nsi + ~vn+1.
Hence we have ~nvn =
∑
i ~
nai,nsi + ~
n+1vn+1 and we obtain
v = v0 =
∑
i
(
∑
n≥0
~
nai,n)si.
Thus we have N˜ =
∑
i A si. Hence N = N˜ which proves (i) and (iii).
Since N˜ ∩ ~L = ~N˜ by (1.2.6), we obtain (ii) for n = 1. For n ≥ 1 we
have by induction N ∩ ~nL ⊂ ~N ∩ ~nL = ~(N ∩ ~n−1L ) ⊂ ~ · ~n−1N .
Q.E.D.
Lemma 1.2.7. Let L be a locally free A -module of finite rank, and let N
be an A -submodule of L . Assume that (N + ~n+1L )/~n+1L is a coherent
A -module for any n ≥ 0. Then we have
(i) N is a locally finitely generated A -module,
(ii)
⋂
n≥0(N + ~
nL ) = N ,
(iii) locally, ~nL ∩N ⊂ ~(~n−1L ∩N ) for n≫ 0,
(iv) N /~nN is a coherent A -module for any n ≥ 0.
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Proof. We embed L into the A [~−1]-module K[~, ~−1]⊗
K[~]L =
⋃
n∈Z ~
nL .
Note that ~n induces an isomorphism
~
n : (L ∩ ~−nN + ~L )/~L ∼−→ (N ∩ ~nL + ~n+1L )/~n+1L .
Since
(N ∩ ~nL + ~n+1L )/~n+1L ≃
(
(N + ~n+1L )/~n+1L
)⋂(
~
nL /~n+1L
)
is A -coherent, {(L ∩ ~−nN + ~L )/~L }n≥0 is an increasing sequence of
coherent A0-submodules of L /~L . Hence it is locally stationary: locally
there exists n0 ≥ 0 such that L ∩~−nN +~L = L ∩~−n0N +~L for any
n ≥ n0. Set
N0 := L ∩ ~
−n0N .(1.2.7)
Then (N0 + ~L )/~L is a coherent A0-module and
N0 ∩ ~
nL ⊂ ~n(~−n−n0N ∩L ) ⊂ ~n(N0 + ~L ) ⊂ ~N0 + ~
n+1L
for any n > 0. Hence by Lemma 1.2.6:
• N0 is locally finitely generated over A ,
•
⋂
n≥0
(N0 + ~nL ) = N0,
• N0 ∩ ~nL = ~nN0 for any n ≥ 0.
(i) Since N ∩~n0L = ~n0N0 by (1.2.7), the module N /~n0N0 ≃ N /(N ∩
~
n0L ) ≃ (N + ~n0L )/~n0L is A -coherent. Since ~n0N0 is locally finitely
generated over A , N is also locally finitely generated over A .
(ii) We have⋂
n≥n0
(N + ~nL ) ⊂ (N + ~n0L )
⋂
∩n≥n0(N + ~
nL )
⊂ N + ~n0L
⋂
∩n≥n0(N + ~
nL )
⊂ N + ∩n≥n0(~
n0L ∩N + ~nL )
⊂ N + ∩n≥n0(~
n0N0 + ~
nL )
⊂ N + ~n0N0 = N .
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(iii) For n > n0, we have
~
nL ∩N ⊂ ~n0(L ∩ ~−n0N ) ∩ ~nL
⊂ ~n0(N0 ∩ ~
n−n0L )
⊂ ~n0~n−n0N0 = ~
nN0
⊂ ~(N ∩ ~n−1L ).
(iv) Since N has no ~-torsion, we have the exact sequence
0 −→ N /~nN
~
−→ N /~n+1N −→ N /~N −→ 0.
Hence, it is enough to show that N /~N is coherent. By (i), the images of
N and ~N in L /~nL are coherent. Since N ∩ ~nL ⊂ ~N for some n,
by (ii), we have the exact sequence
~N
~N ∩ ~nL
−→
N
N ∩ ~nL
−→
N
~N
−→ 0,
which implies that N /~N is coherent. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.2.8. Assume that M is a locally finitely generated A -module.
If M /~nM is a coherent A -module for all n > 0, then M is an A -module
locally of finite presentation and
⋂
n≥0
~
nM = 0.
Proof. We may assume that M = L /N for a locally free A -module L of
finite rank and N ⊂ L . From the exact sequence
0 −→ (N + ~nL )/~nL −→ L /~nL −→ M /~nM −→ 0,
we deduce that (N + ~nL )/~nL is coherent for any n. Hence N is locally
finitely generated by Lemma 1.2.7, which implies that M is locally of finite
presentation. Since
⋂
n≥0
(N + ~nL ) = N by Lemma 1.2.7,
⋂
n≥0
~
nM ≃
(⋂
n≥0
(N + ~nL )
)
/N
vanishes. Q.E.D.
Proposition 1.2.9. A is coherent.
Proof. Let I be a locally finitely generated A -submodule of A . Since
(I + ~n+1A )/~n+1A ≃ I /(I ∩ ~n+1A ) ⊂ A /~n+1A ,
the A -module I /~nI is coherent by Lemma 1.2.7 (iv). Hence Corol-
lary 1.2.8 implies that I is locally of finite presentation. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 1.2.10. Any filtrant family of coherent A -submodules of A is locally
stationary.
Proof. Let {Ii}i∈I be a family of coherent A -submodules of A indexed by
a filtrant ordered set I, with Ii ⊂ Ij for any i ≤ j. Then {(~−kIi ∩ A +
~A )/~A }i∈I, k≥0 is increasing with respect to k and i ∈ I. Hence locally
there exist i0 and k0 such that ~
−kIi ∩ A + ~A = ~−k0Ii0 ∩ A + ~A for
any i ≥ i0 and k ≥ k0. Then, for i ≥ i0, the ideal Ji :=A ∩ ~−k0Ii satisfies
Ji ∩ ~
mA ⊂ ~m(~−m−k0Ii ∩A ) ⊂ ~
m(~−k0Ii ∩A + ~A ) ⊂ ~Ji + ~
m+1A
for any m > 0. Hence Lemma 1.2.6 implies that Ji ∩ ~A = ~Ji. Since
we have Ji ⊂ Ji0 + ~A , we have Ji ⊂ Ji0 + (Ji ∩ ~A ) ⊂ Ji0 + ~Ji.
Then Nakayama’s lemma implies Ji = Ji0, or equivalently, ~
−k0Ii ∩A =
~−k0Ii0 ∩ A for i ≥ i0. Thus {Ii ∩ ~
k0A }i is locally stationary. Since
{Ii/(Ii ∩ ~k0A )}i is a filtrant family of coherent submodules of Ak0−1, it is
also locally stationary and it follows that {Ii}i is locally stationary. Q.E.D.
Lemma 1.2.11. For any x ∈ X, Ax is a coherent ring.
Proof. Any morphism f : A ⊕nx −→ Ax extends to a morphism f˜ : A
⊕n|U −→
A |U for some open neighborhood U of x. Since N := Ker f˜ is coherent,
Nx ≃ Ker f is a finitely generated Ax-module. Q.E.D.
Lemma 1.2.12. For any x ∈ X and a finitely generated left ideal I of Ax,
I ∩ ~n+1Ax = ~(I ∩ ~nAx) for n≫ 0.
Proof. Let us take a coherent ideal I of A defined on a neighborhood of x
such that I = Ix. Then Lemma 1.2.7 implies that I ∩~n+1A = ~(I ∩~nA )
for n≫ 0. Q.E.D.
Lemma 1.2.13. For any x ∈ X, Ax is a Noetherian ring.
Proof. Set A = Ax. Let us show that an increasing sequence {In}n of finitely
generated left ideals of A is stationary. Since {(~−kIn ∩ A + ~A)/~A}n,k is
increasing with respect n, k, there exist n0 and k0 such that ~
−kIn∩A+~A =
~−k0In0 ∩A+ ~A for n ≥ n0 and k ≥ k0. For any n ≥ n0 there exists k ≥ k0
such that ~−kIn ∩ ~A = ~(~
−kIn ∩ A) by Lemma 1.2.12. Hence we have
~
−kIn ∩ A ⊂ ~
−kIn ∩ (~
−k0In0 ∩ A + ~A) ⊂ ~
−k0In0 ∩ A + (~
−kIn ∩ ~A) ⊂
~−k0In0 ∩A+ ~(~
−kIn ∩A). Since ~
−kIn ∩A is finitely generated by Lemma
1.2.11, Nakayama’s lemma implies that ~−kIn ∩ A = ~
−k0In0 ∩ A. Hence
~−k0In∩A = ~
−k0In0∩A for any n ≥ n0. Therefore In∩~
k0A = ~k0(~−k0In∩A)
is stationary. Since {In/(In ∩ ~
k0A)}n is stationary, {In}n is stationary.
Q.E.D.
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Thus, we have proved that A is a Noetherian ring.
Lemma 1.2.14. Let {Mn}n≥0 be a projective system of coherent A -modules.
Assume that ~n+1Mn = 0 and the induced morphism Mn+1/~n+1Mn+1 −→
Mn is an isomorphism for any n ≥ 0. Then M := lim←−
n
Mn is a coherent
A -module and M /~n+1M −→ Mn is an isomorphism for any n ≥ 0.
Proof. Since the question is local, we may assume that X ∈ B and there
exist a free K-module V of finite rank and a morphism V −→ M0(X) which
induces an epimorphism L := A ⊗K V։M0. Since Mn+1(X) −→ Mn(X)
is surjective and V is projective, we have a projective system of morphisms
{V −→ Mn(X)}n:
V
 && ,, --ZZZZZZ
ZZZZZ
ZZZZZ
ZZZZZ
ZZZZZ
ZZZZZ
ZZZZZ
ZZZZZ
ZZZZZ
Z
· · · // //Mn(X) // //Mn−1(X) // // · · · // //M1(X) // //M0(X),
which induces a projective system of morphisms {L −→ Mn}n. Hence we
may assume that there exists a morphism L −→ M such that the composition
L −→ M −→ M0 is an epimorphism. Since L −→ Mn/~Mn ∼−→ M0 is an
epimorphism, L −→ Mn is an epimorphism by Lemma 1.2.2.
Set Ln = L /~n+1L , and let Nn be the kernel of Ln −→ Mn. Set
N = lim←−
n
Nn. Then we have a commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 //N //

L //

M

0 //Nn //Ln //Mn // 0.
In the commutative diagram
0

0

~n+1Ln+1 //

~n+1Mn+1 //

0
0 //Nn+1 //

Ln+1 //

Mn+1 //

0
0 //Nn //Ln //

Mn

// 0
0 0
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the rows and the columns are exact. Hence the left vertical arrow Nn+1 −→
Nn is an epimorphism. Therefore, Nn+1(U) −→ Nn(U) is surjective for any
U ∈ B, and N (U) ∼−→ lim←−
m
Nm(U) −→ Nn(U) is surjective. Hence N −→ Nn
is an epimorphism for any n ≥ 0, and {Nn(U)}n satisfies the Mittag-Leﬄer
condition.
Thus in the following commutative diagram
0 //N (U) //
∼

L (U) //
∼

M (U)
∼

// 0
0 // lim←−
n
Nn(U) // lim←−
n
Ln(U) // lim←−
n
Mn(U) // 0,
the bottom row is exact. Hence 0 −→ N −→ L −→ M −→ 0 is exact.
Since N −→ Nn is an epimorphism, we have M /~n+1M ≃ Coker(N −→
Ln) ≃ Coker(Nn −→ Ln) ≃ Mn. Since M is locally finitely generated and
M /~n+1M is coherent for any n ≥ 0, M is coherent by Corollary 1.2.8 and
Proposition 1.2.9. Q.E.D.
Proposition 1.2.15. Let M be a coherent A -module. Then we have the
following properties.
(i) M is ~-complete, i.e., M ∼−→ M̂ ,
(ii) for any U ∈ B, Hk(U ;M ) = 0 for any k > 0.
Proof. (i) Since the kernel of M −→ M̂ is
⋂
n≥0
~nM , the morphism M −→ M̂
is a monomorphism by Corollary 1.2.8.
Let us show that M −→ M̂ is an epimorphism. By the preceding lemma,
M̂ is a coherent A -module, and M̂ /~M̂ ≃ M /~M . Hence Nakayama’s
lemma implies that M −→ M̂ is an epimorphism.
(ii) For any U ∈ B, the map Γ(U ;M /~n+1M ) −→ Γ(U ;M /~nM ) is surjec-
tive, and Hk(U ;M /~nM ) = 0 for any k > 0. Hence Lemma 1.1.6 implies
(ii). Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.2.16. Let M be an A -module. If M satisfies the following
conditions (i) and (ii), then M is a coherent A -module.
(i) M is ~-complete,
(ii) ~nM /~n+1M is a coherent A0-module for all n ≥ 0.
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Proof. Set Mn = M /~n+1M . Then it is a coherent A -module by (ii), and
lim←−
n
Mn is a coherent A -module by Lemma 1.2.14. Q.E.D.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.5.
Lemma 1.2.17. Let M be a coherent A -module without ~-torsion. If
M /~M is a locally free A0-module of rank r ∈ Z≥0, then M is a locally
free A -module of rank r.
Proof. We may assume that there exists a morphism of A -modules f : L :=
A ⊕r −→ M such that L /~L −→ M /~M is an isomorphism. Then, Nakayama’s
lemma implies that f is an epimorphism. Let N be the kernel of f . Since
M has no ~-torsion, we have an exact sequence 0 −→ N /~N −→ L /~L −→
M /~M −→ 0. Hence N /~N = 0 and Nakayama’s lemma implies N = 0.
Q.E.D.
The following proposition gives a criterion for the coherence of the pro-
jective limit of coherent modules, generalizing Lemma 1.2.14.
Proposition 1.2.18. Let {Nn}n≥1 be a projective system of coherent A -
modules. Assume
(a) the pro-object “lim←−”
n
Nn/~Nn is representable by a coherent A0-module,
(b) the pro-object “lim←−”
n
Ker(Nn
~
−→ Nn) is representable by a coherent A0-
module.
Then
(i) N := lim←−
n
Nn is a coherent A -module,
(ii) N /~k+1N ∼−→ “lim←−”
n
Nn/~k+1Nn for any k ≥ 0,
(iii) Ker(N
~
−→ N ) ∼−→ “lim←−”
n
Ker(Nn
~
−→ Nn).
(iv) Assume moreover that for each n ≥ 1 there exists k ≥ 0 such that
~kNn = 0. Then the projective system {Nn}n satisfies the Mittag-
Leﬄer condition.
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Proof. For any k ≥ 0, set
Sk := “lim←−”
n
Nn/~
k+1Nn.
Then S0 is representable by a coherent A -module by hypothesis (a). We
shall show that Sk is representable by a coherent A -module for all k ≥ 0 by
induction on k. Consider the exact sequences
0 −→ ~Nn/~
k+1Nn −→ Nn/~
k+1Nn −→ Nn/~Nn −→ 0,(1.2.8)
Ker(Nn
~
−→ Nn) −→ Nn/~
kNn
~
−→ ~Nn/~
k+1Nn −→ 0.(1.2.9)
Assume that Sk−1 is representable by a coherent A -module. Applying
the functor “lim←−”
n
to the exact sequence (1.2.9), we deduce that the object
“lim
←−
”
n
~Nn/~k+1Nn is representable by a coherent A -module. Then apply-
ing the functor “lim
←−
”
n
to the exact sequence (1.2.8), we deduce that Sk is
representable by a coherent A -module.
Since Nn ≃ lim←−
k
Nn/~k+1Nn by Theorem 1.2.5 (iii), we have
N ≃ lim
←−
k,n
Nn/~
k+1Nn ≃ lim←−
k
Sk.
Since Sk+1/~k+1Sk+1 ≃ Sk, Lemma 1.2.14 implies (i), (ii). The property
(iii) is obvious.
Let us prove (iv). By the assumption, Nn ≃ “lim←−”
k
Nn/~kNn. Hence
“lim
←−
”
n
Nn ≃ “lim←−”
k,n
Nn/~
kNn ≃ “lim←−”
k
Sk.
Since {Sk}k satisfies the Mittag-Leﬄer condition, {Nn}n satisfies the Mittag-
Leﬄer condition by Lemma 1.1.2. Q.E.D.
Remark 1.2.19. In Proposition 1.2.18 (iv), the condition ~kNn = 0 (k ≫ 0)
is necessary as seen by considering the projective system Nn = ~nA , (n ∈ N).
1.3 A variant of the preceding results
Here, we consider rings which satisfy hypotheses (1.2.2), but in which (1.2.3)
is replaced with another hypothesis. Indeed, as we shall see, the ring DX [[~]]
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of differential operators on a complex manifold X has nice properties, al-
though DX does not satisfy (1.2.3). The study of modules over DX [[~]] is
performed in [17].
We assume that X is a Hausdorff locally compact space. By a basis B
of compact subsets of X , we mean a family of compact subsets such that for
any x ∈ X and any open neighborhood U of x, there exists K ∈ B such that
x ∈ Int(K) ⊂ U .
We consider a K-algebra A on X and a section ~ of A contained in the
center of A . Set A0 = A /~A . We assume the conditions (1.2.2) and
(iv’) there exist a base B of compact subsets of X and a
prestack U 7→ Modgd(A0|U) (U open in X) such that
(a) for any K ∈ B and an open subset U such that K ⊂
U , there exists K ′ ∈ B such that K ⊂ Int(K ′) ⊂
K ′ ⊂ U ,
(b) U 7→ Modgd(A0|U) is a full subprestack of U 7→
Modcoh(A0|U),
(c) for an open subset U and M ∈ Modcoh(A0|U), if M |V
belongs to Modgd(A0|V ) for any relatively compact
open subset V of U , then M belongs to Modgd(A0|U),
(d) for any open subset U of X , Modgd(A0|U) is stable by
subobjects, quotients and extension in Modcoh(A0|U),
(e) for any K ∈ B, any open set U containing K,
any M ∈ Modgd(A0|U) and any j > 0, one has
Hj(K;M ) = 0,
(f) for any M ∈ Modcoh(A0|U), there exists an open cov-
ering U =
⋃
i Ui such that M |Ui ∈ Modgd(A0|Ui),
(g) A0 ∈ Modgd(A0).
(1.3.1)
Note that Lemmas 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 still hold.
The prestack U 7→ Modgd(A0|U) being given, a coherent module which
belongs to Modgd(A0|U) will be called a good module. Note that in view of
hypothesis (iv’) (f), hypothesis (iv’) (g) could be deleted since all the results
of this subsection will be of local nature. However, we keep it for simplicity.
Example 1.3.1. Let X be a complex manifold, OX the structure sheaf and
let DX denote the C-algebra of differential operators. One checks easily that,
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taking for B the set of Stein compact subsets and for A0 the C-algebra DX ,
the prestack of good DX-modules in the sense of [37] satisfies the hypotheses
(1.3.1).
Definition 1.3.2. A coherent A -module M is good if both the kernel and
the cokernel of ~ : M −→ M are goodA0-modules. One denotes by Modgd(A )
the category of good A -modules.
Note that an A0-module is good if and only if it is good as an A -module.
This allows us to state:
Definition 1.3.3. An An-module M is good if it is good as an A -module.
Lemma 1.3.4. The categoryModgd(A ) is a subcategory ofModcoh(A ) stable
by subobjects, quotients and extension.
Proof. First note that ~nM /~n+1M is a good A0-module for any M ∈
Modgd(A ) and any integer n ≥ 0. Indeed, it is a quotient of M /~M .
For an A -module N , set N~ := Ker(~ : N −→ N ).
We shall show that any coherent A -submodule N of a good A -module
M is a good A -module. It is obvious that N~ is a good A0-module, because
it is a coherent submodule ofM~. We shall show that N /(~N +N ∩~k+1M )
is a good A0-module for any k ≥ 0. We argue by induction on k. For k = 0,
it is a good A0-module since it is a coherent submodule of M /~M . For
k > 0, we have an exact sequence
0 −→
~N + N ∩ ~kM
~N + N ∩ ~k+1M
−→
N
~N + N ∩ ~k+1M
−→
N
~N + N ∩ ~kM
−→ 0.
(1.3.2)
Since (N ∩ ~kM )/(N ∩ ~k+1M ) is a coherent submodule of ~kM /~k+1M ,
it is a good A0-module. Since (~N + N ∩ ~
kM )/(~N + N ∩ ~k+1M ) is
a quotient of (N ∩ ~kM )/(N ∩ ~k+1M ), the left term in (1.3.2) is a good
A0-module. Hence the induction proceeds and we conclude that N /(~N +
N ∩ ~k+1M ) is a good A0-module.
On any compact set, we have N ∩ ~k+1M ⊂ ~N for k ≫ 0. Hence,
(N /~N )|V is a good (A0|V )-module for any relatively compact subset V .
Hence N belongs to Modgd(A ) by (iv’) (c).
Consider an exact sequence 0 −→ M ′ −→ M −→ M ′′ −→ 0 of coherent
A -modules. It gives rise to an exact sequence of coherent A0-modules
0 −→ M ′
~
−→ M~ −→ M
′′
~
−→ M ′/~M ′ −→ M /~M −→ M ′′/~M ′′ −→ 0.
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If M is a good A -module, then so is M ′. Hence the exact sequence above
implies that M ′′
~
and M ′′/~M ′′ are good A0-modules. This shows that
Modgd(A ) is stable by quotients.
Finally, let us show that Modgd(A ) is stable by extension. If M ′~, M
′′
~
,
M ′/~M ′ and M ′′/~M ′′ are good A0-modules, then so are M~ and M /~M
by the exact sequence above. Q.E.D.
Lemma 1.3.5. Let K ∈ B, and n ≥ 0.
(i) For any good An-module N , we have Hj(K;N ) = 0 for j 6= 0.
(ii) For any epimorphism N −→ N ′ of good An-modules, N (K) −→ N ′(K)
is surjective.
(iii) A (K) −→ An(K) is surjective.
Proof. (i) is proved by induction on n, using the exact sequence (1.2.4).
(ii) follows immediately from (i) and the fact that the kernel of a morphism
of good modules is good.
(iii) By (ii), An+1(K) −→ An(K) is surjective for any n ≥ 0. Hence
lim←−
m
(
Am(K)
)
−→ An(K) is surjective.
For s ∈ An(K), there exist K ′ ∈ B and s′ ∈ An(K ′) such that K ⊂
Int(K ′) and s′|K = s. Then s
′ is in the image of lim←−
m
(
Am(K
′)
)
−→ An(K
′).
Hence s is in the image of A (K) −→ An(K), because lim←−
m
(
Am(K ′)
)
−→
An(K ′) −→ An(K) decomposes into
lim←−
m
(
Am(K
′)
)
−→ lim←−
m
(
Am(Int(K
′))
)
≃ A (Int(K ′)) −→ A (K) −→ An(K).
Q.E.D.
The proof of the following theorem is almost the same as the proof of
Theorem 1.2.5, and we do not repeat it.
Theorem 1.3.6. Assume (1.2.2) and (1.3.1).
(i) A is a left Noetherian ring.
(ii) Let M be a locally finitely generated A -module. Then M is coherent
if and only if ~nM /~n+1M is a coherent A0-module for any n ≥ 0.
(iii) For any coherent A -module M , M is ~-complete, i.e., M ∼−→ M̂ .
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(iv) Conversely, an A -module M is coherent if and only if M is ~-complete
and ~nM /~n+1M is a coherent A0-module for any n ≥ 0.
(v) For any good A -module M and any K ∈ B, we have Hj(K;M ) = 0
for any j > 0.
1.4 ~-graduation and ~-localization
In this section, A is a sheaf of algebras satisfying hypotheses (1.2.2) and
either (1.2.3) or (1.3.1).
Graded modules
Let R be a Z[~]-algebra on a topological space X . We assume that R has
no ~-torsion. We set
R0 := R/R~.
Definition 1.4.1. We denote by gr~ : D(R) −→ D(R0) the left derived func-
tor of the right exact functor Mod(R) −→ Mod(R0) given by M 7→ M /~M .
For M ∈ D(R) we call gr~(M ) the graded module associated to M .
We have
gr~(M ) ≃ R0
L
⊗RM ≃ ZX
L
⊗
ZX [~]
M .
Lemma 1.4.2. Let M ∈ D(R) and let a ∈ Z. Then we have an exact
sequence of R0-modules
0 −→ R0 ⊗R H
a(M ) −→ Ha(gr~(M )) −→ Tor
R
1 (R0, H
a+1(M )) −→ 0.
Although this kind of results is well-known, we give a proof for the reader’s
convenience.
Proof. The exact sequence 0 −→ R
~
−−→ R −→ R0 −→ 0 gives rise to the
distinguished triangle
M
~
−−→ M −→ gr~(M )
+1
−−−→ .
It induces a long exact sequence
Ha(M )
~
−−→ Ha(M ) −→ Ha(gr~(M )) −→ H
a+1(M )
~
−−→ Ha+1(M ).
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The result then follows from
R0 ⊗R H
a(M ) ≃ Coker(Ha(M )
~
−−→ Ha(M )),
TorR1 (R0, H
a+1(M )) ≃ Ker(Ha+1(M )
~
−−→ Ha+1(M )).
Q.E.D.
Proposition 1.4.3. (i) Let K1 ∈ D(Rop) and K2 ∈ D(R). Then
gr~(K1
L
⊗RK2) ≃ gr~(K1)
L
⊗R0gr~(K2).(1.4.1)
(ii) Let Ki ∈ D(R) (i = 1, 2). Then
gr~(RHomR(K1,K2)) ≃ RHomR0(gr~(K1), gr~(K2)).(1.4.2)
Proof. (i) We have
gr~(K1
L
⊗
R
K2) ≃ K1
L
⊗
R
K2
L
⊗
ZX [~]
ZX ≃ K1
L
⊗
R
gr~(K2)
≃ K1
L
⊗RR0
L
⊗R0gr~(K2))
≃ (K1
L
⊗RR0)
L
⊗R0gr~(K2)
≃ gr~(K1)
L
⊗R0gr~(K2).
(ii) The proof is similar. Q.E.D.
Proposition 1.4.4. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of topological spaces. Let
M ∈ D(ZX [~]) and N ∈ D(ZY [~]). Then
gr~Rf∗M ≃ Rf∗gr~M ,
gr~f
−1N ≃ f−1gr~N .
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that for a complex of ZX [~]-
modules M , gr~(M ) is represented by the mapping cone of M
~
−→ M and
similarly for ZY [~]-modules. Q.E.D.
Recall that A is a sheaf of algebras satisfying hypotheses (1.2.2) and
either (1.2.3) or (1.3.1). The functor gr~ induces a functor (we keep the same
notation):
gr~ : D
b
coh(A ) −→ D
b
coh(A0).(1.4.3)
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.4.2
and Nakayama’s lemma.
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Proposition 1.4.5. Let M ∈ Dbcoh(A ) and let a ∈ Z. The conditions below
are equivalent:
(i) Ha(gr~(M )) ≃ 0,
(ii) Ha(M ) ≃ 0 and Ha+1(M ) has no ~-torsion.
Corollary 1.4.6. The functor gr~ in (1.4.3) is conservative (i.e., a morphism
in Dbcoh(A ) is an isomorphism as soon as its image by gr~ is an isomorphism
in Dbcoh(A0) ).
Proof. Consider a morphism ϕ : M −→ N in Dbcoh(A ) and assume that it
induces an isomorphism gr~(ϕ) : gr~(M ) −→ gr~(N ) in D
b
coh(A0). Let M −→
N −→ L
+1
−−−→ be a distinguished triangle. Then gr~L ≃ 0, and hence all
the cohomologies of L vanishes by the proposition above, which means that
L ≃ 0. Q.E.D.
Homological dimension
In the sequel, for a left Noetherian K-algebra R, we shall say that a coherent
R-module P is locally projective if, for any open subset U ⊂ X , the functor
HomR(P, • ) : Modcoh(R|U) −→ Mod(KU)
is exact. This is equivalent to one of the following conditions: (i) for each
x ∈ X , the stalk Px is projective as an Rx-module, (ii) for each x ∈ X , the
stalk Px is flat as an Rx-module, (iii) P is locally a direct summand of a
free R-module of finite rank.
Lemma 1.4.7. A coherent A -module P is locally projective if and only if
P has no ~-torsion and gr~P is a locally projective A0-module.
Proof. We set for short A := Ax and A0 := (A0)x. Note that A0 ≃ gr~A.
Let P be a finitely generated A-module.
(i) Assume that P is projective. Then P is a direct summand of a free A-
module. It follows that P has no ~-torsion and gr~P is also a direct summand
of a free A0-module.
(ii) Assume that P has no ~-torsion and gr~P is projective. Consider an exact
sequence 0 −→ N
u
−→ L −→ P −→ 0 in which L is free of finite rank. Applying
the functor gr~ we find the exact sequence 0 −→ gr~N
gr~u−−→ gr~L −→ gr~P −→ 0
and gr~P being projective, there exists a map v : gr~L −→ gr~N such that
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v◦gr~u = idgr~N . Let us choose a map v : L −→ N such that gr~(v) = v. Since
gr~(v ◦ u) = idgr~N , we may write
v ◦ u = idN −~ϕ
where ϕ : N −→ N is an A-linear map. The map idN −~ϕ is invertible and
we denote by ψ its inverse. Then ψ ◦ v ◦ u = idN , which proves that P is a
direct summand of a free A-module. Q.E.D.
Theorem 1.4.8. Let d ∈ N . Assume that any coherent A0-module locally
admits a resolution of length ≤ d by free A0-modules of finite rank. Then
(a) for any coherent locally projective A -module P, there locally exists a
free A -module of finite rank F such that P ⊕F is free of finite rank,
(b) any coherent A -module locally admits a resolution of length ≤ d + 1 by
free A -modules of finite rank.
Proof. (a) It is well-known (see e.g., [56, Lem. B.2.2]) that the result in (a)
is true when replacing A with A0. Now, let P be as in the statement.
Then gr~P is projective and coherent. Therefore, there exists a locally free
A -module F such that gr~P ⊕ gr~F is free of finite rank over A0. This
implies that P ⊕F is free of finite rank over A by Lemma 1.2.17.
(b)-(i) Let M ∈ Modcoh(A ) and let us first assume that M has no ~-torsion.
Since A is coherent, there exists locally an exact sequence
0 −→ K −→ Ld−1 −→ · · · −→ L0 −→ M −→ 0,
the A -modules Li (0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1) being free of finite rank. Applying the
functor gr~, we find an exact sequence of A0-modules and it follows that
gr~(K ) is projective and finitely generated. Therefore K is projective and
finitely generated. Let F be as in the statement (a). Replacing K and Ld−1
with K ⊕F and Ld−1 ⊕F respectively, the result follows in this case.
(b)-(ii) In general, any coherent A -module M locally admits a resolution
0 −→ N −→ L −→ M −→ 0, where L is a free A -module of finite rank. Since
N has no ~-torsion, N admits a free resolution with length d, and the result
follows. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.4.9. We make the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4.8. Let M
•
be a
complex of A -modules concentrated in degrees [a, b] and assume that H i(M )
is coherent for all i. Then, in a neighborhood of each x ∈ X, there exists a
quasi-isomorphism L
•
−→ M
•
where L
•
is a complex of free A -modules
of finite rank concentrated in degrees [a− d− 1, b].
Proof. The proof uses [41, Lem. 13.2.1] (or rather the dual statement). Since
we do not use this result here, details are left to the reader. Q.E.D.
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Localization
For a ZX [~]-algebra R with no ~-torsion, we set
R loc := ZX [~, ~
−1]⊗
ZX [~]
R,(1.4.4)
and we call R loc the ~-localization of R. For an R-module M , we also set
M loc := R loc ⊗R M ≃ ZX [~, ~
−1]⊗
ZX [~]
M .
Lemma 1.4.10. The algebra A loc is Noetherian.
Proof. Let T be an indeterminate. One knows by [37, Th. A.30] that A [T ]
is Noetherian. Since A loc ≃ A [T ]/A [T ](T~− 1), the result follows. Q.E.D.
1.5 Cohomologically complete modules
In order to give a criterion for the coherency of the cohomologies of a complex
of modules over an algebra A satisfying (1.2.2) and either (1.2.3) or (1.3.1).
we introduce the notion of cohomologically complete complexes.
In this section, R is a Z[~]-algebra satisfying
R has no ~-torsion.(1.5.1)
Recall that M loc := Z[~, ~−1]⊗
Z[~] M for an R-module M .
Lemma 1.5.1. For M ,M ′ ∈ Db(R loc), we have
RHomRloc(M ,M
′) ∼−→ RHomR(M ,M
′).
Proof. We have R loc
L
⊗RM ≃ M . Hence,
RHomRloc(M ,M
′) ≃ RHomRloc(R
loc
L
⊗RM ,M
′)
≃ RHomR(M ,M
′).
Q.E.D.
The next result is obvious.
Lemma 1.5.2. The triangulated category D(R loc) is equivalent to the full
subcategory of D(R) consisting of objects M satisfying one of the following
equivalent conditions:
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(i) gr~(M ) = 0,
(ii) ~ : H i(M ) −→ H i(M ) is an isomorphism for any integer i,
(iii) M −→ R loc
L
⊗RM is an isomorphism,
(iv) RHomR(R
loc,M ) −→ M is an isomorphism,
(v) RHomR(R
loc/R,M ) ≃ 0.
Lemma 1.5.3. Let K be a Z[~]-module with projective dimension ≤ 1. Then
for any M ∈ D(R), any open subset U and any integer i, we have an exact
sequence
0 −→ Ext1
Z[~]
(
K,H i−1(U ;M )
)
−→ H i
(
U ; RHom
Z[~](K,M )
)
−→ Hom
Z[~]
(
K,H i(U ;M )
)
−→ 0.
Proof. We have a distinguished triangle
RHom
Z[~]
(
K, τ<iRΓ(U ;M )
)
−→ RHom
Z[~]
(
K,RΓ(U ;M )
)
−→ RHom
Z[~]
(
K, τ≥iRΓ(U ;M )
) +1
−−−→ .
Since HkRHom
Z[~](K,N) = 0 for any k 6= 0, 1 and any Z[~]-module N ,
we have H i+1RHom
Z[~]
(
K, τ<iRΓ(U ;M )
)
≃ 0. Hence we have an exact
sequence
0 −→ H iRHom
Z[~]
(
K, τ<iRΓ(U ;M )
)
−→ H iRHom
Z[~]
(
K,RΓ(U ;M )
)
−→ H iRHom
Z[~]
(
K, τ≥iRΓ(U ;M )
)
−→ 0.
Then the result follows from
H iRHom
Z[~]
(
K, τ<iRΓ(U ;M )
)
≃ Ext1
Z[~]
(
K,H i−1(U ;M )
)
and H iRHom
Z[~]
(
K, τ≥iRΓ(U ;M )
)
≃ Hom
Z[~]
(
K,H i(U ;M )
)
. Q.E.D.
Recall that we set
M̂ := lim
←−
n
M /~nM .(1.5.2)
Lemma 1.5.4. Let M ∈ Mod(R) and assume that M has no ~-torsion.
(i) HomR(R
loc/R,M loc/M ) ≃ Ext1
R
(R loc/R,M ) ≃ M̂ .
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(ii) Ker(M −→ M̂ ) ≃ HomR(R
loc,M ). In particular, M is ~-separated if
and only if HomR(R
loc,M ) ≃ 0.
(iii) Coker(M −→ M̂ ) ≃ Ext1
R
(R loc,M ). In particular, M is ~-complete if
and only if Extj
R
(R loc,M ) ≃ 0 for j = 0, 1.
Proof. We have
HomR(R
loc/R,M loc/M ) ≃ lim←−
n
HomR(~
−nR/R,M loc/M )
≃ lim
←−
n
HomR(~
−nR/R, ~−nM /M )
≃ lim←−
n
M /~nM ≃ M̂ .
Since RHomR(R
loc/R,M loc) ≃ 0 by Lemma 1.5.2, applying the functor
RHomR(R
loc/R, • ) to 0 −→ M −→ M loc −→ M loc/M −→ 0, we obtain an
isomorphism HomR(R
loc/R,M loc/M ) ∼−→ Ext1
R
(R loc/R,M ). Hence we
obtain (i).
By the long exact sequence associated with 0 −→ R −→ R loc −→ R loc/R −→
0, we obtain
HomR(R
loc/R,M ) −→ HomR(R
loc,M ) −→ HomR(R,M )
−→ Ext1
R
(R loc/R,M ) −→ Ext1
R
(R loc,M ) −→ 0,
which reduces to
0 −→ HomR(R
loc,M ) −→ M −→ M̂ −→ Ext1
R
(R loc,M ) −→ 0.
Hence we obtain (ii) and (iii). Q.E.D.
Consider the right orthogonal category D(R loc)⊥r to the full subcategory
D(R loc) of D(R). By definition, this is the full triangulated subcategory
consisting of objects M ∈ D(R) satisfying Hom D(R)(N ,M ) ≃ 0 for any
N ∈ D(R loc) (see [41, Exe. 10.15]).
Definition 1.5.5. One says that an object M of D(R) is cohomologically
complete if it belongs to D(R loc)⊥r.
Proposition 1.5.6. (i) For M ∈ D(R), the following conditions are equiv-
alent:
(a) M is cohomologically complete,
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(b) RHomR(R
loc,M ) ≃ RHom
Z[~](Z[~, ~
−1],M ) ≃ 0,
(c) lim−→
U∋x
Extj
Z[~]
(
Z[~, ~−1], H i(U ;M )
)
≃ 0 for any x ∈ X, j = 0, 1 and
any i ∈ Z. Here, U ranges over an open neighborhood system of x.
(ii) RHomR(R
loc/R,M ) is cohomologically complete for any M ∈ D(R).
(iii) For any M ∈ D(R), there exists a distinguished triangle
M ′ −→ M −→ M ′′
+1
−−−→
with M ′ ∈ D(R loc) and M ′′ ∈ D(R loc)⊥r.
(iv) Conversely, if
M ′ −→ M −→ M ′′
+1
−−−→
is a distinguished triangle with M ′ ∈ D(R loc) and M ′′ ∈ D(R loc)⊥r,
then M ′ ≃ RHomR(R
loc,M ) and M ′′ ≃ RHomR(R
loc/R[−1],M ).
Proof. (i) (a)⇔(b) For any N ∈ D(R loc), one has
HomR(N ,M ) ≃ HomR(R
loc
L
⊗RN ,M )
≃ HomR(N ,RHomR(R
loc,M ))
and it vanishes for all N ∈ D(R loc) if and only if RHomR(R
loc,M ) ≃ 0.
(i) (b)⇔(c) follows from Lemma 1.5.3.
(ii) Since R loc
L
⊗
R
(R loc/R) ≃ 0, we have
RHomR
(
R loc,RHomR(R
loc/R,M )
)
≃ RHomR(R
loc
L
⊗R(R
loc/R),M ) ≃ 0,
and hence RHomR(R
loc/R,M ) is cohomologically complete.
(iii) We have obviously RHomR(R
loc,M ) ∈ D(R loc). Hence the distin-
guished triangle
RHomR(R
loc,M ) −→ RHomR(R,M ) −→ RHomR(R
loc/R[−1],M )
+1
−−−→
gives the result.
(iv) Since RHomR(R
loc,M ′′) ≃ 0, we have
M ′ ≃ RHomR(R
loc,M ′) ∼−→ RHomR(R
loc,M ),
and hence M ′′ ≃ RHomR(R
loc/R[−1],M ). Q.E.D.
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Note that M 7→ RHomR(R
loc,M ) is a right adjoint functor of the
inclusion functor D(R loc) −→ D(R), and the quotient category D(R)/D(R loc)
is equivalent to D(R loc)⊥r.
Remark that M ∈ D(R) is cohomologically complete if and only if its
image in D(ZX [~]) is cohomologically complete.
Corollary 1.5.7. Let M be an R-module. Assume the following conditions:
(a) M has no ~-torsion and is ~-complete,
(b) for any x ∈ X, denoting by Ux the family of open neighborhoods of x,
we have “lim
−→
”
U∈Ux
H i(U ;M ) ≃ 0 for i 6= 0.
Then M is cohomologically complete.
Proof. For U open, we have the maps
Γ(U ;M )
a
−→ lim
←−
n
Γ(U ;M )/~nΓ(U ;M )
b
−→ lim
←−
n
Γ(U ;M /~nM ) ≃ Γ(U ;M )
whose composition is the identity. Since b is a monomorphism, a is an iso-
morphism and therefore Γ(U ;M ) is ~-complete. Consider the assertion
“lim−→”
U∈Ux
Extj
Z[~]
(Z[~, ~−1], H i(U ;M )) ≃ 0 for j = 0, 1.
This assertion is true for i = 0 since Γ(U ;M ) is ~-complete and is true for
i 6= 0 by hypothesis (b). The same vanishing assertion remains true after
replacing “lim−→” with lim−→. Applying Proposition 1.5.6 (i), we find that M is
cohomologically complete. Q.E.D.
Proposition 1.5.8. Let M ∈ D(R) be a cohomologically complete object
and a ∈ Z. If H i(gr~(M )) = 0 for any i < a, then H
i(M ) = 0 for any
i < a.
Proof. The exact sequence H i−1(gr~M ) −→ H
i(M )
~
−−→ H i(M ) −→ H i(gr~M )
implies that H i(M )
~
−−→ H i(M ) is an isomorphism for i < a. Hence
τ<aM ∈ D(R loc) and we have RHomR(R
loc, τ<aM ) ≃ τ<aM . By the
distinguished triangle,
RHomR(R
loc, τ<aM ) −→ RHomR(R
loc,M ) −→ RHomR(R
loc, τ≥aM )
+1
−→,
we have τ<aM ≃ RHomR(R
loc, τ≥aM )[−1] and they belong to D<a(R) ∩
D≥a+1(R) ≃ 0. Q.E.D.
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Corollary 1.5.9. Let M ∈ D(R) be a cohomologically complete object. If
gr~(M ) ≃ 0, then M ≃ 0.
Proposition 1.5.10. Assume that M ∈ D(R) is cohomologically com-
plete. Then RHomR(N ,M ) ∈ D(ZX [~]) is cohomologically complete for
any N ∈ D(R).
Proof. It follows from
RHom
Z[~]
(
Z[~, ~−1],RHomR(N ,M )
)
≃ RHomR
(
N ,RHom
Z[~](Z[~, ~
−1],M )
)
.
Q.E.D.
We can give an alternative definition of a cohomologically complete mod-
ule.
Lemma 1.5.11. Let M ∈ D(R). Then we have
(i) Rπ
(
(“lim←−”
n
R~n)
L
⊗RM
)
≃ RHomR(R
loc,M ),
(ii) Rπ
(
(“lim
←−
”
n
R/R~n)
L
⊗
R
M
)
≃ RHomR(R
loc/R[−1],M ).
Proof. It is enough to show (i). Set L = “lim
←−
”
n
(R~n). Note that L is flat,
i.e., the functor L⊗R • from Mod(R) to Pro(Mod(R)) is exact.
One has the isomorphisms
HomR(R
loc,M ) ≃ HomR(lim−→
n
R~−n,M )
≃ lim
←−
n
HomR(R~
−n,M )
≃ lim←−
n
HomR(R~
−n,R)⊗R M
≃ lim
←−
n
(
R~n ⊗R M
)
.
It remains to show that Rπ(L
L
⊗R
• ) is the right derived functor of M 7→
lim
←−
n
(R~n ⊗R M ). Hence, it is enough to check that if M is an injective
R-module, then Rπ(L
L
⊗RM ) is in degree zero. Applying Lemma 1.1.5 with
Mn = R~n ⊗R M , we find H
i(U ; Rπ(L
L
⊗RM )) ≃ 0 for i > 0. Therefore,
Riπ(L
L
⊗RM ) ≃ 0 for i > 1. On the other hand, since {Γ(U ;Mn)}n satisfies
the Mittag-Leﬄer condition, we get that R1π(L
L
⊗
R
M ) ≃ 0. Q.E.D.
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Hence, M is cohomologically complete if and only if the morphism M −→
Rπ
(
“lim
←−
”
n
(R/R~n)
L
⊗RM
)
is an isomorphism.
Proposition 1.5.12. Let f : X −→ Y be a continuous map, and M ∈
D(ZX [~]). If M is cohomologically complete, then so is Rf∗M .
Proof. It immediately follows from
RHom
ZY [~]
(ZY [~, ~
−1],Rf∗M ) ≃ Rf∗RHomZX [~](ZX [~, ~
−1],M ).
Q.E.D.
1.6 Cohomologically complete A -modules
In this section, A is a K-algebra satisfying hypotheses (1.2.2) and either
(1.2.3) or (1.3.1).
Theorem 1.6.1. Let M ∈ Dbcoh(A ). Then M is cohomologically complete.
Proof. Since any coherent module is an extension of a module without ~-
torsion by an ~-torsion module, it is enough to treat each case.
Assume first that M is an ~-torsion coherent A -module. Since the ques-
tion is local, we may assume that there exists n such that ~nM = 0. Then
the action of ~ on the cohomology groups of RHomA (A
loc,M ) is nilpotent
and invertible, and hence the cohomology groups vanishes.
Now assume that M is a coherent A -module without ~-torsion. Then
Corollary 1.5.7 shows that M is cohomologically complete. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.6.2. If M ∈ Dbcoh(A ) and N ∈ D(A ), then RHomA (N ,M )
is cohomologically complete.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.5.10 and the theorem
above. Q.E.D.
In the course of the proof of Theorem 1.6.4 below, we shall use the fol-
lowing elementary lemma that we state here without proof.
Lemma 1.6.3 (Cross Lemma). Let C be an abelian category and consider
an exact diagram in C
X2

X1 // Y

// Z1
Z2.
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Then the conditions below are equivalent:
(a) Im(X2 −→ Z1) ∼−→ Im(Y −→ Z1),
(b) Im(X1 −→ Z2) ∼−→ Im(Y −→ Z2),
(c) X1 ⊕X2 −→ Y is an epimorphism.
Theorem 1.6.4. Let M ∈ D+(A ) and assume:
(a) M is cohomologically complete,
(b) gr~(M ) ∈ D
+
coh(A0).
Then, M ∈ D+coh(A ), and we have the isomorphism
H i(M ) ∼−→ lim
←−
n
H i(An
L
⊗A M )
for all i ∈ Z.
Proof. We shall assume (1.2.3). The case of hypothesis (1.3.1) could be
treated with slight modifications.
Recall that An := A /~
n+1A and set Mn = An
L
⊗A M , N
j
n :=H
j(Mn).
(1) For each n ∈ N, the distinguished triangle A /~nA
~
−−→ A /~n+1A −→
A /~A
+1
−−−→ induces the distinguished triangle
Mn−1
~
−−→ Mn −→ M0
+1
−−−→ .(1.6.1)
This triangle gives rise to the long exact sequence
N j−10 −→ N
j
n−1
~
−−→ N jn −→ N
j
0 −→ N
j+1
n−1(1.6.2)
from which we deduce by induction on n that N jn is a coherent A -module
for any j and n ≥ 0 by using the hypothesis (b).
(2) Let us show that
“lim←−”
n
Coker(N jn
~
−→ N jn ) and “lim←−”
n
Ker(N jn
~
−→ N jn ) are
locally representable for all j ∈ Z.
(1.6.3)
Consider the distinguished triangle:
M0
~n+1
−−−−→ Mn+1 −→ Mn
+1
−−−→ .(1.6.4)
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It gives rise to the long exact sequence
· · · −→ N j0
~n+1
−−−−→ N jn+1 −→ N
j
n
ϕjn−−−→ N j+10 −→ · · · .(1.6.5)
Now consider the exact diagram, deduced from (1.6.2) and (1.6.5):
N jn+1

N jn−1
~· //
ϕjn−1 $$
HH
HH
HH
HH
N jn
ϕjn

//N j0
N j+10 .
(1.6.6)
Here the commutativity of the triangle follows from the commutative diagram
M0
~n //
id

Mn //
~

Mn−1
+1 //
~

M0
~n+1 //Mn+1 //Mn
+1 //
Hence Im(ϕjn−1) ⊂ Im(ϕ
j
n) ⊂ N
j+1
0 . Therefore, the sequence {Imϕ
j
n}n of
coherent A -submodules of N j+10 is increasing and thus locally stationary.
It follows from (1.6.6) and Lemma 1.6.3 that
the decreasing sequence {Im(N jn −→ N
j
0 )}n is locally station-
ary for any j ∈ Z.
(1.6.7)
Since Coker(N jn−1
~
−→ N jn ) ≃ Im(N
j
n −→ N
j
0 ) by (1.6.2), we deduce that
“lim
←−
”
n
Coker(N jn
~
−→ N jn ) ≃ “lim←−”
n
Coker(N jn−1
~
−→ N jn )
is locally representable.
Since Ker(N jn−1
~
−→ N jn ) ≃ N
j−1
0 / Im(N
j−1
n −→ N
j−1
0 ) by (1.6.2), we
get that “lim
←−
”
n
Ker(N jn
~
−→ N jn ) ≃ “lim←−”
n
Ker(N jn−1
~
−→ N jn ) is locally repre-
sentable.
Therefore, we have proved (1.6.3). Then by Proposition 1.2.18, lim
←−
n
N jn
is a coherent A -module and {N jn }n satisfies the Mittag-Leﬄer condition.
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(3) Hence it remains to prove thatHj(M ) ∼−→ lim
←−
n
N jn for any j. Set M
′ =
(“lim←−”
n
An)
L
⊗A M ∈ D
+(Pro(Mod(A ))) and N j = Hj(M ′) ≃ “lim←−”
n
N jn ∈
Pro(Mod(A )). Lemma 1.5.11 implies that
M ∼−→ RπM ′.
Since the N jn ’s are coherent A -modules, for any any U ∈ B, H
i(U ;N jn ) = 0
(i > 0) and {N jn (U)}n satisfies the Mittag-Leﬄer condition. Hence in the
exact sequence
0 −→ R1π
(
“lim←−”
n
H i−1(U ;N jn )
)
−→ H i(U ; RπN j) −→ lim←−
n
H i(U ;N jn ) −→ 0,
the first and the last term vanish, and we obtain RiπN j = 0 for any i >
0. Let us show that Hj(M ) ∼−→ lim
←−
n
N jn by induction on j. Assuming
Hj(M ) ∼−→ lim←−
n
N jn for j < c, let us show that H
c(M ) ∼−→ lim←−
n
N cn . By
the assumption, H i(M ) ∼−→ Rπ(N i) for any i < c. Hence τ<cM ∼−→
Rπ(τ<cM ′). Since M ∼−→ RπM ′, we obtain τ≥cM ∼−→ Rπ(τ≥cM ′). Hence
taking the c-th cohomology, we obtain Hc(M ) ∼−→ R0πHc(M ′) ≃ lim←−
n
N cn .
Q.E.D.
The next result will be useful.
Proposition 1.6.5. Assume that A op/~A op is a Noetherian ring and the
flabby dimension of X is finite. If M ∈ Db(A ) is cohomologically com-
plete, then for any N ∈ Dbcoh(A
op), the object N
L
⊗
A
M of D−(Z[~]X) is
cohomologically complete.
Proof. By the assumption on the flabby dimension, there exists a ∈ Z such
that H iRHom
Z[~](Z[~, ~
−1],F ) = 0 for any F ∈ D≤0(ZX [~]) and any i > a.
For any n ∈ Z we can locally find a finite complex L of free A op-modules
of finite rank such that there exists a distinguished triangle L
L
⊗A M −→
N
L
⊗A M −→ G where G ∈ D
<n(ZX [~]). Since L
L
⊗A M is cohomologically
complete, H iRHomA (A
loc,N
L
⊗
A
M ) ≃ H iRHomA (A
loc, G) = 0 for i >
n+ a. Hence N
L
⊗A M is cohomologically complete. Q.E.D.
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Flatness
Theorem 1.6.6. Assume that A op/~A op is a Noetherian ring and the flabby
dimension of X is finite. Let M be an A -module. Assume the following
conditions:
(a) M has no ~-torsion,
(b) M is cohomologically complete,
(c) M /~M is a flat A0-module.
Then M is a flat A -module.
Proof. Let N be a coherent A op-module. It is enough to show that we have
H i(N
L
⊗A M ) = 0 for any i < 0. We know by Proposition 1.6.5 that N
L
⊗A M
is cohomologically complete. Since gr~(N
L
⊗
A
M ) ≃ (gr~N )
L
⊗
A0
(gr~M ) be-
longs to D≥0(ZX), we have N
L
⊗
A
M ∈ D≥0(Z[~]X) by Proposition 1.5.8.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.6.7. In the situation of Theorem 1.6.6, assume moreover that
M /~M is a faithfully flat A0-module. Then M is a faithfully flat A -module.
Proof. Let N be a coherent A op-module such that N ⊗A M ≃ 0. We have
to show that N ≃ 0. By Theorem 1.6.6, we know that M is flat, so that
N ⊗A M ≃ N
L
⊗A M . Therefore
(gr~N )
L
⊗A0(gr~M ) ≃ gr~(N ⊗A M ) ≃ 0
and the hypothesis that M /~M is faithfully flat implies that gr~N ≃ 0.
Since N is coherent, Corollary 1.4.6 implies that N ≃ 0. Q.E.D.
Proposition 1.6.8. Assume (1.2.2) and (1.2.3). Let U be an open subset of
X satisfying:
U ∩ V ∈ B for any V ∈ B.(1.6.8)
Then for any coherent A -module M , we have
(i) RnΓU(M ) = 0 for any n 6= 0,
(ii) ΓU(A )⊗A M −→ ΓU(M ) is an isomorphism,
(iii) ΓU(A ) is a flat A
op-module.
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Proof. (i) Since RnΓU(M ) is the sheaf associated with the presheaf V 7→
Hn(U ∩ V ;M ), (i) follows from Theorem 1.2.5 (v).
(ii) The question being local, we may assume that we have an exact se-
quence 0 −→ N −→ L −→ M −→ 0, where L is a free A -module of finite
rank. Then, we have a commutative diagram with exact rows by (i):
ΓU(A )⊗A N
//

ΓU(A )⊗A L
//
≀

ΓU(A )⊗A M
//

0
0 // ΓU(N ) // ΓU(L ) // ΓU(M ) // 0.
Since the middle vertical arrow is an isomorphism, ΓU(A )⊗A M −→ ΓU(M )
is an epimorphism. Applying this to N , ΓU(A ) ⊗A N −→ ΓU(N ) is an
epimorphism. Hence, ΓU(A )⊗A M −→ ΓU(M ) is an isomorphism.
(iii) By (i) and (ii), M 7→ ΓU(A )⊗A M is an exact functor on the category
of coherent A -modules. It follows that for all x ∈ X , the functor M 7→
(ΓU(A ))x⊗Ax Mx is exact on the category Modcoh(A ). Therefore, (ΓU(A ))x
is a flat A opx -module. Q.E.D.
Remark 1.6.9. The results of this chapter can be generalized in the following
situation. Let A be a sheaf of rings on a topological space X and let I be
a both-sided sheaf of ideals of A . We assume that:
there exists locally a section s of I such that A ∋ a 7→ as and A ∋ a 7→ sa
give isomorphisms A ∼−→ I .
We set A0 = A /I , A (−n) = I
n ⊂ A andA (n) = RHomA (A (−n),A )
for n ≥ 0.
Then we have A (n) ⊂ A (n+ 1), and A (n)⊗A A (m) ≃ A (n +m).
We set A loc = lim−→
n
A (n) and for an A -module M , we set M (n) =
A (n)⊗A M .
We say that M is I -torsion free if M (−1) −→ M is a monomorphism.
Of course, A is I -torsion free.
Finally, for an A -module M we set M̂ := lim←−
n
Coker(M (−n) −→ M ).
Instead of (1.2.2), we assume
(i) A ∼−→ Â ,
(ii) A0 is a left Noetherian ring.
(1.6.9)
Under the assumptions (1.6.9) and (1.2.3), all the results of this chapter hold
with suitable modifications.
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In particular, our theory can be applied when X = T ∗M is the cotangent
bundle to a complex manifold M and A = ÊX(0) is the ring of formal
microdifferential operators of order 0 (see Section 6.1 for more details on the
ring of formal microdifferential operators).
Chapter 2
DQ-algebroids
2.1 Algebroids
In this section, X denotes a topological space and recall that K is a com-
mutative unital ring. A K-linear category means a category C such that
HomC (X, Y ) is endowed with a K-module structure for any X , Y ∈ C ,
and the composition map HomC (X, Y )×HomC (Y, Z) −→ HomC (X,Z) is K-
bilinear for any X , Y , Z ∈ C . One defines similarly the notion of a K-linear
stack.
The notion of an algebroid has been introduced in [45]. We refer to [18] for
a more systematic study and to [41] for an introduction to stacks. Recall that
a K-algebroid A on X is a K-linear stack locally non empty and such that
for any open subset U of X , any two objects of A (U) are locally isomorphic.
If A is a K-algebra (an algebra, not a sheaf of algebras), we denote by A+
the K-linear category with one object and having A as the endomorphism
ring of this object.
Let A be a sheaf of K-algebras on X and consider the prestack U 7→
A (U)+ (U open in X). We denote by A + the associated stack. Then
A + is a K-algebroid and is called the K-algebroid associated with A . The
category A +(X) is equivalent to the full subcategory of Mod(A op) consisting
of objects locally isomorphic to A op.
Conversely, if A is an algebroid on X and σ ∈ A (X), then A is equiva-
lent to the algebroid EndA (σ)+.
For an algebroid A and σ, τ ∈ A (U), the K-algebras EndA (σ) and
EndA (τ) are locally isomorphic. Hence, any definition of local nature con-
cerning sheaves of K-algebras, such as being coherent or Noetherian, extends
to K-algebroids.
Recall that for an algebroid A , the algebroid A op is defined by A op(U) =
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(A (U))op (U open in X). Then, if A is a sheaf of K-algebras, (A op)+ ≃
(A +)op.
Convention 2.1.1. If A is a sheaf of algebras and if there is no risk of
confusion, we shall keep the same notation A to denote the associated alge-
broid.
Note that two algebras may not be isomorphic even if the associated
algebroids are equivalent.
Example 2.1.2. Let X be a complex manifold, L a line bundle on X and
denote as usual by DX the ring of differential operators on X . The ring of
L -twisted differential operators is given by
DLX := L ⊗OX DX ⊗OX L
⊗−1
.
In general the two algebras DX and DLX are not isomorphic although the
associated algebroids are equivalent. The equivalence is obtained by using the
bi-invertible module DX ⊗OX L
⊗−1
(see Definition 2.1.10 and Lemma 2.1.11
below).
Let U = {Ui}i∈I be an open covering of X . In the sequel we set Uij :=
Ui ∩ Uj , Uijk := Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uk, etc.
Consider the data of{
a K-algebroid A on X ,
σi ∈ A (Ui) and isomorphisms ϕij : σj |Uij
∼−→ σi|Uij .
(2.1.1)
To these data, we associate:
• Ai = EndA (σi),
• fij : Aj|Uij
∼−→ Ai|Uij , the K-algebra isomorphism a 7→ ϕij ◦ a ◦ ϕ
−1
ij ,
• aijk, the invertible element of Ai(Uijk) given by ϕij ◦ ϕjk ◦ ϕ
−1
ik .
Then: {
fij ◦ fjk = Ad(aijk) ◦ fik on Uijk,
aijkaikl = fij(ajkl)aijl on Uijkl.
(2.1.2)
(Recall that Ad(a)(b) = aba−1.)
Conversely, let Ai be K-algebras on Ui (i ∈ I), let fij : Aj |Uij
∼−→ Ai|Uij
(i, j ∈ I) be K-algebra isomorphisms, and let aijk (i, j, k ∈ I) be invertible
sections of Ai(Uijk) satisfying (2.1.2). One calls
({Ai}i∈I , {fij}i,j∈I , {aijk}i,j,k∈I)(2.1.3)
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a gluing datum for K-algebroids on U . The following result, which easily
follows from [27, Lem 3.8.1], is stated (in a different form) in [36] and goes
back to [28].
Proposition 2.1.3. Assume that X is paracompact. Consider a gluing da-
tum (2.1.3) on U . Then there exist an algebroid A on X and {σi, ϕij}i,j∈I
as in (2.1.1) to which this gluing datum is associated. Moreover, the data
(A , σi, ϕij) are unique up to an equivalence of stacks, this equivalence being
unique up to a unique isomorphism.
We will give another construction in Proposition 2.1.13, which may be
applied to non paracompact spaces such as algebraic varieties.
For an algebroid A , one defines the K-linear abelian category Mod(A ),
whose objects are called A -modules, by setting
Mod(A ) := FctK(A ,Mod(KX)).(2.1.4)
Here Mod(KX) is the K-linear stack of sheaves of K-modules on X and,
for two K-linear stacks A1 and A2, FctK(A1,A2) is the category of K-linear
functors of stacks from A1 to A2. If A is the algebroid associated with a
K-algebra A on X , then Mod(A ) is equivalent to Mod(A). The category
Mod(A) is a Grothendieck category and we denote by D(A) its derived cat-
egory and by Db(A) its bounded derived category.
For a K-algebroid A , the K-linear prestack U 7→ Mod(A |U) is a stack
and we denote it by Mod(A ).
In the sequel, we shall write for short “σ ∈ A ” instead of “σ ∈ A (U) for
some open set U”.
Definition 2.1.4. An A -module L is invertible if it is locally isomorphic to
A , namely for any σ ∈ A , the EndA (σ)-module L (σ) is locally isomorphic
to EndA (σ).
This terminology is motivated by the fact that for an invertible module
L , if we set B := (EndA (L ))
op, then HomA (L ,A ) ⊗A L ≃ B and
L ⊗B HomA (L ,A ) ≃ A .
We denote by Inv(A ) the full subcategory of Mod(A ) consisting of
invertible A -modules and by Inv(A ) the corresponding full substack of
Mod(A ). Then we have equivalences ofK-linear stacks A ∼−→ Inv(A op) ∼−→
Inv(A )op.
Recall that for two K-linear categories C and C ′, one defines their tensor
product C ⊗
K
C ′ by setting Ob(C ⊗
K
C ′) = Ob(C )×Ob(C ′) and
HomC⊗
K
C ′((M,M
′), (N,N ′)) = HomC (M,N)⊗K HomC ′(M
′, N ′)
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for M,N ∈ C and N,N ′ ∈ C ′. Then C ⊗
K
C ′ is a K-linear category.
For a pair of K-algebroids A and A ′, the K-algebroid A ⊗
K
A ′ is the
K-linear stack associated with the prestack U 7→ A (U) ⊗
K
A ′(U) (U open
in X). We have
Mod(A ⊗
K
A ′) ≃ FctK(A ,Mod(A
′)).
For a K-algebroid A , Mod(A ⊗
K
A op) has a canonical object given by
A ⊗
K
A op ∋ (σ, σ′op) 7→ HomA (σ
′, σ) ∈Mod(KX).
We denote this object by the same letter A . If A is associated with a K-
algebra A, this object corresponds to A, regarded as an (A⊗
K
Aop)-module.
For K-algebroids Ai (i = 1, 2, 3), we have the tensor product functor
• ⊗A2
• : Mod(A1 ⊗K A
op
2 )×Mod(A2 ⊗K A
op
3 )(2.1.5)
−→ Mod(A1 ⊗K A
op
3 ),
and the Hom functor
HomA1(
• , • ) : Mod(A1 ⊗K A
op
2 )
op ×Mod(A1 ⊗K A
op
3 )(2.1.6)
−→ Mod(A2 ⊗K A
op
3 ).
In particular, we have
• ⊗A • : Mod(A
op)×Mod(A ) −→ Mod(KX),
HomA ( • , • ) : Mod(A )
op ×Mod(A ) −→ Mod(KX),
HomA ( • ,A ) : Mod(A )
op −→ Mod(A op).
Since Mod(A) is a Grothendieck category, any left exact functor fromMod(A)
to an abelian category admits a right derived functor.
Now consider the tensor product in (2.1.5). It admits a left derived func-
tor as soon as A3 is K-flat. Indeed, any M ∈ Mod(A2 ⊗ (A3)op) is a quotient
of an A2-flat module since there is an exact sequence⊕
s∈Hom (L ,M |U )
L −→ M −→ 0,
where U ranges over the family of open subsets of X and L ∈ (A2 ⊗
(A3)op)op(U). (Recall that for a K-algebroid A , A op(U) is equivalent to
Inv(A )(U).) Note that L is A2-flat since (A3)op is K-flat.
The following lemma is obvious.
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Lemma 2.1.5. Let A and A ′ be K-algebroids. To give a functor of alge-
broids ϕ : A ′ −→ A is equivalent to giving an (A ′⊗A op)-module L which is
locally isomorphic to A (i.e. for σ ∈ A and σ′ ∈ A ′, L (σ′ ⊗σop) is locally
isomorphic to EndA (σ) as an EndA (σ)op-module ).
The A ′⊗A op-module L corresponding to ϕ is the module induced from
the A ⊗A op-module A by ϕ⊗A op : A ′ ⊗A op −→ A ⊗A op.
The forgetful functor
Mod(A ) −→ Mod(A ′)
is isomorphic to M 7→ L ⊗A M .
Let f : X −→ Y be a continuous map and let A be a K-algebroid on Y .
We denote by f−1A the K-linear stack associated with the prestack S given
by:
S(U) = {(σ, V ) ; V is an open subset of Y such that f(U) ⊂ V
and σ ∈ A (V )} for any open subset U of X ,
Hom
S(U)
(
(σ, V ), (σ′, V ′)
)
) = Γ(U ; f−1HomA (σ, σ
′)).
Then f−1A is a K-algebroid. We have functors
f∗, f! : Mod(f
−1A ) −→ Mod(A ),
f−1 : Mod(A ) −→ Mod(f−1A ).
For two topological spaces X1 and X2, let pi : X1 × X2 −→ Xi be the
projection. Let Ai be a K-algebroid on Xi (i = 1, 2). We define a K-
algebroid on X1 × X2, called the external tensor product of A1 and A2, by
setting:
A1 ⊠A2 := p
−1
1 A1 ⊗ p
−1
2 A2.
We have a canonical bi-functor
• ⊠ • : Mod(A1)×Mod(A2) −→ Mod(A1 ⊠A2).
Bi-invertible modules
The following notion of bi-invertible modules will appear all along these Notes
since it describes equivalences of algebroids.
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Definition 2.1.6. Let A and A′ be two sheaves of K-algebras. An A ⊗ A′-
module L is called bi-invertible if there exists locally a section w of L such
that A ∋ a 7→ (a⊗ 1)w ∈ L and A′ ∋ a′ 7→ (1⊗ a′)w ∈ L give isomorphisms
of A-modules and A′-modules, respectively.
Lemma 2.1.7. Let L be a bi-invertible A⊗A′-module and let u be a section
of L. If A ∋ a 7→ (a ⊗ 1)u ∈ L is an isomorphism of A-modules, then
A′ ∋ a′ 7→ (1⊗ a′)u ∈ L is also an isomorphism of A′-modules.
Proof. Let w be as above. There exist a ∈ A and b ∈ A such that u = (a⊗1)w
and w = (b⊗ 1)u. Then we have u = (ab⊗ 1)u and hence ab = 1. Similarly
w = (ba⊗ 1)w implies ba = 1. Hence we have a commutative diagram
A′ w
∼ //
u
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
L
≀ a⊗1

L
and we obtain the desired result. Q.E.D.
Remark 2.1.8. Let A and B be two K-algebras and let L be an (A⊗Bop)-
module. Even if L is isomorphic to A as an A-module and isomorphic to Bop
as a Bop-module, L is not necessarily bi-invertible, as shown by the following
example.
Let I be an infinite set and take o ∈ I. Set I∗ = I \ {o}. Then there
exists a bijection v : I∗ −→ I. Set
X = {a ∈ Hom
Set
(I, I); a(o) = o},
Y = {b ∈ Hom
Set
(I, I); b(o) = o and b(I∗) ⊂ I∗}.
Set Z = X . Then X and Y are semi-groups and X acts on Z from the left
and Y acts on Z from the right. Let v′ ∈ Z be the unique element extending
v. Then idI ∈ Z gives an isomorphism X ∼−→ Z (X ∋ a 7→ a ∈ Z) and
v′ ∈ Z induces an isomorphism Y ∼−→ Z (Y ∋ b 7→ v′ ◦b ∈ Z). Let A = K[X ]
and B = K[Y ] be the semigroup algebras corresponding to X and Y . Set
L = K[Z]. Then L is an (A⊗Bop)-module and L is isomorphic to A as an
A-module and isomorphic to Bop as an Bop-module. Let u be the element of
L corresponding to idI . Then u gives an isomorphism A ∋ a 7→ (a⊗1)u ∈ L.
Since the image of Bop ∋ b 7→ (1⊗b)u ∈ L is K[Y ] 6= L, L is not bi-invertible
in view of Lemma 2.1.7.
However the following partial result holds.
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Lemma 2.1.9. Let A and A′ be K-algebras and let L be an A⊗A′-module.
Assume that L is isomorphic to A as an A-module and isomorphic to A′ as
an A′-module. If we assume moreover that Ax is a left noetherian ring for
any x ∈ X, then L is bi-invertible.
Proof. Assume that A ∋ a 7→ (a⊗ 1)u ∈ L and A′ ∋ a′ 7→ (1⊗ a′)v ∈ L are
isomorphisms for some u, v ∈ L. Set v = (a⊗ 1)u and u = (1 ⊗ a′)v. There
exists a′′ ∈ A such that (1⊗ a′)u = (a′′⊗ 1)u. Then we have u = (1⊗ a′)v =
(1⊗ a′)(a⊗ 1)u = (a⊗ 1)(1⊗ a′)u = (aa′′ ⊗ 1)u. Hence we obtain aa′′ = 1.
Therefore the A-linear endomorphism f : A ∋ z 7→ za′′ is an epimorphism
(f(za) = z). Since Ax is a left noetherian ring, f is an isomorphism. Hence,
a′′, as well as a, is an invertible element. Then the following commutative
diagram implies the desired result:
A′ v
∼ //
u
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
L
≀ a⊗1

L.
Q.E.D.
Definition 2.1.10. For two K-algebroids A and A ′, we say that an (A ⊗
A ′)-module L is bi-invertible if for any σ ∈ A and σ′ ∈ A ′, L (σ⊗ σ′) is a
bi-invertible EndA (σ)⊗ EndA ′(σ′)-module.
Lemma 2.1.11. To give an equivalence A ′ ∼−→ A is equivalent to giv-
ing a bi-invertible (A ′ ⊗ A op)-module. More precisely, the forgetful func-
tor Mod(A ) −→ Mod(A ′) is given by M 7→ L ⊗A M for a bi-invertible
(A ′ ⊗A op)-module L .
Let M ∈ Mod(A). We shall denote by EndK(M ) the stack associated
with the prestack S whose objects are those of A and Hom
S
(σ, σ′) =
Hom
K
(M (σ),M (σ′)) for σ, σ′ ∈ A(U). Then EndK(M ) is a K-algebroid
and there exists a natural functor of K-algebroids A −→ EndK(M ). Note
that M may be regarded as an EndK(M )-module.
In particular, EndK(A ) is aK-algebroid, there is a functor ofK-algebroids
A ⊗A op −→ EndK(A ), and A may be regarded as an EndK(A )-module.
Lemma 2.1.12. Let A and A ′ be K-algebroids and let M ∈ Mod(A ),
M ′ ∈ Mod(A ′). Assume that M and M ′ are locally isomorphic as K-
modules, that is, for any σ ∈ A and σ′ ∈ A ′, M (σ) and M ′(σ′) are locally
isomorphic as KX-modules. Then EndK(M ) and EndK(M ′) are equivalent
as K-algebroids.
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Proof. For σ ∈ A and σ′ ∈ A ′, set L (σ′ ⊗ σop) = Hom
K
(M (σ),M ′(σ′)).
Then L is an (EndK(M
′) ⊗ EndK(M )
op)-module. By the assumption, L
is a bi-invertible
(
EndK(M ′) ⊗ EndK(M )op
)
-module. Hence we obtain the
desired result. Q.E.D.
Since Proposition 2.1.3 does not apply to algebraic varieties, we need an
alternative local description of algebroids.
Let U = {Ui}i∈I be an open covering of X . Consider the data of{
a K-algebroid A on X ,
σi ∈ A (Ui).
(2.1.7)
To these data, we associate
• Ai := EndA (σi),
• Lij :=HomAi|Uij
(σj |Uij , σi|Uij ), (hence Lij is a bi-invertible Ai⊗A
op
j -
module on Uij),
• the natural isomorphisms
aijk : Lij ⊗Aj Ljk
∼−→ Lik in Mod(Ai ⊗A
op
k |Uijk).(2.1.8)
Then the diagram below in Mod(Ai ⊗A
op
l |Uijkl) commutes:
Lij ⊗Ljk ⊗Lkl
aijk //
ajkl

Lik ⊗Lkl
aikl

Lij ⊗Ljl
aijl //Lil .
(2.1.9)
Conversely, let Ai be sheaves of K-algebras on Ui (i ∈ I), let Lij be a bi-
invertible Ai⊗A
op
j -module on Uij , and let aijk be isomorphisms as in (2.1.8)
such that the diagram (2.1.9) commutes. One calls
({Ai}i∈I , {Lij}i,j∈I , {aijk}i,j,k∈I)(2.1.10)
an algebraic gluing datum for K-algebroids on U .
Proposition 2.1.13. Consider an algebraic gluing datum (2.1.10) on U .
Then there exist an algebroid A on X and {σi, ϕij}i,j∈I as in (2.1.1) to
which this gluing datum is associated. Moreover, the data (A , σi, ϕij) are
unique up to an equivalence of stacks, this equivalence being unique up to a
unique isomorphism.
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Sketch of proof. We define a category Mod(AX) as follows. An object M ∈
Mod(AX) is defined as a family {Mi, qij}i,j∈I with Mi ∈ Mod(Ai) and the
qij ’s are isomorphisms
qij : Lij ⊗Aj Mj
∼−→ Mi
making the diagram below commutative:
Lij ⊗Ljk ⊗Mk
qjk //
aijk

Lij ⊗Mj
qij

Lik ⊗Mk
qik //Mi.
A morphism {Mi, qji}i,j∈I −→ {M ′i , q
′
ji}i,j∈I in Mod(AX) is a family of mor-
phisms ui : Mi −→ M
′
i satisfying the natural compatibility conditions. Re-
placing X with U open in X , we define a prestack U 7→ Mod(AU) and
one easily checks that this prestack is a stack and moreover that Mod(AUi)
is equivalent to Mod(Ai). We denote it by Mod(A ). Then we define the
algebroid AX as the substack of (Mod(A ))op consisting of objects locally
isomorphic to Ai on Ui. Q.E.D.
Invertible algebroids
In this subsection, (X,R) denotes a topological space endowed with a sheaf
of commutative K-algebras. Recall (see [41, Chap.19 § 5]) that an R-linear
stack S is a K-linear stack S together with a morphism of K-algebras R −→
End(idS). Here, End(idS) is the sheaf of endomorphisms of the identity
functor idS from S to itself.
Definition 2.1.14. (i) An R-algebroid P is a K-algebroid P on X en-
dowed with a morphism of K-algebras R −→ End(idP).
(ii) An R-algebroid P on X is called an invertible R-algebroid if RU −→
EndP(σ) is an isomorphism for any open subset U of X and any σ ∈
P(U).
We shall state some properties of invertible R-algebroids. Since the proofs
are more or less obvious, we omit them.
For two R-algebroids P1 and P2, the R-algebroid P1⊗R P2 is defined
as the R-linear stack associated with the prestack S given by
S(U) = P1(U)×P2(U),
Hom
S
(
(σ1, σ2), (σ
′
1, σ
′
2)
)
) = HomP1(σ1, σ
′
1)⊗R HomP2(σ2, σ
′
2).
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If P1 and P2 are invertible, then so is P1 ⊗R P2.
We have a functor of K-linear stacks P1 ⊗KX P2 −→ P1 ⊗R P2.
Note that
If P1 and P2 are two invertible R-algebroids and F : P1 −→
P2 is a functor of R-linear stacks, then F is an equivalence.
(2.1.11)
For any invertible R-algebroid P, P ⊗R Pop is equivalent
to R as an R-algebroid.
(2.1.12)
The set of equivalence classes of invertible R-algebroids has
a structure of an additive group by the operation • ⊗R •
defined above, and this group is isomorphic to H2(X ;R×)
(see [7, 41]). Here R× denotes the abelian sheaf of invertible
sections of R.
(2.1.13)
For two invertible R-algebroidsP1 andP2, there is a natural
functor
• ⊗R • : Mod(P1)×Mod(P2) −→ Mod(P1 ⊗R P2),
and its derived version.
(2.1.14)
Invertible OX-algebroids
In this subsection, (X,OX) denotes a complex manifold. As a particular case
of Definition 2.1.14, taking K = C and R = OX , we get the notions of an
OX-algebroid as well as that of an invertible OX-algebroid.
Lemma 2.1.15. Any C-algebra endomorphism of OX is equal to the identity.
Although this result is elementary and well-known, we give a proof.
Proof. Let ϕ be a C-algebra endomorphism of OX . For x ∈ X , denote by
ϕx the C-algebra endomorphism of OX,x induced by ϕ and by mx the unique
maximal ideal of the ring OX,x. Then ϕx sends mx to mx, ϕx induces an
C-algebra homomorphism ux : OX,x/mx −→ OX,x/mx. Since the composition
C ∼−→ OX,x/mx
ux−−−→ OX,x/mx ∼−→ C is the identity, we obtain that ux is the
identity. Hence, for any f ∈ OX, ϕ(f)(x) = f(x). Therefore ϕ(f) = f .
Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.1.16. Let P be a C-algebroid on a complex manifold X. Assume
that, for any σ ∈ P, EndP(σ) is locally isomorphic to OX as a C-algebra.
Then P is uniquely endowed with a structure of OX-algebroid, and P is
invertible.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.1.15, for an open subset U and σ ∈ P(U), there exists
a unique C-algebra isomorphism OX |U ∼−→ EndP(σ). It gives a structure of
OX-algebroid on P. The remaining statements are obvious. Q.E.D.
Let P be an invertible OX-algebroid. For σ, σ
′ ∈ P(U), the two OX-
module structures on HomP(σ, σ
′) induced by EndP(σ) ≃ OX and by
EndP(σ′) ≃ OX coincide, and HomP(σ, σ
′) is an invertible OX-module.
Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds. For an invertible
OY -algebroid PY , we set
f ∗PY := OX ⊗f−1OY f
−1PY ,
where the tensor product ⊗f−1OY is defined similarly as for K-algebroids.
Then f ∗PY is an invertible OX-algebroid. We have functors
f ∗ : Mod(PY ) −→ Mod(f
∗PY ), Lf
∗ : Db(PY ) −→ D
b(f ∗PY ),(2.1.15)
and
f!, f∗ : Mod(f
∗PY ) −→ Mod(PY ),
Rf!, Rf∗ : D
b(f ∗PY ) −→ Db(PY ).
(2.1.16)
Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds, and let PX (resp.
PY ) be an invertible OX-algebroid (resp. an invertible OY -algebroid ). If
f−1PY −→ PX is a functor of C-linear stacks, then it defines a functor of
C-linear stacks f ∗PY −→ PX and this last functor is an equivalence by the
preceding results.
Remark 2.1.17. Invertible OX-algebroids are trivial in the algebraic case.
Indeed, for a smooth algebraic variety X , the group H2(X ;O×X) is zero. Here
the cohomology is calculated with respect to the Zariski topology. (With the
e´tale topology, it does not vanish in general.) This result and its proof below
have been communicated to us by Prof. Joseph Oesterle´, and we thank him
here.
Let K be the field of rational functions on X , K×X , the constant sheaf
with the abelian group K× as stalks, and denote by X1 the set of closed
irreducible hypersurfaces of X . One has an exact sequence
0 −→ O×X −→ K
×
X −→
⊕
S∈X1
ZS −→ 0.
Since K×X is constant, it is a flabby sheaf for the Zariski topology. On the
other hand the sheaf
⊕
S∈X1
ZS is also flabby. It follows that H
j(X ;O×X) is
zero for j > 1.
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2.2 DQ-algebras
From now on, X will be a complex manifold. We denote by δX : X →֒ X×X
the diagonal embedding and we set ∆X = δX(X). We denote by OX the
structure sheaf on X , by dX the complex dimension, by ΩX the sheaf of
holomorphic forms of maximal degree and by ΘX the sheaf of holomorphic
vector fields. As usual, we denote by DX the sheaf of rings of (finite order)
differential operators on X and by Fn(DX) the sheaf of differential operators
of order ≤ n. Recall that a bi-differential operator P on X is a C-bilinear
morphism OX × OX −→ OX which is obtained as the composition δ
−1
X ◦ P˜
where P˜ is a differential operator on X × X defined on a neighborhood of
the diagonal and δ−1 is the restriction to the diagonal:
P (f, g)(x) = (P˜ (x1, x2; ∂x1 , ∂x2)(f(x1)g(x2))|x1=x2=x.(2.2.1)
Hence the sheaf of bi-differential operators is isomorphic to DX ⊗OX DX ,
where both DX are regarded as OX-modules by the left multiplications.
Star-products
Notation 2.2.1. We denote by C~ the ring C[[~]] of formal power series in
an indeterminate ~ and by C~,loc the field C((~)) of Laurent series in ~. Then
C~,loc is the fraction field of C~.
We set
OX [[~]] := lim←−
n
OX ⊗ (C
~/~nC~) ≃
∏
n≥0
OX~
n.
Let us recall a classical definition (see [1, 46]).
Definition 2.2.2. An associative multiplication law ⋆ on OX [[~]] is a star-
product if it is C~-bilinear and satisfies
f ⋆ g =
∑
i≥0
Pi(f, g)~
i for f, g ∈ OX ,(2.2.2)
where the Pi’s are bi-differential operators such that P0(f, g) = fg and
Pi(f, 1) = Pi(1, f) = 0 for all f ∈ OX and i > 0. We call (OX [[~]], ⋆) a
star-algebra.
Note that 1 ∈ OX ⊂ OX [[~]] is a unit with respect to ⋆. Note also that
we have
(
∑
i≥0
fi~
i) ⋆ (
∑
i≥0
gi~
i) =
∑
n≥0
( ∑
i+j+k=n
Pk(fi, gj)
)
~
n.
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Recall that a star-product defines a Poisson structure on (X,OX) by setting
for f, g ∈ OX :
{f, g} = P1(f, g)− P1(g, f) = ~
−1(f ⋆ g − g ⋆ f) mod ~OX [[~]],(2.2.3)
and that locally, (globally in the real case), any Poisson manifold (X,OX)
may be endowed with a star-product to which the Poisson structure is asso-
ciated. This is a famous theorem of Kontsevich [46].
Proposition 2.2.3. Let ⋆ and ⋆′ be star-products and let ϕ : (OX [[~]], ⋆) −→
(OX [[~]], ⋆′) be a morphism of C~-algebras. Then there exists a unique se-
quence of differential operators {Ri}i≥0 on X such that R0 = 1 and ϕ(f) =∑
i≥0Ri(f)~
i for any f ∈ OX . In particular, ϕ is an isomorphism.
First, we need a lemma. In this lemma, we set F∞(DX) = DX .
Lemma 2.2.4. Let l ∈ Z≥−1⊔{∞}, and ϕ ∈ EndCX (OX). If [ϕ, g] ∈ Fl(DX)
for all g ∈ OX , then ϕ ∈ Fl+1(DX).
Proof. We may assume that X is an open subset of Cn and we denote by
(x1, . . . , xn) the coordinates. Set Pi = [ϕ, xi]. Then
[Pi, xj ] = [ [ϕ, xi], xj ] = [ [ϕ, xj], xi] = [Pj , xi].
This implies the existence of P ∈ Fl+1(DX) such that [P, xi] = Pi for all i.
Setting ψ := ϕ− P , we have
[ψ, xi] = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Let us show that ψ ∈ OX . Replacing ψ with θ := ψ − ψ(1), we get by
induction on the order of the polynomials that θ(Q) = 0 and [θ,Q] = 0 for
all Q ∈ C[x1, . . . , xn]. Let f ∈ OX . We shall prove that θ(f)(x) = 0 for all
x ∈ X . It is enough to prove it for x = 0. Then, writing f = f(0) +
∑
i xifi,
we get
θ(f) = θ(f(0)) +
∑
i
θ(xifi) = θ(f(0)) +
∑
i
(
xiθ(fi) + [θ, xi]fi
)
=
∑
i
xiθ(fi),
which vanishes at x = 0. Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 2.2.3. Let us write
ϕ(f) =
∑
i≥0
~
iϕi(f), f ∈ OX .(2.2.4)
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By Lemma 2.1.15, ϕ0 = 1. We shall prove by induction that the ϕi’s in
(2.2.4) are differential operators and we assume that this is so for all i < n
for n ∈ Z>0.
Let {Pi} and {P
′
i} be the sequence of bi-differential operators associated
with the star-products ⋆ and ⋆′, respectively. We have
ϕ(f ⋆ g) = ϕ(
∑
j≥0
~
jPj(f, g)) =
∑
i,j≥0
~
i+jϕi(Pj(f, g)),
ϕ(f) ⋆′ ϕ(g) =
∑
i≥0
~
iϕi(f) ⋆
′
∑
j∈N
~
jϕj(g) =
∑
i,j,k≥0
~
i+j+kP ′k(ϕi(f), ϕj(g)).
Since ϕ(f ⋆ g) = ϕ(f) ⋆′ ϕ(g), we get:∑
n=i+j
ϕi(Pj(f, g)) =
∑
n=i+j+k
P ′k(ϕi(f), ϕj(g)).(2.2.5)
By the induction hypothesis, the left hand side of (2.2.5) may be written
as ϕn(fg) + Qn(f, g) where Qn is a bi-differential operator. Similarly, the
right hand side of (2.2.5) may be written as ϕn(f)g + fϕn(g) + Rn(f, g)
where Rn is a bi-differential operator. For any g ∈ OX , considering g as an
endomorphism of OX , we get
[ϕn, g](f) := ϕn(fg)− gϕn(f) = fϕn(g) + Sn(f),
where Sn is a differential operator. Then, the result follows from Lemma 2.2.4.
Q.E.D.
DQ-algebras
Definition 2.2.5. A DQ-algebra A on X is a C~-algebra locally isomorphic
to a star-algebra (OX [[~]], ⋆) as a C~-algebra.
Clearly a DQ-algebra A satisfies the conditions:
(i) ~ : A −→ A is injective,
(ii) A −→ lim
←−
n
A /~nA is an isomorphism,
(iii) A /~A is isomorphic to OX as a C-algebra.
(2.2.6)
For a C~-algebra A satisfying (2.2.6), the C-algebra isomorphism A /~A ∼−→
OX in (2.2.6) (iii) is unique by Lemma 2.1.15. We denote by
σ0 : A −→ OX(2.2.7)
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the C~-algebra morphism A −→ A /~A ∼−→ OX . If ϕ is a C-linear sec-
tion of σ0 : A −→ OX, then ϕ extends to an isomorphism of C
~-modules
ϕ˜ : OX [[~]] ∼−→ A , given by ϕ˜(
∑
i fi~
i) =
∑
i ϕ(fi)~
i.
Definition 2.2.6. We say that a C-linear section ϕ : OX −→ A of A −→ OX
is standard if there exists a sequence of bi-differential operators Pi such that
ϕ(f)ϕ(g) =
∑
i≥0
ϕ(Pi(f, g))~
i for any f, g ∈ OX.(2.2.8)
Consider a standard section ϕ : OX −→ A of A −→ OX. Define a star-
product ⋆ on OX[[~]] by setting
f ⋆ g =
∑
i≥0
Pi(f, g)~
i for any f, g ∈ OX .
Then we get an isomorphism of C~-algebras
ϕ˜ : (OX [[~]], ⋆) ∼−→ A .(2.2.9)
We call ϕ˜ in (2.2.9) a standard isomorphism.
Hence, a DQ-algebra is nothing but a C~-algebra satisfying (2.2.6) and
admitting locally a standard section.
Remark 2.2.7. We conjecture that a C~-algebra satisfying (2.2.6) locally
admits a standard section.
Let A be a DQ-algebra. For f , g ∈ OX , taking a, b ∈ A such that
σ0(a) = f and σ0(b) = g, we set
{f, g} = σ0(~
−1(ab− ba)) ∈ OX .(2.2.10)
Then this definition does not depend on the choice of a, b and it defines a
Poisson structure on X . In particular, two DQ-algebras induce the same
Poisson structure on X as soon as they are locally isomorphic.
By Proposition 2.2.3, if ϕ, ϕ′ : OX −→ A are two standard sections, then
there exists a unique sequence of differential operators {Ri}i≥0 such that
ϕ′(f) =
∑
i≥0 ~
iϕ(Ri(f)) for any f ∈ OX .
Clearly, a DQ-algebra satisfies the hypotheses (1.2.2) and (1.2.3). Hence,
a DQ-algebra is a right and left Noetherian ring (in particular, coherent).
Lemma 2.2.8. Let A be a DQ-algebra. Then the opposite algebra A op is
also a DQ-algebra.
Proof. This follows from (2.2.2). Q.E.D.
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Let X and Y be complex manifolds endowed with two star-products ⋆X and
⋆Y . Denote by {Pi}i and {Qj}j the bi-differential operators associated to
these star-products as in (2.2.2). Let Pi⊠Qj be a bi-differential operator on
X×Y defined as follows. Let us take differential operators P˜i(x1, x2, ∂x1 , ∂x2)
and Q˜j(y1, y2, ∂y1 , ∂y2) corresponding to Pi and Qj as in (2.2.1). Then we set
(Pi ⊠Qj)(f, g)(x, y)
=
(
P˜i(x1, x2, ∂x1 , ∂x2)Q˜j(y1, y2, ∂y1, ∂y2)(f(x1, y1)g(x2, y2))
)
|x1=x2=x
y1=y2=y
.
Hence, Pi ⊠ Qj is the unique bi-differential operator on X × Y such that
(Pi ⊠ Qj)(f1(x)g1(y), f2(x)g2(y)) = Pi(f1(x), f2(x)) · Qj(g1(y), g2(y)) for any
fν(x) ∈ OX and gν(y) ∈ OY (ν = 1, 2).
One defines the external product of the star-products ⋆X and ⋆Y on
OX×Y [[~]] by setting
f ⋆ g =
∑
n≥0
~
n
∑
i+j=n
(Pi ⊠Qj)(f, g).
Hence:
Lemma 2.2.9. Let X and Y be complex manifolds, and let AX be a DQ-
algebra on X and AY a DQ-algebra on Y . Then there exists a DQ-algebra
A on X × Y which contains AX ⊠C~ AY as a C
~-subalgebra. Moreover such
an A is unique up to a unique isomorphism.
We call A the external product of the DQ-algebra AX on X and the
DQ-algebra AY on Y , and denote it by AX⊠AY .
Remark 2.2.10. (i) Any commutative DQ-algebra is locally isomorphic
to (OX [[~]], ⋆) where ⋆ is the trivial star-product f ⋆ g = fg.
(ii) For the trivial DQ-algebra OX [[~]], we have
A ut C~-alg(OX[[~]]) ≃ ~ΘX [[~]] :=
∏
n≥1
~
nΘX ,
(recall that ΘX is the sheaf of vector fields on X) and we associate to
v :=
∑
n≥1 ~
nvn the automorphism f 7→ exp(v)f .
The ring DAX and another construction for DQ-algebras
We define the C~-algebra
DX [[~]] := lim←−
n
DX ⊗ (C
~/~nC~) ≃
∏
n≥0
DX~
n.
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Then OX [[~]] has a DX [[~]]-module structure, and DX [[~]] ⊂ EndC~(OX [[~]]).
Let AX be a DQ-algebra. Choose (locally) a standard section ϕ giving
rise to a standard isomorphism of C~-modules ϕ˜ : OX [[~]] ∼−→ AX . This last
isomorphism induces an isomorphism
Φ: EndC~(OX [[~]]) ∼−→ EndC~(AX).(2.2.11)
Definition 2.2.11. Let AX be a DQ-algebra and let ϕ be a standard section.
The sheaf of rings DAX is the C
~-subalgebra of EndC~(AX), the image of
DX [[~]] ⊂ EndC~(OX [[~]]) by the isomorphism Φ in (2.2.11).
It is easy to see that DAX ⊂ EndC~(AX) does not depend on the choice
of the standard section ϕ in virtue of Proposition 2.2.3. Hence DAX is well-
defined on X although standard sections only locally exist.
By its construction, we have DAX
∼−→ lim←−
n
DAX /~
nDAX . Moreover, the
image of the algebra morphism AX ⊗A
op
X −→ EndC~(AX), as well as the one
of δ−1X AX×Xa −→ EndC~(AX) is contained in D
A
X . Hence we have algebra
morphisms
AX ⊗AXa −→ δ
−1
X AX×Xa −→ D
A
X .
We shall show how to construct a star-algebra from the data of sections
of DX [[~]] satisfying suitable commutation properties.
Let AX := (OX [[~]], ⋆) be a star-algebra. There are two C~-linear mor-
phisms from OX[[~]] to DX [[~]] given by
Φl : f 7→ f ⋆, Φr : f 7→ ⋆ f.(2.2.12)
Hence, for f ∈ OX, we have:
Φl(f) =
∑
i≥0
Pi(f, • )~
i, Φr(f) =
∑
i≥0
Pi( • , f)~
i.
Then Φl : AX −→ DX [[~]] and Φr : A
op
X −→ DX [[~]] are two C
~-algebra
morphisms, and induce a C~-algebra morphism AX ⊗A
op
X −→ DX [[~]].
Assume to be given a local coordinate system x = (x1, . . . , xn) on X and
for i = 1, . . . , n, set Φl(xi) = Ai and Φ
r(xi) = Bi. Then {Ai, Bj}i,j=1,...,n are
sections of DX [[~]] which satisfy
Ai(1) = Bi(1) = xi,
Ai ≡ xi mod ~DX [[~]], Bi ≡ xi mod ~DX [[~]],
[Ai, Bj] = 0 (i, j = 1, . . . , n).
(2.2.13)
Conversely, we have the following result.
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Proposition 2.2.12. Let {Ai, Bj}i,j=1,...,n be sections of DX [[~]] which satisfy
(2.2.13). Define the subalgebra AX ⊂ DX [[~]] by
AX = {a ∈ DX [[~]] ; [a, Bi] = 0, i = 1, . . . , n}(2.2.14)
and define the C~-linear map ψ : AX −→ OX [[~]] by setting ψ(a) = a(1). Then
(a) ψ is a C~-linear isomorphism,
(b) the product on OX[[~]] given by ψ(a) ⋆ ψ(b) := ψ(a · b) is a star-product,
AX is a DQ-algebra and ψ−1 is a standard isomorphism,
(c) the algebra A opX is obtained by replacing Ai with Bi (i = 1, . . . , n) in the
above construction.
Proof. (a)-(i) AX ∩ ~DX [[~]] = ~AX , since [~a, Bi] = 0 implies [a, Bi] = 0.
Hence we have AX/~
jAX ⊂ DX [[~]]/~
jDX [[~]] for any j.
(a)-(ii) AX ∼−→ lim←−
j
AX/~jAX . Indeed, let a =
∑∞
i=0 ~
iai and assume that
[
k∑
i=0
~
iai, Bl] = 0 mod ~
k+1 (l = 1, . . . , n)
for all k ∈ N. Then [a, Bl] = 0 for l = 1, . . . , n.
(a)-(iii) Let ψj : ~
jAX/~j+1AX −→ ~jOX/~j+1OX be the morphisms induced
by ψ. By (a)-(ii) it is enough to check that all ψj ’s are isomorphisms. Since
all ~jAX/~j+1AX are isomorphic and all ~jOX/~j+1OX are isomorphic, we
are reduced to prove that ψ0 : AX/~AX −→ OX is an isomorphism.
(a)-(iv) ψ0 is injective. Let a0 ∈ AX/~AX ⊂ DX . Since [a0, xi] ∈ ~DX [[~]]
implies [a0, xi] = 0, we get a0 ∈ OX . Therefore, a0(1) = 0 implies a0 = 0.
(a)-(v) ψ0 is surjective. Let y = (y1, . . . , yn) be a local coordinate system on
a copy of X . Notice first that the sections yi−Ai of DX×Y [[~]] are invertible
on the open sets {yi 6= xi}. Let f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ OX . Define the section G(f)
of DX [[~]] by
G(f) =
1
(2πi)n
∮
f(y)(y1 − A1)
−1 · · · (yn −An)
−1 dy1 · · ·dyn .(2.2.15)
Then [G(f), Bi] = 0 for all i. It is obvious that G(f) − f ∈ ~DX [[~]] and
ψ0(G(f)) = f .
(b) Clearly, the algebra (OX [[~]], ⋆) satisfies (2.2.6). Moreover, f 7→ G(f)
is a standard section since there exist Pi(f) ∈ DX [[~]] (i ∈ N) such that
G(f) =
∑
i Pi(f)~
i and Pi(f) is obtained as the action of a bidifferential
operator Pi on f .
(c) follows from A op = {b ∈ EndC~(AX); [b,AX ] = 0}. Q.E.D.
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Example 2.2.13. LetM :={aij}i,j=1,...,n be an n×n skew-symmetric matrix
with entries in C. Let X = Cn and consider the sections of DX [[~]]:
Ai = xi +
~
2
∑
j
aij∂j , Bi = xi −
~
2
∑
j
aij∂j .
Then {Ai, Bj}i,j=1,...,n satisfy (2.2.13), thus define a DQ-algebra AX . Note
that the Poisson structure associated with the DQ-algebra AX is symplectic
if and only if the matrix M is non-degenerate.
2.3 DQ-algebroids
Let us introduce the notion of a deformation quantization algebroid, a DQ-
algebroid for short.
Definition 2.3.1. A DQ-algebroid A on X is a C~-algebroid such that for
each open set U ⊂ X and each σ ∈ A(U), the C~-algebra EndA(σ) is a
DQ-algebra on U .
Note that a DQ-algebroid is called a twisted associative deformation of
OX in [64].
By (2.2.10), a DQ-algebroid A on the complex manifold X defines a
Poisson structure on X . It is proved in [45] that, conversely, any complex
Poisson manifold X may be endowed with a DQ-algebroid to which this
Poisson structure is associated.
According to Convention 2.1.1, if A is a DQ-algebra, we shall often use
the same notation A for the associated DQ-algebroid.
Note that any DQ-algebroid A on X may be obtained as the stack associ-
ated with a gluing datum as in (2.1.3), where the sheaves Ai are DQ-algebras.
Let A be a DQ-algebroid on X . For an A-module M , the local notions
of being coherent or locally free, etc. make sense.
The category Mod(A) is a Grothendieck category. We denote by D(A)
its derived category and by Db(A) its bounded derived category. We still call
an object of this derived category an A-module. We denote by Dbcoh(A) the
full triangulated subcategory of Db(A) consisting of objects with coherent
cohomologies.
Opposite structure
If X is endowed with a DQ-algebroid AX , then we denote by Xa the manifold
X endowed with the algebroid A opX , that is:
AXa = A
op
X .(2.3.1)
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This is a DQ-algebroid by Lemma 2.2.8.
External product
Assume that complex manifolds X and Y are endowed with DQ-algebroids
AX and AY respectively. By Lemma 2.2.9, there is a canonical DQ-algebroid
AX⊠AY on X×Y locally equivalent to the stack associated with the external
product AX⊠AY of the DQ-algebras and there is a faithful functor of C~-
algebroids
AX ⊠AY −→ AX⊠AY ,(2.3.2)
which induces a functor
for : Mod(AX⊠AY ) −→ Mod(AX ⊠AY ).(2.3.3)
When there is no risk of confusion, we set
AX×Y := AX⊠AY .
Then AX×Y belongs to Mod(AX×Y ⊗ (AXa ⊠AY a)) and the functor for ad-
mits a left adjoint functor K 7→ AX×Y ⊗AX⊠AY K :
Mod(AX×Y )
for //Mod(AX ⊠AY ).oo(2.3.4)
We denote by •⊠ • the bi-functor AX×Y ⊗
AX⊠AY
( • ⊠ • ):
•⊠ • : Mod(AX)×Mod(AY ) −→ Mod(AX×Y ).(2.3.5)
Lemma 2.3.2. If M is an AX-module without ~-torsion, then the functor
M⊠ • : Mod(AY ) −→ Mod(AX×Y )
is an exact functor.
Proof. We may assume that AX and AY are DQ-algebras. Hence it is enough
to show that for any (x, y) ∈ X × Y , setting N := AX×Y ⊗AX M , N(x,y) is
a flat module over A opY,y. We may assume further that M is a coherent AX-
module without ~-torsion. For any Stein open subset U , let pU : U × Y −→ Y
be the projection. Set NU := (pU)∗
(
(AX×Y ⊗AX M )|U×Y
)
. Then it is easy to
check the conditions (a)–(c) in Theorem 1.6.6 are satisfied ((c) follows from
the O-module version of this lemma), and we conclude that NU is a flat
A opY -module. Hence, N(x,y) ≃ lim−→
x∈U
(NU)y is a flat (A
op
Y )y-module. Q.E.D.
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Hence the left derived functor
•
L
⊠ • : D(AX)× D(AY ) −→ D(AX×Y )
satisfies M
•
L
⊠N
• ∼−→ M
•
⊠N
•
as soon as M
•
or N
•
is a complex
bounded from above of modules without ~-torsion.
Graded modules
For a C~-algebroidB onX , one denotes by gr~(B) the C-algebroid associated
with the prestack S given by
Ob(S(U)) = Ob(B(U)) for an open subset U of X ,
Hom
S(U)(σ, σ
′) = HomB(σ, σ
′)/~HomB(σ, σ
′) for σ, σ′ ∈ B(U).
Let now AX be a DQ-algebroid onX . Then it is easy to see that gr~(AX) is an
invertible OX-algebroid and that we have a natural functor AX −→ gr~(AX)
of C-algebroids. This functor induces a functor
for : Mod(gr~(AX)) −→ Mod(AX).(2.3.6)
The functor for above is fully faithful and Mod(gr~(AX)) is equivalent to the
full subcategory of Mod(AX) consisting of objects M such that ~ : M −→ M
vanishes. The functor for : Mod(gr~(AX)) −→ Mod(AX) admits a left adjoint
functor M 7→ M/~M ≃ C⊗
C~
M . The functor for is exact and it induces a
functor
for : D(gr~(AX)) −→ D(AX).(2.3.7)
Remark 2.3.3. The functor in (2.3.7) is not full in general. Indeed, choose
X = pt, AX = C~ and L = C~/~C~ viewed as a gr~(A)-module. Then
HomDb(C~)
(
for(L), for(L[1])
)
≃ C~/~C~,
HomDb(C)(L, L [1]) ≃ 0.
It could be also shown that this functor is not faithful in general.
One extends Definition 1.4.1 to the algebroid AX . As an (AX ⊗AXa)-
module, gr~(AX) is isomorphic to C⊗C~ AX ≃ AX/~AX . We get the functor
gr~ : D(AX) −→ D(gr~(AX)), M 7→ gr~(AX)
L
⊗
AX
M ≃ C
L
⊗
C~
M .(2.3.8)
Note that Lemma 1.4.2, Propositions 1.4.3 and 1.4.5 as well as Corollary 1.4.6
still hold. Moreover
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Corollary 2.3.4. Let M ∈ Dbcoh(AX). Then its support, Supp(M ), is a
closed complex analytic subset of X.
Proof. By Corollary 1.4.6, Supp(M ) = Supp(gr~(M )). Since gr~(M ) ∈
Dbcoh(gr~(AX)) and gr~(AX) is locally isomorphic to OX , the result follows.
Q.E.D.
Let dX denote the complex dimension of X . Applying Theorem 1.4.8, we
get
Corollary 2.3.5. Let AX be a DQ-algebra and let M ∈ Modcoh(AX). Then,
locally, M admits a resolution by free modules of finite rank of length ≤
dX + 1.
Proposition 2.3.6. The functors gr~ in (2.3.8) and for in (2.3.7) define
pairs of adjoint functors (gr~, for) and (for , gr~[−1]).
Proof. Consider a pair (B,C) in which either B = AX and C = gr~(AX) or
B = gr~(AX) and C = AX , and let K be a (B,C)-bimodule. We have the
adjunction formula, for M ∈ Db(B) and N ∈ D(C):
Hom D(B)(K
L
⊗
C
N,M) ≃ Hom D(C)(N,RHomB(K,M)).(2.3.9)
(i) Let us apply formula (2.3.9) with B = gr~(AX), C = AX and K =
gr~(AX) considered as a (gr~(AX),AX)-bimodule. We get
Hom D(gr~(AX))(gr~(AX)
L
⊗AXM ,N )
≃ Hom D(AX)(M ,RHomgr~(AX )(gr~(AX),N )),
and when remarking that RHomgr~(AX)(gr~(AX),N ) ≃ for(N ), we get the
first adjunction pairing.
(ii) Let us apply formula (2.3.9) with C = gr~(AX), B = A and K = gr~(AX)
considered as an (AX , gr~(AX))-bimodule. We get
Hom D(AX)(gr~(AX)
L
⊗
gr~(AX )
N ,M )
≃ Hom D(gr~(AX))(N ,RHomAX (gr~(AX),M )).
We have gr~(AX)
L
⊗
gr~(AX)
N ≃ for(N ) and to get the second adjunction
pairing, notice that
RHomAX (gr~(AX),M ) ≃ RHomAX (gr~(AX),AX)
L
⊗AXM ,
and RHomAX (gr~(AX),AX) ≃ gr~(AX) [−1]. Q.E.D.
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Duality
Let AX be a DQ-algebroid on X .
Definition 2.3.7. Let M ∈ D(AX). Its dual D′AXM ∈ D(AXa) is given by
D′AXM := RHomAX (M ,AX).(2.3.10)
When there is no risk of confusion, we write D′A instead of D
′
AX
.
By Corollary 2.3.5, D′A sends D
b
coh(AX) to D
b
coh(AXa):
D′A : D
b
coh(AX) −→ D
b
coh(AXa).
Assume that M ∈ Dbcoh(AX). Then there is a canonical isomorphism:
M ∼−→ D′A D
′
A M .(2.3.11)
For a gr~(AX)-module M , denote by D
′
OM its dual,
D′OM := RHomgr~(AX)(M , gr~(AX)).(2.3.12)
Proposition 2.3.8. Let M ∈ Dbcoh(AX). Then
gr~(D
′
A M ) ≃ D
′
O(gr~(M )).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.4.3. Q.E.D.
Corollary 2.3.9. Let L ∈ Dbcoh(AX) and j ∈ Z. Let us assume that
Extj
gr~(AX)
(gr~(L ), gr~(AX)) ≃ 0. Then Ext
j
AX
(L ,AX) ≃ 0.
Proof. Applying the above proposition, we get
Extj
gr~(AX )
(gr~(L ), gr~(AX)) = H
j(D′O(gr~(L )))
≃ Hj(gr~(D
′
A (L ))).
Then the result follows from Proposition 1.4.5. Q.E.D.
Simple modules
Definition 2.3.10. Let Λ be a smooth submanifold of X and let L be
a coherent AX-module supported by Λ. One says that L is simple along
Λ if gr~(L ) is concentrated in degree 0 and H
0(gr~(L )) is an invertible
OΛ ⊗OX gr~(AX)-module. (In particular, L has no ~-torsion.)
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Proposition 2.3.11. Let Λ be a closed submanifold of X of codimension l
and let L be a coherent AX-module simple along Λ. Then H
j(D′A (L )) =
Extj
AX
(L ,AX) vanishes for j 6= l and H l(D′A (L )) is a coherent AXa-module
simple along Λ.
Proof. The question being local, we may assume that AX is a DQ-algebra so
that gr~(AX) ≃ OX and gr~(L ) ≃ OΛ. Then, we have Ext
j
OX
(gr~(L ),OX) ≃
0 for j 6= l. Therefore, Extj
AX
(L ,AX) = 0 for j 6= l by Corollary 2.3.9 and
gr~(Ext
l
AX
(L ,AX)) ≃ D
′
O(gr~L ) [l]
≃ Extl
OX
(gr~(L ),OX)
by Proposition 2.3.8. If gr~(L ) is locally isomorphic to OΛ, then so is
Extl
OX
(gr~(L ),OX). Q.E.D.
Homological dimension of AX-modules
The codimension of the support of a coherent OX-module F is related to
the vanishing of the Extj
OX
(F ,OX). Similar results hold for AX-modules.
Proposition 2.3.12. Let M be a coherent AX-module. Then
(a) Extj
AX
(M ,AX) ≃ 0 for j < codimSuppM ,
(b) codimSupp Extj
AX
(M ,AX) ≥ j.
Proof. (a) First, note that Supp(M ) = Supp(gr~M ). Therefore,
Extj
gr~(AX )
(gr~M , gr~(AX)) ≃ 0 for j < codimSuppM
and the result follows from Corollary 2.3.9.
(b) By Proposition 1.4.5, we know that
Supp Extj
AX
(M ,AX) ⊂ Supp Ext
j
gr~(AX)
(gr~M , gr~(AX)),
and codimSupp Extj
gr~(AX)
(gr~M , gr~(AX)) ≥ j by classical results for OX-
modules. Q.E.D.
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Extension of the base ring
Recall that C~,loc :=C((~)) is the fraction field of C~. To a DQ-algebroid AX
we associate the C~,loc-algebroid
A locX = C
~,loc ⊗
C~
AX(2.3.13)
and we call A locX the ~-localization of AX . It follows from Lemma 1.4.10 that
the algebroid A locX is Noetherian.
There naturally exists a faithful functor of C~-algebroid
AX −→ A
loc
X .(2.3.14)
This functor gives rise to a pair of adjoint functors (loc, for):
Mod(A locX )
for //Mod(AX).
loc
oo(2.3.15)
Both functors are exact and we keep the same notations for their derived
functors
Db(A locX )
for //
Db(AX).
loc
oo(2.3.16)
For N ∈ Db(AX), we set
N loc := loc(N ) ≃ C~,loc ⊗
C~
N .(2.3.17)
We say that an AX-module M0 is a submodule of an A locX -module M if there
is a monomorphism M0 −→ for(M ) in Mod(AX).
If M is an A locX -module, M0 an AX-submodule and M0⊗C~C
~,loc ∼−→ M ,
then we shall say that M0 generates M .
The following result is of constant use and follows from [37, Appendix A].
Lemma 2.3.13. Any locally finitely generated AX-submodule of a coherent
A locX -module is coherent, i.e., any coherent A
loc
X -module is pseudo-coherent
as an AX-module.
Definition 2.3.14. A coherent AX -submoduleM0 of a coherent A locX -module
M is called an AX-lattice of M if M0 generates M .
We extend Definition 2.3.7 to A locX -modules and, for M ∈ D
b(A locX ), we
set
D′A locM := RHomA locX
(M ,A locX ).(2.3.18)
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Proposition 2.3.15. Let M be a coherent A locX -module. Then
(a) Extj
A locX
(M ,A locX ) ≃ 0 for j < codimSuppM ,
(b) codimSupp Extj
A locX
(M ,A locX ) ≥ j.
Proof. The result is local and we may choose an AX -lattice M0 of M . Then
the result follows from Proposition 2.3.12. Q.E.D.
Good modules
Definition 2.3.16. (i) A coherent A locX -module M is good if, for any rel-
atively compact open subset U of X , there exists an (AX |U)-lattice of
M |U .
(ii) One denotes by Modgd(A locX ) the full subcategory of Modcoh(A
loc
X ) con-
sisting of good modules.
(iii) One denotes by Dbgd(A
loc
X ) the full subcategory of D
b
coh(A
loc
X ) consisting
of objects M such that Hj(M ) is good for all j ∈ Z.
Roughly speaking, a coherent A locX -module M is good if it is endowed
with a good filtration (see [37]) on each open relatively compact subset of X .
Proposition 2.3.17. (a) The category Modgd(A locX ) is a thick subcategory
of Modcoh(A locX ), (i.e., stable by kernels, cokernels and extension ).
(b) The full subcategory Dbgd(A
loc
X ) of D
b
coh(A
loc
X ) is triangulated.
(c) An object M ∈ Dbcoh(A
loc
X ) is good if and only if, for any open relatively
compact subset U of X, there exists an AX |U-module M0 ∈ D
b
coh(AX |U)
such that M loc0 is isomorphic to M |U .
Since the proof is similar to that of [37, Prop. 4.23], we shall not repeat
it.
Proposition 2.3.18. Let M ∈ Dbcoh(A
loc
X ). Then Supp(M ) is a closed
complex analytic subset of X, involutive (i.e., co-isotropic) for the Poisson
bracket on X.
Proof. Since the problem is local, we may assume that AX is a DQ-algebra.
Then the proposition follows from Gabber’s theorem [26]. Q.E.D.
Remark 2.3.19. One shall be aware that the support of a coherent AX-
module is not involutive in general. Indeed, for a DQ-algebra AX , any co-
herent OX-module may be regarded as an AX-module. Hence any closed
analytic subset can be the support of a coherent AX-module.
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2.4 DQ-modules supported by the diagonal
Let X be a complex manifold endowed with a DQ-algebroid AX . We denote
by AX×Xa the external product of AX and AXa on X ×X
a. We still denote
by δX : X →֒ X×X
a the diagonal embedding and we denote by Mod∆X (AX⊠
AXa) the category of (AX ⊠ AXa)-modules supported by the diagonal ∆X .
Then
δX∗ : Mod(AX ⊗AXa) −→ Mod∆X (AX ⊠AXa)
gives an equivalence of categories, with quasi-inverse δ−1X . We shall often
identify these two categories by this equivalence.
Recall that we have a canonical object AX in Mod(AX ⊗AXa) (see § 2.1).
We identify AX with an (AX ⊠AXa)-module supported by the diagonal ∆X
of X ×Xa. In fact, it has a structure of AX×Xa-module. More generally, we
have:
Lemma 2.4.1. Let M be an (AX ⊗AXa)-module.
(a) The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) M is a bi-invertible (AX ⊗AXa)-module (see Definition 2.1.10),
(ii) M is invertible as an AX-module (see Definition 2.1.4), that is, M
is locally isomorphic to AX as an AX-module,
(iii) M is invertible as an AXa-module.
(b) Under the equivalent conditions in (a), δX∗M −→ AX×Xa⊗AX⊠AXa δX∗M
is an isomorphism and δX∗M has a structure of an AX×Xa-module.
Moreover, δX∗M is a simple AX×Xa-module along the diagonal of X ×
Xa.
(c) Conversely, if N is a simple AX×Xa-module along the diagonal of X ×
Xa, then δ−1X N satisfies the equivalent conditions (a) (i)–(iii).
Proof. The statement is local and we may assume that AX = (OX [[~]], ⋆).
(a) Assume (ii) and take a generator u ∈ M as an AX -module. Then
for any a ∈ AX , there exists a unique θ(a) ∈ AX such that ua = θ(a)u.
Then θ : AX −→ AX gives a C~-algebra endomorphism of AX . Hence θ is an
isomorphism by Proposition 2.2.3. Thus we obtain (i). Similarly (iii) implies
(i).
(b) Let us choose u ∈ M as in (a) and identify M with OX [[~]] that we
regard as a sheaf supported by the diagonal. The action of AX ⊗A
op
X on M
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can be expressed by differential operators. Namely, there exist differential
operators {Si(x, ∂x1 , ∂x2 , ∂x3)}i∈N such that
f ⋆ a ⋆ θ(g) =
∑
i
(
Si(x, ∂x1 , ∂x2, ∂x3)f(x1)g(x2)a(x3)
)
|x1=x2=x3=x~
i
for f , g ∈ AX and a ∈ OX [[~]].
Then this action extends to an action of AX×Xa by setting
f(x, y) ⋆ a(x) =
∑
i
(
Si(x, ∂x1 , ∂x2 , ∂x3)f(x1, x2)a(x3)
)
|x1=x2=x3=x~
i
for f ∈ AX×Xa and a ∈ OX [[~]].
We denote by M˜ the AX×Xa-module thus obtained. Then, as an (AX⊗AXa)-
module, it is isomorphic to M . Hence M˜ is a locally finitely generated
AX×Xa-module. Since ~
nM˜ /~n+1M˜ is isomorphic to OX , M˜ is a coherent
AX×Xa-module by Theorem 1.2.5 (ii).
Let I˜ be the annihilator of u ∈ M ≃ M˜ . Then I˜ is a coherent left ideal
of AX×Xa . In the exact sequence
TorC
~
1 (M˜ ,C) −→ I˜ /~I˜ −→ AX×Xa/~AX×Xa −→ M˜ /~M˜ −→ 0,
TorC
~
1 (M˜ ,C) vanishes. Therefore we obtain an exact sequence
0 −→ I˜ /~I˜ −→ OX×Xa −→ OX −→ 0,
and I˜ /~I˜ is isomorphic to the defining ideal I∆ ⊂ OX×Xa of the diagonal
set ∆ ⊂ X ×Xa. This shows that M˜ is simple along the diagonal.
Denote by I ′ the left ideal of AX ⊗A
op
X generated by the sections {a⊗1−
1⊗θ(a)} where a ranges over the family of sections of AX and by I the left
ideal of AX×Xa generated by I ′. Set M ′ := AX×Xa ⊗AX⊠AXa M . We have:
M ≃ (AX ⊗AXa)/I
′,
M ′ ≃ AX×Xa/I .
There exists a surjective AX×Xa-linear morphism M
′
։M˜ , and hence I ⊂
I˜ . Since I /~I −→ I˜ /~I˜ ≃ I∆ is surjective, we conclude that I = I˜ .
Hence we obtain M ′ ≃ M˜ .
(c) By the assumption, p1∗gr~(N ) ≃ gr~(δ
−1
X N ) is an invertible OX-module.
where p1 : X ×X
a −→ X is the projection. Hence Theorem 1.2.5 (iv) implies
that δ−1X N is a coherent AX -module. It is locally isomorphic to AX by
Lemma 1.2.17 because gr~(δ
−1
X N ) is locally isomorphic to OX . Q.E.D.
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Thus we obtain:
Proposition 2.4.2. The category of bi-invertible (AX ⊗ AXa)-modules is
equivalent to the category of coherent AX×Xa-modules simple along the diag-
onal.
Definition 2.4.3. We regard δX∗AX as an AX×Xa-module supported by the
diagonal and denote it by CX . We call it the canonical module associated
with the diagonal.
The next corollary immediately follows from Lemma 2.4.1.
Corollary 2.4.4. The AX×Xa-module CX is coherent and simple along the
diagonal. Moreover, AX×Xa⊗AX⊠AXaCX −→ CX is an isomorphism inMod(AX×Xa),
and AX −→ δ
−1
X (CX) is an isomorphism in Mod(AX ⊗AXa).
The next result is obvious.
Lemma 2.4.5. Let Y be another complex manifold endowed with a DQ-
algebroid AY . Then, there is a natural isomorphism CX
L
⊠CY ≃ CX×Y . Here,
we identify (X ×Xa)× (Y × Y a) with (X × Y )× (X × Y )a.
Definition 2.4.6. We say that P ∈ Db(AX ⊗AXa) is bi-invertible if P
is concentrated to some degree n and Hn(P) is bi-invertible (see Defini-
tion 2.1.10).
We sometimes consider a bi-invertible (AX ⊗AXa)-module as an object
of Dbcoh(AX×Xa) supported by the diagonal.
For a pair of bi-invertible (AX⊗AXa)-modules P1 and P2, P1
L
⊗AXP2 is
also a bi-invertible (AX ⊗AXa)-module. Hence the category of bi-invertible
(AX⊗AXa)-modules has a structure of a tensor category (see e.g. [41, § 4.2]).
It is easy to see that CX is a unit object. Namely, for any bi-invertible
(AX ⊗AXa)-module P, we have:
CX
L
⊗
AX
P ≃ P
L
⊗
AX
CX ≃ P.
We have
P
L
⊗AXRHomAX (P,AX)
∼−→ CX ,
RHomAXa (P,AX)
L
⊗AXP
∼−→ CX .
Hence we have RHomAX (P,AX) ≃ RHomAXa (P,AX).
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Definition 2.4.7. For a bi-invertible (AX ⊗AXa)-module P, we set
P⊗−1 = RHomAX (P,AX) ≃ RHomAXa (P,AX).
Hence we have
P⊗−1
L
⊗AXP ≃ P
L
⊗AXP
⊗−1 ≃ CX .
Note that, for two bi-invertible (AX ⊗AXa)-modules P1 and P2, we have
RHomAX (P1,P2) ≃ P
⊗−1
1
L
⊗AXP2,
RHomAXa (P1,P2) ≃ P2
L
⊗AXP
⊗−1
1 .
For a bi-invertible (AX ⊗AXa)-module P and M ,N ∈ D(AX×Y×Z), we
have the isomorphism
RHomAX×Y (M ,N ) ≃ RHomAX×Y (P
L
⊗AXM ,P
L
⊗AXN )(2.4.1)
in D(C~X×Y ⊠AZ).
Remark 2.4.8. Although it is sometimes convenient to identify (X × Y a)a
with Y × Xa, we do not take this point view in this Note. We identify
(X × Y a)a with Xa × Y . Hence, for example, we have functors
D′AX×Y a : D
b(AX×Y a) −→ D
b(AXa×Y ),
D′AX×Xa : D
b(AX×Xa) −→ D
b(AXa×X).
The next result may be useful.
Lemma 2.4.9. (i) Let X and Y be manifolds endowed with DQ-algebroids
AX and AY , let M be an AX×Y a-module and let Q be a bi-invertible
(AY ⊗AY a)-module. Then
D′AX×Y a (M ⊗AY Q) ≃ Q
⊗−1 ⊗AY D
′
AX×Y a
(M ).
(ii) Let P and Q be bi-invertible (AX ⊗AXa)-modules. Then
D′AX×Xa (P ⊗AX Q) ≃ Q
⊗−1 ⊗AX D
′
AX×Xa
P ≃ D′AX×XaQ ⊗AX P
⊗−1,
D′AX×XaCX ⊗AX P ≃ P ⊗AX D
′
AX×Xa
CX ≃ D
′
AX×Xa
(P⊗−1),
(D′AX×XaCX)
⊗−1 ⊗AX P ≃ P ⊗AX (D
′
AX×Xa
CX)
⊗−1.
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Proof. (i) We have the isomorphism
D′AX×Y a (M ⊗AY Q) = HomAX×Y a (M ⊗AY Q,AX×Y a)
≃ HomAX×Y a (M ,AX×Y a ⊗AY Q
⊗−1)
≃ HomAX×Y a (M ,Q
⊗−1 ⊗AY AX×Y a)
≃ Q⊗−1 ⊗AY D
′
AX×Y a
(M ).
(ii) The first isomorphism follows from (i) and the the second is proved
similarly. The two last isomorphisms follow. Q.E.D.
The next result follows immediately from Corollary 2.4.4.
Lemma 2.4.10. Let M ∈ Db(AX), L ∈ Dbcoh(AX) and N ∈ D
b(AXa).
Identifying ∆X and X, there are natural isomorphisms
M ≃ AX
L
⊗AXM ≃ RHomAX (AX ,M ) in D(AX),
N
L
⊗AXM ≃ (N
L
⊠M )
L
⊗AX×XaCX in D(C
~
X),
RHomAX (L ,M ) ≃ D
′
A L
L
⊗AXM in D(C
~
X),
RHomAX (M ,L ) ≃ RHomAX×Xa (M
L
⊠D′A L ,CX) in D(C
~
X).
2.5 Dualizing complex for DQ-algebroids
The algebroid DAX
We have seen that the C~-algebra DAX ⊂ EndC~(AX) is well-defined for a
DQ-algebra AX on X .
Now let AX be a DQ-algebroid. Then we can regard AX as an (AX ⊗
A opX )-module. In § 2.1, we have defined the C
~-algebroid EndC~(AX) and
introduced a functor of C~-algebroids AX ⊗A
op
X −→ EndC~(AX).
Definition 2.5.1. The C~-algebroid DAX is the C
~-substack of EndC~(AX)
associated to the prestack S defined as follows. The objects of S are those of
AX⊗A
op
X . For σ1, σ2 ∈ AX⊗A
op
X , with σ1 = τ1⊗λ
op
1 , σ2 = τ2⊗λ
op
2 , we choose
isomorphisms ϕi : τi ≃ λi (i = 1, 2) and ϕ3 : τ1 ≃ τ2. Set B = EndAX (λ1). It
is a DQ-algebra. The isomorphisms ϕi (i = 1, 2, 3) induce an isomorphism
ψ : Hom
C~
(B,B) ∼−→ Hom
C~
(Hom (λ1, τ1),Hom (λ2, τ2))
∼−→ Hom
C~
(AX(σ1),AX(σ2)).
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We define Hom
S
(σ1, σ2) ⊂ HomC~(AX(σ1),AX(σ2)) as the image of D
B
X by
ψ. (This does not depend on the choice of the isomorphism ϕi (i = 1, 2, 3)
in virtue of Proposition 2.2.3.)
Then there are functors of C~-algebroids
AX ⊗AXa −→ δ
−1
X AX×Xa −→ D
A
X −→ EndC~(AX)
and AX may be regarded as an object of Mod(DAX ).
Proposition 2.5.2. (i) The C~-algebroid EndC~(AX) is equivalent to the
C~-algebroid EndC~(OX [[~]]) (regarding the C
~-algebra EndC~(OX[[~]])
as a C~-algebroid).
(ii) The equivalence in (i) induces an equivalence of C~-algebroids DAX ≃
DX [[~]].
(iii) The equivalence in (ii) induces an equivalence of C~-linear stacks
Mod(DAX ) ≃Mod(DX [[~]]).
Moreover, the DAX -module AX is sent to the DX [[~]]-module OX [[~]] by
this equivalence.
(iv) The equivalence in (ii) also induces an equivalence of C-algebroids
gr~(D
A
X ) ≃ DX ,
and an equivalence of C-linear stacks Mod(gr~(D
A
X )) ≃ Mod(DX).
Moreover the gr~(D
A
X )-module gr~(AX) is sent to the DX-module OX
by this equivalence.
Proof. Recall first that for two C~-algebroids B and B′, to give an equiva-
lence of C~-algebroids B ≃ B′ is equivalent to giving a bi-invertible Bop⊗B′-
module (Lemma 2.1.11).
(i) follows from Lemma 2.1.12. More precisely, we define an
(
EndC~(AX) ⊗
(EndC~(OX [[~]]))
op
)
-module L ′ as follows. For σ = (σ1 ⊗σ
op
2 ) ∈ AX ⊗A
op
X ,
set
L ′(σ) := Hom
C~
(OX [[~]],HomAX (σ2, σ1)).
Clearly, L ′ is bi-invertible.
(ii) For σ = (σ1⊗σ
op
2 ) ∈ AX⊗A
op
X , let us choose an isomorphism ψ : σ1
∼−→ σ2
and a standard isomorphism ϕ˜ : OX [[~]] ∼−→ EndAX (σ1). Then they give an
isomorphism
f : OX [[~]] ∼−→ HomAX (σ2, σ1).
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We define a (DAX ⊗ DX [[~]]
op)-submodule L of L ′ as follows: let L (σ)
be the DX [[~]]
op-submodule of L ′(σ) generated by f . Then L (σ) coin-
cides with the submodule generated by f over the C~-algebra EndDAX (σ) ⊂
EndC~(HomAX (σ2, σ1)). Moreover, L (σ) does not depend on the choice of
ψ and ϕ˜. It is easy to see that L is a bi-invertible (DAX ⊗DX [[~]]
op)-module.
(iii) The (DAX ⊗DX [[~]]
op)-module L gives an equivalence of categories
L ⊗DX [[~]]
• : Mod(DX [[~]]) ∼−→ Mod(D
A
X ),(2.5.1)
which is isomorphic to the functor induced by the algebroid equivalence
DAX
∼−→ DX [[~]]. Consider the (DX [[~]]⊗ (DAX )
op)-module
L ∗ := HomDAX
(L ,DAX ).
A quasi-inverse of the equivalence (2.5.1) is given by
L ∗ ⊗DAX
• ≃ HomDAX
(L , • ) : Mod(DAX )
∼−→ Mod(DX [[~]]).
The results follow. Q.E.D.
Dualizing complex
Let AX be a DQ-algebroid on X . We shall construct a deformation of the
sheaf of differential forms of maximal degree and then the dualizing complex
for AX .
Lemma 2.5.3. (i) AX has locally a resolution of length dX by free DAX -
modules of finite rank.
(ii) gr~(Ext
dX
DAX
(AX ,DAX )) ≃ ΩX . (Note that gr~(Ext
dX
DAX
(AX ,DAX )) is a
module over gr~(AX)⊗OX gr~(AXa) ≃ OX by (2.1.12)).
(iii) Exti
DAX
(AX ,DAX ) = 0 for i 6= dX .
Proof. We have DAX ≃ DX [[~]] and AX ≃ OX [[~]] as D
A
X -modules. Then the
results follow from
RHomDX [[~]](OX [[~]],DX [[~]]) ≃
(
ΩX [[~]]
)
[−dX ].
(ii) follows from
gr~(RHomDAX
(AX ,D
A
X )) ≃ RHomgr~(DAX )
(gr~(AX), gr~(D
A
X ))
≃ RHomDX (OX,DX) ≃ ΩX [−dX ].
Q.E.D.
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We set
ΩAX := Ext
dX
DAX
(AX ,D
A
X ) ∈ Mod(AX ⊗AXa).(2.5.2)
Lemma 2.5.4. The (AX ⊗A
op
X )-module Ω
A
X is bi-invertible.
Proof. Under the equivalence DAX ≃ DX [[~]], we have Ω
A
X ≃ ΩX [[~]]. Hence
we have an isomorphism ΩAX
∼−→ lim←−
n
ΩAX /~
nΩAX . Since gr~(Ω
A
X ) ≃ ΩX
is a coherent gr~(AX)-module, Ω
A
X is a coherent AX-module by Theorem
1.2.5 (iv). Since gr~(Ω
A
X ) is an invertible OX-module and Ω
A
X has no ~-
torsion, ΩAX is locally isomorphic to AX as an AX -module. Hence Ω
A
X is a
bi-invertible (A opX ⊗AX)-module by Lemma 2.4.1 (a). Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.5.5. One has the isomorphisms
ΩAX
L
⊗DAX
AX [−dX ] ≃ RHomDAX
(AX ,AX) ≃ C
~
X .(2.5.3)
Proof. The first isomorphism is obvious by Lemma 2.5.3. Hence, it is enough
to prove that the natural morphism C~X −→ RHomDAX
(AX ,AX) is an isomor-
phism. By the equivalence DAX ≃ DX [[~]], we may assume that AX = OX [[~]]
and DAX = DX [[~]]. Then RHomDAX
(AX ,AX) is represented by an infinite
product of the de Rham complexes:
∏
n ~
nΩ
•
X . Then the assertion follows
from a classical result: Ω
•
X(U) is quasi-isomorphic to C when U is a con-
tractible Stein open subset. Q.E.D.
Note that ΩAX and Ω
A
Xa are isomorphic as AX ⊗AXa-modules.
Definition 2.5.6. We set
ωAX := δX∗Ω
A
X [dX ] ≃ δX∗RHomDAX
(AX ,D
A
X )[2dX ] ∈ D
b(AX×Xa)
and call ωAX the AX-dualizing sheaf.
Note that ωAX is bi-invertible (see Definition 2.4.6). Using (2.5.3) and the
morphism δX∗Ω
A
X
L
⊗
AX×Xa
CX −→ ΩAX
L
⊗
DAX
AX , we get the natural morphism
ωAXa
L
⊗
AX×Xa
CX −→ δX∗C
~
X [2dX ].(2.5.4)
Applying the functor gr~ to the above morphisms, we get the morphism
δX∗(gr~ω
A
Xa)
L
⊗
gr~AX×Xa
(δX∗gr~CX) −→ δX∗(CX [2dX ]),(2.5.5)
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which coincides with the morphism derived from
δ−1X
(
δX∗(gr~ω
A
Xa)
L
⊗
gr~AX×Xa
(δX∗gr~CX)
)
−→ ΩX [dX ] −→ CX [2dX].(2.5.6)
Here we used the functor of algebroids δ−1X (gr~AX×Xa) −→ OX .
Let Y be another manifold endowed with a DQ-algebroid AY . We intro-
duce the notation:
ωAX×Y/Y = ω
A
X
L
⊠CY ∈ D
b(AX×Xa×Y×Y a).
Then ωAX×Y/Y also belongs to D
b
(
(DAX )
op
⊠AY×Y a
)
, and we have an isomor-
phism ωAX×Y/Y
L
⊗DAX
AX ≃ C~X ⊠AY . Hence we have a canonical morphism
ωAXa×Y/Y
L
⊗
AX×Xa
CX −→ (C
~
X ⊠ CY )[2dX ](2.5.7)
in Db(C~X ⊠AY×Y a).
The proof of the following fundamental result will be given later at the
end of § 3.3.
Theorem 2.5.7. We have the isomorphism
ωAX ≃ (D
′
AXa×X
CXa)
⊗−1 in Db(AX×Xa).(2.5.8)
Note that in formula (2.5.8), D′AXa×X is the dual over AXa×X and (
• )⊗−1
is the dual over AX .
Corollary 2.5.8. For M ∈ Db(AX×Xa×Y ), we have
CXa
L
⊗
AX×Xa
M ≃ RHomAX×Xa (CX , ω
A
X
L
⊗
AX
M )
≃ RHomAX×Xa (CX ,M
L
⊗AXω
A
X ).
Proof. We have
CXa
L
⊗AX×XaM ≃ RHomAX×Xa (D
′
AXa×X
CXa ,M )
≃ RHomAX×Xa (ω
A
X
L
⊗AXD
′
AX×Xa
CXa , ω
A
X
L
⊗AXM )
≃ RHomAX×Xa (CX , ω
A
X
L
⊗AXM ).
The other isomorphism is similarly proved. Q.E.D.
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One shall be aware that, although ΩAX is locally isomorphic to AX as
an AX-module, it is not always locally isomorphic to AX as an AX ⊗AXa-
module.
Example 2.5.9. Let X = C2 with coordinates (x1, x2) and let AX be the
DQ-algebra given by the relation
[x1, x2] = ~ x1.
Let (y1, y2) denotes the coordinates on X
a. Hence
[y1, y2] = −~ y1.
Then CX is the AX×Xa-module AX×Xa · u where the generator u satisfies
(xi − yi) · u = 0 (i = 1, 2). Therefore CX is quasi-isomorphic to the complex
0 −→ AX×Xa
α
−→ A ⊕2X×Xa
β
−→ AX×Xa −→ 0,(2.5.9)
where AX×Xa on the right is in degree 0, α(a) = (−a(x2−y2+~), a(x1−y1))
and β(b, c) = b(x1 − y1) + c(x2 − y2).
It follows that D′A (CX) [2] is isomorphic to AX×Xa ·w where the generator
w satisfies (x1 − y1) · w = 0, (y2 − x2 + ~) · w = 0. The modules D
′
A (CX) [2]
and CX are isomorphic on x1 6= 0 by u ↔ x1w. However, D′A (CX) [2] and
CX are not isomorphic on a neighborhood of x1 = 0. Indeed if they were
isomorphic by u↔ aw for a ∈ AX , then x1a = ax1 and x2a = a(x2−~). Then
{x2, σ0(a)} = −σ0(a). Since {x2, • } = −x1∂x1 , we have x1∂x1σ0(a) = σ0(a),
which contradicts the fact that σ0(a) is invertible.
Remark 2.5.10. The fact that D′A CX is concentrated in a single degree and
plays the role of a dualizing complex in the sense of [60] was already proved
(in a more restrictive situation) in [20, 21].
2.6 Almost free resolutions
We recall here and adapt to the framework of algebroids some results of [40].
In this section, K denotes a commutative unital ring, X a paracompact
and locally compact space and A a K-algebroid on X .
Let us take a family S of open subsets of X . We assume the following
two conditions on S :
(i) for any x ∈ X , {U ∈ S ; x ∈ U} is a neighborhood sys-
tem of x,
(ii) for U , V ∈ S , U ∩ V is a finite union of open subsets
belonging to S .
(2.6.1)
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Recall that invertible modules are defined in Definition 2.1.4.
Definition 2.6.1. (i) We define the additive category Modaf(A ) of S -
almost free A -modules as follows.
(a) An object of Modaf(A ) is the data of {I, {Ui, U
′
i , Li}i∈I} where I is
an index set, Ui and U
′
i are open subsets of X , Ui ∈ S , Ui ⊂ U
′
i , the
family {U ′i}i∈I is locally finite and Li is an invertible A |U ′i -module.
(b) Let N = {J, {Vj, V
′
j , Kj}j∈J} and M = {I, {Ui, U
′
i , Li}i∈I} be two
objects of Modaf(A ). A morphism u : N −→M is the data of uij ∈
Γ(Vj;HomA (Kj , Li)) for all (i, j) ∈ I × J such that Vj ⊂ Ui.
(c) The composition of morphisms is the natural one.
(d) We denote by Φ: Modaf(A ) −→ Mod(A ) the functor which sends
{I, {Ui, U
′
i , Li}i∈I} to
⊕
i∈I(Li)Ui and which sends an element uij
of Γ(Vj;HomA (Kj , Li)) to its image in HomA ((Kj)Vj , (Li)Ui) if
Vj ⊂ Ui and 0 otherwise.
(ii) Similarly, we define the additive category Modaf(A ) as follows.
(a) The set of objects of Modaf(A ) is the same as the one of Modaf(A ).
(b) Let N = {J, {Vj, V
′
j , Kj}j∈J} and M = {I, {Ui, U
′
i , Li}i∈I} be two
objects of Modaf(A ). A morphism u : N −→M is the data of uij ∈
Γ(Ui;HomA (Kj , Li)) for all (i, j) ∈ I × J such that Ui ⊂ Vj.
(c) The composition of morphisms is the natural one.
(d) We denote by Ψ: Modaf(A ) −→ Mod(A ) the functor which sends
{I, {Ui, U
′
i , Li}i∈I} to
⊕
i∈I ΓUi(Li) and which sends an element uij
of Γ(Ui;HomA (Kj, Li)) to its image in HomA (ΓVj (Kj),ΓUi(Li)) if
Ui ⊂ Vj and 0 otherwise.
Note that Modaf(A ) is equivalent to Modaf(A op)op by the functor which
sends {I, {Ui, U
′
i , Li}i∈I} to {I, {Ui, U
′
i ,HomA (Li,A )}i∈I}.
Recall that for an additive category C , we denote by C−(C ) (resp. C+(C ))
the category of complexes of C bounded from above (resp. from below).
The following theorem is proved similarly as in [40, Appendix].
Theorem 2.6.2. Let A be a left coherent algebroid and let M ∈ D−coh(A ).
Then there exist L
•
∈ C−(Modaf(A )) and an isomorphism Φ(L
•
) ≃ M in
D−(A ).
There is a dual version of Theorem 2.6.2.
Theorem 2.6.3. Assume
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(a) A being regarded as an object of Mod(A ⊗A op), RΓU(A ) is concen-
trated in degree 0 for all U ∈ S ,
(b) A is a right and left coherent algebroid,
(c) there exists an integer d such that, for any open subset U , any coherent
A |U -module admits locally a finite free resolution of length d.
Let M ∈ D+coh(A ). Then there exist L
•
∈ C+(Modaf(A )) and an isomor-
phism M ≃ Ψ(L
•
) in D+(A ).
Proof. Denote by D the duality functor RHomA ( • ,A ) and keep the same
notation with A op instead of A . This functor sends D+coh(A ) to D
−
coh(A
op)
by (c). It also sends D−coh(A
op) to D+coh(A ), and the composition
D+coh(A )
D
−−→ D−coh(A
op)
D
−−→ D+coh(A )
is isomorphic to the identity functor.
On the other hand, if L is an invertible A op-module, then D(L) is an
invertible A -module, and by the hypothesis (a), we have
D(LU) ≃ ΓU(D(L))
for any U ∈ S .
Then we get the result by applying Theorem 2.6.2 to D(M ) ∈ D−coh(A
op)
and using M ∼−→ D(D(M )). Q.E.D.
2.7 DQ-algebroids in the algebraic case
In this section, X denotes a quasi-compact separated smooth algebraic vari-
ety over C.
Clearly, the notions of a DQ-algebra and of a DQ-algebroid make sense
in this settings and a detailed study of DQ-algebroids on algebraic variety is
performed in [64].
Assume that X is endowed with a DQ-algebroid AX for the Zariski topol-
ogy. Then, in view of Remark 2.1.17, gr~(AX) ≃ OX . However, this equiva-
lence is not unique in general.
Let us denote by Xan the complex analytic manifold associated with X
and by ρ : Xan −→ X the natural morphism. Then we can naturally associate
a DQ-algebroid AXan to AX and there is a natural functor ρ
−1AX −→ AXan ,
whose construction is left to the reader. Then it induces functors
Mod(AX) −→ Mod(AXan)(2.7.1)
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and
Modcoh(AX) −→ Modcoh(AXan).(2.7.2)
When X is projective, the classical GAGA theorem of Serre extends to DQ-
algebroids and it is proved in [16] that (2.7.2) is an equivalence.
Lemma 2.7.1. Let M ∈ Modcoh(A locX ). The two conditions below are equiv-
alent.
(a) M is the inductive limit of its coherent sub-AX-modules,
(b) there exists an AX-lattice of M (see Definition 2.3.14 ).
Proof. (a)⇒(b) Let M = lim
−→
N where N ranges over the filtrant family
of coherent AX -submodules of M . Since A locX is Noetherian, the family
{C~,loc⊗
C~
N } is locally stationary. Since X is quasi-compact, this family is
stationary.
(b)⇒(a) is obvious. Q.E.D.
Definition 2.7.2. Let M ∈ Modcoh(A locX ). We say that M is algebraically
good if it satisfies the equivalent conditions in Lemma 2.7.1.
We still denote by Modgd(A locX ) the full subcategory of Modcoh(A
loc
X )
consisting of algebraically good modules.
The proof of [37, Prop. 4.23] extends to this case and Modgd(A locX ) is
a thick abelian subcategory of Modcoh(A locX ). Hence, we still denote by
Dbgd(A
loc
X ) the full triangulated subcategory of D
b
coh(A
loc
X ) consisting of ob-
jects M such that Hj(M ) is algebraically good for all j ∈ Z.
Remark 2.7.3. We do not know if every coherent A locX -module is alge-
braically good.
Almost free resolutions
Recall that X is endowed with a DQ-algebroid AX for the Zariski topology.
We denote by B the family of affine open subsets U of X on which
the algebroid AU is a sheaf of algebras. Note that this family is stable by
intersection. Moreover, hypotheses (1.2.2) and (1.2.3) are satisfied.
Lemma 2.7.4. Assume that X is affine and AX is a DQ-algebra. Then, for
any M ∈ Modcoh(AX), there exist a free AX-module L of finite rank and
an epimorphism u : L։M .
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Proof. Set M0 = M /~M . Then M0 is a coherent OX-module and there
exist finitely many sections (v1, . . . , vN) of M0 on X which generate M0 over
OX .
By Theorem 1.2.5, Γ(X ;M ) −→ Γ(X ;M0) is surjective. Let (u1, . . . , uN)
be sections of M whose image by this morphism are (v1, . . . , vN). Let L =
A NX and denote by (e1, . . . , eN) its canonical basis. It remains to define u by
setting u(ei) = ui. Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.7.5. Let M ∈ Modcoh(AX). Then there exists an isomorphism
M ≃ L
•
in Db(AX) such that L
•
is a bounded complex of AX-modules and
each L i is a finite direct sum of modules of the form iU ∗LU , where iU : U →֒
X is the embedding of an affine open set U such that AU is isomorphic to a
DQ-algebra and LU is a locally free AU -module of finite rank.
Before proving Theorem 2.7.5, we need some preliminary results.
Let U = {Ui}i∈I be a finite covering of X by affine open sets such that
AX |Ui is a DQ-algebra for all i.
We denote by Σ the category of non empty subsets of I (the morphisms
are the inclusions maps). For σ ∈ Σ, we denote by |σ| its cardinal. For
σ ∈ Σ, we set
Uσ =
⋂
i∈σ
Ui, ισ : Uσ →֒ X the natural embedding.
We introduce a category Mod(A ,U ) as follows. An objectM of Mod(A ,U )
is the data of a family ({Mσ}σ∈Σ, {q
M
σ,τ}τ⊂σ∈Σ), where Mσ ∈ Mod(AUσ) and
qMσ,τ : Mτ |Uσ −→ Mσ are morphisms for ∅ 6= τ ⊂ σ ∈ Σ satisfying q
M
σ,σ = id and
for any σ1 ⊂ σ2 ⊂ σ3, the diagram below commutes
Mσ1 |Uσ3
qMσ2,σ1 //
qMσ3,σ1 %%K
KK
KK
KK
KK
K
Mσ2 |Uσ3
qMσ3,σ2

Mσ3 .
(2.7.3)
A morphism M −→ M ′ in Mod(A ,U ) is a family of morphisms Mσ −→ M ′σ
satisfying the natural compatibility conditions.
Clearly, Mod(A ,U ) is an abelian category.
To an object M ∈ Mod(A ,U ) we shall associate a Koszul complex
C
•
(M) using the construction of [41, § 12.4]. To M we associate a functor
F : Σ −→ Mod(AX) as follows: F (σ) = ισ∗Mσ, and F (τ ⊂ σ) : F (τ) −→ F (σ)
is given by the composition ιτ ∗Mτ −→ ισ∗(Mτ |Uσ)
qMσ,τ
−−→ ισ∗Mσ.
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According to loc. cit., we get a Koszul complex C
•
(M)
C
•
(M) := · · · −→ 0 −→ C1(M)
d1
−−→ C2(M)
d2
−−→ · · ·(2.7.4)
where
C i(M) =
⊕
|σ|=i
ισ∗Mσ
is in degree i. This construction being functorial, we get a functor
C
•
: Mod(A ,U ) −→ Cb(Mod(AX)).(2.7.5)
It is convenient to introduce some notations. We set
Modcoh(A ,U ) = {M ∈ Mod(A ,U ) ;Mσ ∈ Modcoh(AUσ) for all σ ∈ Σ} ,
Modff(A ,U ) = {M ∈ Mod(A ,U );Mσ is a locally free AUσ -module
of finite rank for all σ ∈ Σ}.
Clearly, Modcoh(A ,U ) is a full abelian subcategory of Mod(A ,U ) and
Modff(A ,U ) is a full additive subcategory of Modcoh(A ,U ).
Lemma 2.7.6. The functor C
•
: Modcoh(A ,U ) −→ Cb(Mod(AX)) induced
by (2.7.5) is exact.
Proof. By Proposition 1.6.8 the functor ισ : Modcoh(AUσ) −→ Mod(AX) is
exact for each σ ∈ Σ. The result then easily follows. Q.E.D.
Let us denote by
λ : Modcoh(AX) −→ Modcoh(A ,U )(2.7.6)
the functor which, to M ∈ Modcoh(AX), associates the object M where
Mσ = M |Uσ and q
M
σ,τ : Mτ |Uσ −→Mσ is the restriction morphism.
Lemma 2.7.7. The natural morphism M −→ C
•
(λ(M )) [1] is a quasi-
isomorphism.
Proof. Apply [41, Th. 18.7.4 (ii)] with A = “
⊔
”
i∈I
Ui, u : A −→ X . By this
result, the complex
F
•
u := 0 −→ M −→ C
1(λ(M ))
d1
−→ C2(λ(M ))
d2
−→ · · ·
is exact. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 2.7.8. Let M ∈ Modcoh(A ,U ). Then there exists an epimorphism
L։M in Mod(A ,U ) with L ∈ Modff(A ,U ).
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.7.4, we choose for each σ ∈ Σ an epimorphism
L′σ։Mσ with a locally free AUσ-module L
′
σ of finite rank. Set
Lσ :=
⊕
∅6=τ⊂σ
L′τ |Uσ
and define the morphism Lσ −→ Mσ by the commutative diagrams in which
τ ⊂ σ:
Lσ //Mσ
L′τ |Uσ //
OO
Mτ |Uσ .
OO
For τ ⊂ σ, the morphism qLσ,τ : Lτ |Uσ −→ Lσ is defined by the morphisms
(λ ⊂ τ):
Lτ |Uσ
qLσ,τ // Lσ.
L′λ|Uσ
OO 99rrrrrrrrrrr
Clearly, the family of morphisms qLσ,τ satisfies the compatibility conditions
similar to those in diagram (2.7.3). We have thus constructed an object L ∈
Mod(A ,U ), and the family of morphisms Lσ −→Mσ defines the epimorphism
L։M in Mod(A ,U ). Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 2.7.5. By Lemma 2.7.8, there exists an exact sequence in
Modcoh(A ,U )
0 −→ LdX+1 −→ · · · −→ L1 −→ L0 −→ λ(M ) −→ 0(2.7.7)
with the Li’s in Modff(A ,U ) (see Corollary 2.3.5). Consider the complex
L
•
:= · · · −→ L1 −→ L0 −→ 0.(2.7.8)
Hence, we have a quasi-isomorphism L
• qis
−→ λ(M ). Using Lemma 2.7.6, we
find a quasi-isomorphism
C
•
(L
•
)
qis
−→ C
•
(λ(M )).(2.7.9)
Then, the result follows from Lemma 2.7.7. Q.E.D.
Chapter 3
Kernels
3.1 Convolution of kernels: definition
Integral transforms, also called “correspondences”, are of constant use in al-
gebraic and analytic geometry and we refer to the book [33] for an exposition.
Here, we shall develop a similar formalism in the framework of DQ-modules
(i.e., modules over DQ-algebroids).
Consider complex manifolds Xi endowed with DQ-algebroids AXi (i =
1, 2, . . . ).
Notation 3.1.1. (i) Consider a product of manifolds X × Y × Z. We
denote by pi the i-th projection and by pij the (i, j)-th projection (e.g.,
p13 is the projection from X1 ×X
a
1 ×X2 to X1 ×X2). We use similar
notations for a product of four manifolds.
(ii) We write Ai and Aija instead of AXi and AXi×Xaj and similarly with
other products. We use the same notations for CXi .
(iii) When there is no risk of confusion, we do note write the symbols p−1i
and similarly with i replaced with ij, etc.
Let Ki ∈ D
b(AXi×Xai+1) (i = 1, 2). We set
K1
L
⊗A2K2 := p
−1
12 K1
L
⊗
p−12 A2
p−123 K2
≃ (K1
L
⊠K2)
L
⊗
A2⊠A2a
C2 ∈ Db(A1 ⊠ C~X2 ⊠A3a).
(3.1.1)
Similarly, for Ki ∈ Db(AXi×Xi+1) (i = 1, 2), we set
RHomA2(K1,K2) := RHomp−12 A2(p
−1
12 K1, p
−1
23 K2).(3.1.2)
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Here we identify X1×X2×X
a
3 with the diagonal set of X1×X
a
2 ×X2×X
a
3 .
This tensor product is not well suited to treat DQ-modules. For example,
AX×Y 6= AX ⊠ AY . This leads us to introduce a kind of completion of the
tensor product as follows.
Definition 3.1.2. Let Ki ∈ Db(AXi×Xai+1) (i = 1, 2). We set
K1
L
⊗A2K2 = δ
−1
2 (K1
L
⊠K2)
L
⊗A22aC2(3.1.3)
= p−112 K1
L
⊗
p−112 A1a2
A123
L
⊗
p−123 A23a
p−123 K2.
It is an object of Db(p−113 A13a) where p13 : X1 × X2 × X3 −→ X1 × X3 is the
projection.
We have a morphism in Db(p−11 AX1 ⊗ p
−1
3 AXa3 ):
K1
L
⊗A2K2 −→ K1
L
⊗A2K2.(3.1.4)
Note that (3.1.4) is an isomorphism if X1 = pt or X3 = pt.
Definition 3.1.3. Let Ki ∈ Db(AXi×Xai+1) (i = 1, 2). We set
K1 ◦
X2
K2 = Rp13!(K1
L
⊗A2K2) ∈ D
b(AX1×Xa3 ),(3.1.5)
K1 ∗
X2
K2 = Rp13∗(K1
L
⊗A2K2) ∈ D
b(AX1×Xa3 ).(3.1.6)
We call ◦
X2
the convolution of K1 and K2 (over X2). If there is no risk of
confusion, we write K1 ◦K2 for K1 ◦
X2
K2 and similarly with ∗.
Note that in case where X3 = pt we get:
K1 ◦K2 ≃ Rp1!(K1
L
⊗
A2
p−12 K2),
and in the general case, we have:
K1 ◦
X2
K2 ≃ (K1
L
⊠K2) ◦
X2×Xa2
CX2
≃ Rp14!
(
(K1
L
⊠K2)
L
⊗A22aC2
)
,
(3.1.7)
where p14 is the projection X1 × X2 × X
a
2 × X
a
3 −→ X1 × X
a
3 . There are
canonical isomorphisms
K1 ◦
X2
CX2 ≃ K1 and CX1 ◦
X1
K1 ≃ K1.(3.1.8)
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One shall be aware that ◦ and ∗ are not associative in general. (See Propo-
sition 3.2.4 (ii).)
However, if L is a bi-invertible AX2⊗AXa2 -module and the Ki’s (i = 1, 2)
are as above, there are natural isomorphisms
K1 ◦
X2
L ≃ K1
L
⊗AX2
L , L ◦
X2
K2 ≃ L
L
⊗AX2
K2,
(K1 ◦
X2
L ) ◦
X2
K2 ≃ K1 ◦
X2
(L ◦
X2
K2).
For a closed subset Λi of Xi ×Xi+1 (i = 1, 2), we set
Λ1 ◦ Λ2 := p13(p
−1
12 Λ1 ∩ p
−1
23 Λ2)(3.1.9)
= p14((Λ1 × Λ2) ∩ (X1 ×∆2 ×X3)) ⊂ X1 ×X3.
Note that if Λi is a closed complex analytic subvariety of Xi×X
a
i+1 (i = 1, 2)
and p13 is proper on p
−1
12 Λ1∩p
−1
23 Λ2, then Λ1 ◦Λ2 is a closed complex analytic
subvariety of X1 ×X
a
3 .
Let us still denote by ◦ the convolution of gr~(A )-modules. More precisely
for Li ∈ Db(gr~(AXi×Xai+1)) (i = 1, 2), we set
L1 ◦L2 = Rp14!
(
(L1
L
⊠L2)
L
⊗
gr~(A22a )
gr~(C2)
)
.
Proposition 3.1.4. For Ki ∈ Db(AXi×Xai+1) (i = 1, 2), we have
gr~(K1 ◦K2) ≃ gr~(K1) ◦ gr~(K2).(3.1.10)
Proof. Applying Proposition 1.4.3, it remains to remark that the functor gr~
commutes with the functors of inverse images and proper direct images as
well as with the functor ⊠. Q.E.D.
3.2 Convolution of kernels: finiteness
In this section, we use Notation 3.1.1
Consider complex manifolds Xi endowed with DQ-algebroids AXi (i =
1, 2, . . . ). We denote by dX the complex dimension of X and we write for
short di instead of dXi.
We shall prove the following coherency theorem for DQ-modules by re-
ducing it to the corresponding result for O-modules due to Grauert ([29]).
In the sequel, for a closed subset Λ of X , we denote by Dbcoh,Λ(AX) the full
triangulated subcategory of Dbcoh(AX) consisting of objects supported by Λ.
We define similarly Dbgd,Λ(A
loc
X ).
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Theorem 3.2.1. For i = 1, 2, let Λi be a closed subset of Xi × Xi+1 and
Ki ∈ D
b
coh,Λi
(AXi×Xai+1). Assume that Λ1×X2 Λ2 is proper over X1×X3, and
set Λ = Λ1 ◦ Λ2. Then the object K1 ◦K2 belongs to Dbcoh,Λ(AX1×Xa3 ).
Proof. Since the question is local in X1 and X3, we may assume from the
beginning that AX1 and AX3 are DQ-algebras.
We shall first show that
K1
L
⊗A2K2 is cohomologically complete.(3.2.1)
Since this statement is a local statement on X1 ×X2 ×X3, we may assume
that AX2 is a DQ-algebra. Since K1 and K2 may be locally represented by
finite complexes of free modules of finite rank, in order to see (3.2.1), we may
assume Ki ≃ AXi×Xai+1 (i = 1, 2). Then K1
L
⊗A2K2 ≃ AX1×X2×Xa3 is cohomo-
logically complete by Theorem 1.6.1. Hence K1 ◦K2 = Rp13∗(K1
L
⊗A2K2) is
also cohomologically complete by Proposition 1.5.12.
On the other hand, gr~(K1 ◦K2) ≃ Rp13∗
(
p∗12gr~K1
L
⊗
OX1×X2×X3
p∗23gr~K2
)
belongs to Dbcoh(OX1×X3) by Grauert’s direct image theorem ([29]). Hence
Theorem 1.6.4 implies that K1 ◦K2 belongs to Dbcoh(AX1×Xa3 ). Q.E.D.
Remark 3.2.2. In [4], its authors use a variant of Theorem 3.2.1 in the
symplectic case. They assert that the proof follows from Houzel’s finiteness
theorem on modules over sheaves of multiplicatively convex nuclear Fre´chet
algebras (see [32]). However, they do not give any proof, details being qual-
ified of “routine”.
Corollary 3.2.3. Let M and N be two objects of Dbcoh(AX) and assume
that Supp(M ) ∩ Supp(N ) is compact. Then the object RHomAX (M ,N )
belongs to Dbf(C
~).
Proposition 3.2.4. Let Ki ∈ Dbcoh(AXi×Xai+1) (i = 1, 2, 3) and let L ∈
Dbcoh(AX4). Set Λi = supp(Ki) and assume that Λi×Xi+1 Λi+1 is proper over
Xi ×Xi+2 (i = 1, 2).
(i) There is a canonical isomorphism (K1 ◦
X2
K2)
L
⊠L ∼−→ K1 ◦
X2
(K2
L
⊠L ).
(ii) There is a canonical isomorphism (K1 ◦
X2
K2) ◦
X3
K3 ≃ K1 ◦
X2
(K2 ◦
X3
K3).
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Proof. The morphism (K1 ◦
X2
K2)
L
⊠L −→ K1 ◦
X2
(K2
L
⊠L ) is deduced from the
morphism (we do not write the functors p−1i , p
−1
ij for short):
A13a4⊗A13a⊠A4
(((
A12a23a ⊗A12a⊠A23a (K1
L
⊠K2)
) L
⊗A22aC2
) L
⊠L
)
≃
(
(A13a4 ⊗A13a⊠A4 A12a23)⊗A12a⊠A23a⊠A4 K1
L
⊠K2
L
⊠L
) L
⊗A22aC2
−→
(
A12a23a4 ⊗A12a⊠A23a⊠A4
(
K1
L
⊠K2
L
⊠L
)) L
⊗A22aC2.
Applying the functor gr~ to this morphism in D
b
coh(AX1×Xa3×X4), we get
an isomorphism. This proves the result in view of Corollary 1.4.6.
(ii) By (i), we have
(K1 ◦
X2
K2) ◦
X3
K3 ≃
(
(K1 ◦
X2
K2)
L
⊠K3
)
◦
X3×Xa3
CX3
≃
(
K1 ◦
X2
(K2
L
⊠K3)
)
◦
X3×Xa3
CX3
≃
(
CX2 ◦
X2×Xa2
(K1
L
⊠K2
L
⊠K3)
)
◦
X3×Xa3
CX3 .
Then this object is isomorphic to (K1
L
⊠K2
L
⊠K3) ◦
X2×Xa2×X3×X
a
3
(CX2
L
⊠CX3).
Similarly, K1 ◦
X2
(K2 ◦
X3
K3) is isomorphic to (K1
L
⊠K2
L
⊠K3) ◦
X2 ×Xa2 ×X3 ×X
a
3
(CX2
L
⊠CX3).
Q.E.D.
3.3 Convolution of kernels: duality
The duality morphism for kernels
Denote as usual by p13 : X1 ×X2 ×X
a
3 −→ X1 ×X
a
3 the projection.
Lemma 3.3.1. For Ki ∈ Db(AXi×Xai+1) (i = 1, 2), we have a natural mor-
phism in Db(AXa1×X3):
(D′AX1×Xa2
K1) ◦
Xa2
ωAXa2 ◦Xa2
(D′AX2×Xa3
K2) −→ D
′
AX1×Xa3
(K1 ◦
X2
K2).(3.3.1)
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Proof. We have
D′A K1
L
⊗A2aω
A
2a
L
⊗A2aD
′
A K2 ≃ (D
′
A K1
L
⊠D′A K2)
L
⊗A2a2ω
A
2a
≃ (D′A K1
L
⊠D′A K2)
L
⊗
A12a23a
ωA12a3a/13a
≃ D′A (K1
L
⊠K2)
L
⊗A12a23aω
A
12a3a/13a
≃ RHomA12a23a (K1
L
⊠K2, ω
A
12a3a/13a).
Hence we have morphisms
D′A K1
L
⊗A2aω
A
2a
L
⊗A2aD
′
A K2 ≃ RHomA12a23a (K1
L
⊠K2, ω
A
12a3a/13a)
−→ RHomp−113 A13a
(
(K1
L
⊠K2)
L
⊗A22aC2, ω
A
12a3a/13a
L
⊗A22aC2
)
−→ RHomp−113 A13a (K1
L
⊗A2K2, p
−1
13 A13a [2d2]).
The last arrow is induced by (2.5.7). Taking Rp13!, we obtain
(D′A K1) ◦
Xa2
ωAXa2 ◦Xa2
(D′A K2) ≃ Rp13!
(
(D′A K1)
L
⊗A2aω
A
2a
L
⊗A2a (D
′
A K2)
)
−→ Rp13∗RHomp−113 A13a (K1
L
⊗A2K2, p
−1
13 A13a [2d2])
∼−→ RHomA13a (K1 ◦X2
K2,A13a).
Here the last isomorphism is given by the Poincare´ duality. Q.E.D.
Serre duality
Let us recall the Serre duality for O-modules. Let X and Y be complex
manifolds. Denote by f : X × Y −→ X the projection, by ωY = Ω
dY
Y [dY ] the
dualizing complex on Y and by ωX×Y/X := OX
L
⊠ωY the relative dualizing
complex. For G ∈ Dbcoh(OX), we set
f !G = f−1G
L
⊗
f−1OX
ωX×Y/X .
Theorem 3.3.2. For F ∈ Dbcoh(OX×Y ) and G ∈ D
b
coh(OX), we have a mor-
phism
Rf∗RHomOX×Y (F , f
!G ) −→ RHomOX (Rf!F ,G ).(3.3.2)
If the support of F is proper over X, then this morphism is an isomorphism.
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This result is classical and we shall only recall a construction of the mor-
phism (3.3.2) adapted to our study. Since ΩY has a D
op
Y -module structure,
we may regard ωX×Y/X as an object of D
b(OX ⊠ D
op
Y ). By the de Rham
theorem, we have an isomorphism:
ωX×Y/X
L
⊗
DY
OY ≃ f
−1OX [2dY ].
By composing with the morphism ωX×Y/X −→ ωX×Y/X
L
⊗DY OY , we get a mor-
phism in Db(f−1OX):
ωX×Y/X −→ f
−1OX [2dY ].
Now we have a chain of morphisms in Db(f−1OX)
RHomOX×Y (F , f
!G ) = RHomOX×Y (F , f
−1G
L
⊗
f−1OX
ωX×Y/X)
−→ RHomf−1OX (F , f
−1G
L
⊗
f−1OX
f−1OX [2dY ])
≃ RHomf−1OX (F , f
−1G [2dY ]).
On the other hand, the Poincare´ duality gives an isomorphism
Rf∗RHomf−1OX (F , f
−1G [2dY ]) ≃ RHomOX (Rf!F ,G ).
Duality for kernels
Let Xi be complex manifolds of dimension di and let AXi be DQ-algebroids
on Xi (i = 1, 2, 3).
As in Notation 3.1.1, we often write for short Xij instead of Xi×Xj , Xija
instead of Xi × X
a
j , etc. We also write Aij instead of AXij , etc. and ij/i
instead of Xij/Xi etc.
Theorem 3.3.3. Let Ki ∈ Dbcoh(AXi×Xai+1) (i = 1, 2). We assume that
Supp(K1)×X2 Supp(K2) is proper over X1×X
a
3 . Then the natural morphism
(see (3.3.1))
(D′A K1) ◦
Xa2
ωAXa2 ◦Xa2
(D′A K2) −→ D
′
A (K1 ◦
X2
K2)(3.3.3)
is an isomorphism in Dbcoh(AXa1×X3).
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Proof. Since the question is local on X1×X
a
3 , we may assume that gr~(AX1)
and gr~(AX3) are isomorphic to OX1 and OX3, respectively. Applying the
functor gr~, we get
gr~(D
′
A (K2) ◦ ω
A
X2 ◦D
′
A (K1))
≃ Rp13!(RHomO123(p
∗
12gr~(K1)
L
⊗O123p
∗
23gr~(K2), ωX123/X13))
≃ RHomOX13
(Rp13!
(
p∗12gr~(K1)
L
⊗O123p
∗
23gr~(K2)
)
,O13)
≃ gr~(D
′
A (K1 ◦K2)).
Here the second isomorphism follows from Theorem 3.3.2. Hence (3.3.3) is
an isomorphism by Corollary 1.4.6. Q.E.D.
Recall that D′X denotes the duality functor for C
~
X-modules: (see (1.1.1)) and
( • )⋆ the duality functor on Dbf(C
~) (see (1.1.2)).
Corollary 3.3.4. Let M and N be two objects of Dbcoh(AX).
(i) There is a natural morphism in Db(C~)
RHomAX (N , ω
A
X
L
⊗AXM ) −→ (RHomAX (M ,N ))
⋆.(3.3.4)
(ii) If Supp(M )∩ Supp(N ) is compact, then (3.3.4) is an isomorphism in
Dbf(C
~).
Proof. (i) In Lemma 3.3.1, take X1 = X3 = pt, X2 = X , K1 = N and
K2 = D′A M .
(ii) follows from Theorem 3.3.3. Q.E.D.
In particular, if X is compact, then M 7→ ωAX ⊗AX M is a Serre functor
on the triangulated category Dbcoh(AX).
Remark 3.3.5. For Ki ∈ D
b(A locXi×Xai+1) (i = 1, 2), one can define their prod-
uct K1
L
⊗A loc2
K2 similarly as in Definition 3.1.2 and their convolution similarly
as in Definition 3.1.3. (Details are left to the reader.) One introduces
ω
A loc
X := C
~,loc ⊗
C~
ωAX(3.3.5)
and for M ∈ Db(A locX ), one defines its dual by setting
D′A M := RHomA locX
(M ,A locX ) ∈ D
b(A locXa ).(3.3.6)
Then Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.3.3 extend to good A loc-modules.
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Theorem 3.3.6. Let Λi be a closed subset of Xi × Xi+1 (i = 1, 2) and
assume that Λ1 ×X2 Λ2 is proper over X1 × X3. Set Λ = Λ1 ◦ Λ2. Let
Ki ∈ Dbgd,Λi(A
loc
Xi×Xai+1
) (i = 1, 2). Then the object K1 ◦ K2 belongs to
Dbgd,Λ(A
loc
X1×Xa3
) and we have a natural isomorphism
D′A (K1) ◦
Xa2
ω
A loc
Xa2
◦
Xa2
D′A (K2)
∼−→ D′A (K1 ◦
X2
K2).
Proof of Theorem 2.5.7
We are now ready to give a proof of Theorem 2.5.7. In Theorem 3.3.3, set
X1 = X2 = X3 = X
a and K1 = K2 = CXa . Then we obtain
D′A CXa ◦
X
ωAX ◦
X
D′A CXa ≃ D
′
A (CXa ◦
Xa
CXa) ≃ D
′
A (CXa).
By applying ◦(D′A CXa)
⊗−1, we obtain D′A CXa ◦
X
ωAX ≃ CX .
3.4 Action of kernels on Grothendieck groups
Grothendieck group
For an abelian or a triangulated category C , we denote as usual by K(C ) its
Grothendieck group. For an object M of C , we denote by [M ] its image in
K(C ). Recall that if C is abelian, then K(C ) ≃ K(Db(C )).
If A is a ring, we write K(A) instead of K(Mod(A)) and write Kcoh(A)
instead of K(Modcoh(A)).
In this subsection, we will adapt to DQ-modules well-known arguments
concerning the Grothendieck group of filtered objects. References are made
to [37, Ch. 2.2].
For a closed subset Λ of X , we shall write for short:
Kcoh,Λ(AX) := K(D
b
coh,Λ(AX)), Kcoh,Λ(gr~AX) := K(D
b
coh,Λ(gr~AX)),
Kgd,Λ(A
loc
X ) := K(D
b
gd,Λ(A
loc
X )).
Recall that for an open subset U of X and M ∈ Modcoh(A locX ), an AU -
submodule M0 of M |U is called a lattice of M on U if M0 is coherent over
AU and generates M |U .
Lemma 3.4.1. Let 0 −→ L −→ M −→ N −→ 0 be an exact sequence in
Modcoh(A locX ). Then there locally exist lattices L0, M0 and N0 of L , M
and N respectively, such that this sequence induces an exact sequence of
AX-modules: 0 −→ L0 −→ M0 −→ N0 −→ 0.
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Proof. (i) Let M0 be a lattice of M and let N0 be its image in N . We set
L0 := M0 ∩ L . These AX -modules give rise to the exact sequence of the
statement and it remains to check that L0 and N0 are lattices of L and N ,
respectively.
(ii) Clearly, N0 generates N , and being finitely generated, it is coherent over
AX .
(iii) Let us show that L0 is a lattice of L . Being the kernel of the morphism
M0 −→ N0, L0 is coherent. Since the functor ( • )loc is exact, the sequence
0 −→ L loc0 −→ M
loc
0 −→ N
loc
0 −→ 0 is exact. Therefore, L
loc
0 ≃ L . Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.4.2. Let M ∈ Modcoh(A locX ), let U be a relatively compact open
subset of X and assume that there exists a lattice M0 of M in a neighborhood
of the closure U of U . Then the image of M0 in Kcoh(gr~AU) depends only
on M .
Proof. (i) Recall that [gr~M0] denotes the image of gr~M0 in Kcoh(gr~AU).
First, remark that for N ∈ N, the two gr~AX-modules gr~M0 and gr~~
NM0
are isomorphic, which implies
[gr~M0] = [gr~~
NM0].
(ii) Now consider another lattice M ′0 of M on U . Since M is an A
loc
X -
module of finite type and M ′0 generates M , there exists n > 1 such that
M0 ⊂ ~−nM ′0. Similarly, there exists m > 1 with M
′
0 ⊂ ~
−mM0, so that we
have the inclusions
~
m+nM0 ⊂ ~
mM ′0 ⊂ M0.
Using (i) we may replace M ′0 with ~
mM ′0. Hence, changing our notations,
we may assume
~
mM0 ⊂ M
′
0 ⊂ M0.(3.4.1)
(iii) Assume m = 1 in (3.4.1). Using ~mM ′0 ⊂ ~
mM0, we get the exact
sequences
0 −→ M ′0/~M0 −→ M0/~M0 −→ M0/M
′
0 −→ 0,
0 −→ ~M0/~M
′
0 −→ M
′
0/~M
′
0 −→ M
′
0/~M0 −→ 0,
and the result follows in this case.
(iv) Now we argue by induction on m in (3.4.1) and we assume the result is
true for m− 1 with m ≥ 2. Set
M ′′0 := ~
m−1M0 + M
′
0.
Then ~M ′′0 ⊂ M
′
0 ⊂ M
′′
0 and ~
m−1M0 ⊂ M ′′0 ⊂ M0. Then the result follows
from (iii) and the induction hypothesis. Q.E.D.
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We set
K̂coh,Λ(gr~AX) := lim←−
U
Kcoh,Λ(gr~AU).(3.4.2)
where U ranges over the family of relatively compact open subsets of X .
Using Lemma 3.4.2, we get:
Proposition 3.4.3. There is a natural morphism of groups
gr~ : Kgd,Λ(A
loc
X ) −→ K̂coh,Λ(gr~AX).
Remark that when X = pt, the morphism in Proposition 3.4.3 reduces
to the isomorphism
Kf (C
~,loc) ∼−→ Kf(C),(3.4.3)
and both are isomorphic to Z by [M ] 7→ dimM .
Kernels
Consider the situation of Theorem 3.2.1. Let Λi be a closed subset of Xi ×
Xi+1 (i = 1, 2) and assume that Λ1 ×X2 Λ2 is proper over X1 × X3. Set
Λ = Λ1 ◦ Λ2. Since the convolution of kernels commutes with distinguished
triangles, it factors through the Grothendieck groups. Moreover, one can
define the convolution of gr~AX -kernels and a variant of Theorem 3.2.1 with
AX replaced with gr~AX is well-known. Since the functor gr~ commutes with
the convolution of kernels, the diagram below commutes:
Ob
(
Dbcoh,Λ1(A12a)
)
×Ob
(
Dbcoh,Λ2(A23a)
) ◦
//

Ob
(
Dbcoh,Λ(A13a)
)

Kcoh,Λ1(A12a)×Kcoh,Λ2(A23a)
◦
//
gr~×gr~

Kcoh,Λ(A13a)
gr~

Kcoh,Λ1(gr~A12a)×Kcoh,Λ2(gr~A23a)
◦
// Kcoh,Λ(gr~A13a).
(3.4.4)
Similarly to (3.4.4), the diagram below commutes:
Ob
(
Dbgd,Λ1(A
loc
12a )
)
×Ob
(
Dbgd,Λ2(A
loc
23a )
) ◦
//

Ob
(
Dbgd,Λ(A
loc
13a )
)

Kgd,Λ1(A
loc
12a )×Kgd,Λ2(A
loc
23a )
◦
//
gr~×gr~

Kgd,Λ(A loc13a )
gr~

K̂coh,Λ1(gr~A12a)× K̂coh,Λ2(gr~A23a)
◦
// K̂coh,Λ(gr~A13a).
(3.4.5)
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Chapter 4
Hochschild classes
4.1 Hochschild homology and Hochschild classes
Let X be a complex manifold and let AX be a DQ-algebroid. Recall that
δX : X −→ X × X
a is the diagonal embedding. We define the Hochschild
homology HH(AX) of AX by:
HH(AX) := δ
−1
X (CXa
L
⊗
AX×Xa
CX), an object of Db(C~X).(4.1.1)
Note that by Theorem 2.5.7, we get the isomorphisms:
HH(AX) ≃ δ
−1
X RHomAX×Xa (D
′
AXa×X
CXa ,CX)
≃ δ−1X RHomAX×Xa (ω
A⊗−1
X ,CX).
We have also the isomorphisms
RHomAX×Xa (ω
A⊗−1
X ,CX) ≃ RHomAX×Xa (ω
A
X ◦
X
ωA⊗−1X , ω
A
X ◦
X
CX)
≃ RHomAX×Xa (CX , ω
A
X ).
One shall be aware that the composition of these isomorphisms does not
coincide in general with the composition of
RHomAX×Xa (ω
A⊗−1
X ,CX) ≃ RHomAX×Xa (ω
A⊗−1
X ◦
X
ωAX ,CX ◦
X
ωAX )
≃ RHomAX×Xa (CX , ω
A
X ).
We shall see that they differ up to hhX(ωX) ◦ (see Lemma 4.3.4 below). For
that reason, we shall not identify HH(AX) and RHomAX×Xa (CX , ω
A
X ).
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Lemma 4.1.1. Let M ∈ Dbcoh(AX). There are natural morphisms in D
b
coh(AX×Xa):
ωA⊗−1X −→ M
L
⊠D′A M ,(4.1.2)
M
L
⊠D′A M −→ CX .(4.1.3)
Proof. (i) We have
RHomAX (M ,M ) ≃ (D
′
A M )
L
⊗AXM
≃ CXa
L
⊗AX×Xa (M
L
⊠D′A M )
≃ RHomAX×Xa (ω
A⊗−1
X ,M
L
⊠D′A M ).
The identity of HomAX (M ,M ) defines the desired morphism.
(ii) Applying the duality functor D′AX×Xa to (4.1.2), we get (4.1.3). Q.E.D.
Let M ∈ Dbcoh(AX). We have the chain of morphisms
RHomAX (M ,M )
∼
←− D′A M
L
⊗AXM
≃ CXa
L
⊗AX×Xa (M
L
⊠D′A M )
−→ CXa
L
⊗AX×XaCX = HH(AX).
(4.1.4)
We get a map
HomAX (M ,M ) −→ H
0
Supp(M )(X ;HH(AX)).
For u ∈ End(M ), the image of u gives an element
hhX((M , u)) ∈ H
0
Supp(M )(X ;HH(AX)).(4.1.5)
Notation 4.1.2. For a closed subset Λ of X , we set
HHΛ(AX) :=H
0RΓΛ(X ;HH(AX)).(4.1.6)
Definition 4.1.3. Let M ∈ Dbcoh,Λ(AX). We set hhX(M ) = hhX((M , idM )) ∈
HHΛ(AX) and call it the Hochschild class of M .
Lemma 4.1.4. Let M ∈ Dbcoh(AX). The composition of the two morphisms
(4.1.2) and (4.1.3):
ωA⊗−1X −→ M
L
⊠D′A M −→ CX
coincides with the Hochschild class hhX(M ) when identifying HH(AX) with
RHomAX×Xa (ω
A⊗−1
X ,CX).
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Proof. The Hochschild class hhX(M ) is the image of idM by the composition
RHomAX (M ,M ) ≃ RHomAX×Xa (ω
A⊗−1
X ,M
L
⊠D′A M )
−→ RHomAX×Xa (ω
A⊗−1
X ,CX) ≃ HH(AX).
Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.1.5. The Hochschild class is additive with respect to distin-
guished triangles. In other words, for a distinguished triangle M ′ −→ M −→
M ′′
+1
−→ in Dbcoh(AX), we have
hhX(M ) = hhX(M
′) + hhX(M
′′).(4.1.7)
Proof. Although the bifunctor •
L
⊗AX
• is not internal to our category, the
theorem of May [49] is easily adapted to this situation. Q.E.D.
By this result, the Hochschild class factorizes through the Grothendieck
group. Therefore, if Λ is a closed subset of X , we have the morphisms
Dbcoh,Λ(AX) −→ Kcoh,Λ(AX) −→ HHΛ(AX).(4.1.8)
Duality
Denote by s : X ×Xa −→ Xa ×X the map (x, y) 7→ (y, x) and recall that δX
is the diagonal embedding. Then s ◦ δX = δX , s
−1CX ≃ CXa , s−1AX×Xa ≃
AXa×X and we obtain the isomorphisms
HH(AX) = δ
−1
X (CXa
L
⊗AX×XaCX)
≃ δ−1X s
−1(CXa
L
⊗AX×XaCX)
≃ δ−1X (s
−1CXa
L
⊗
s−1AX×Xa
s−1CX)
≃ δ−1X (CX
L
⊗AXa×XCXa) = HH(AXa).
After identifying HH(AX) and HH(AXa) by the isomorphism above, we
have:
hhXa(D
′
A M ) = hhX(M ).(4.1.9)
Remark 4.1.6. Let A be a DQ-algebroid and let P be an inverstible C~-
algebroid on X . Then
A P := A ⊗
C~X
P(4.1.10)
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is a DQ-algebroid on X . We have the natural equivalences
(A op)P
op
≃ (A P)op,
δ−1X (A
P
⊠(A P)op) ≃ δ−1X (A⊠(A
P)).
We deduce the isomorphism
HH(AX) ≃ HH(A
P
X ).(4.1.11)
4.2 Composition of Hochschild classes
Let Xi be complex manifolds endowed with DQ-algebroids AXi (i = 1, 2, 3)
and denote as usual by pij the projection from X1 × X2 × X3 to Xi × Xj
(1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3).
Proposition 4.2.1. There is a natural morphism
◦ : Rp13!(p
−1
12HH(AX1×Xa2 )
L
⊗p−123HH(AX2×Xa3 )) −→ HH(AX1×Xa3 ).
Proof. (i) Set Zi = Xi × X
a
i . We shall denote by the same letter pij the
projection from Z1 × Z2 × Z3 to Zi × Zj.
We have
HH(AXi×Xaj )
≃ (CXai
L
⊠CXj )
L
⊗AZi×Zaj
(CXi
L
⊠CXaj )
≃ RHomAZi×Zaj
(ωA⊗−1Xi
L
⊠ωA⊗−1Xaj
,CXi
L
⊠CXja)
≃ RHomAZi×Zaj
(
(ωA⊗−1Xi
L
⊠ωA⊗−1Xaj )
L
⊗AXa
j
ωAXaj , (CXi
L
⊠CXja)
L
⊗AXa
j
ωAXaj
)
≃ RHomAZi×Zaj
(ωA⊗−1Xi
L
⊠CXaj ,CXi
L
⊠ωAXja).
Set Sij :=ω
A⊗−1
Xi
L
⊠CXaj ∈ D
b
coh(AZi×Zaj ) and Kij :=CXi
L
⊠ωAXaj ∈ D
b
coh(AZi×Zaj ).
Then we get
HH(AXi×Xaj ) ≃ RHomAZi×Zaj
(Sij, Kij).
Thus we obtain a morphism in Db(C~Z1×Z2×Z3)
p−112HH(AX1×Xa2 )
L
⊗p−123HH(AX2×Xa3 )
≃ p−112 RHomAZ1×Za2
(S12, K12)
L
⊗p−123 RHomAZ2×Za3
(S23, K23)
−→ p−113 RHomAZ1×Za3
(
S12
L
⊗AZ2
S23, K12
L
⊗AZ2
K23
)
.
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We get a morphism
Rp13!(p
−1
12HH(AX1×Xa2 )
L
⊗p−123HH(AX2×Xa3 ))
−→ Rp13!RHomAZ1×Za3
(
S12
L
⊗AZ2
S23, K12
L
⊗AZ2
K23
)
.
(4.2.1)
(ii) We have a morphism
C
~
X2 −→ RHomAZa
2
(CXa2 ,CXa2 ) ≃ CXa2
L
⊗AZ2
ωA⊗−1X2 ,
which induces the morphism:
p−113 (ω
A⊗−1
X1
L
⊠CXa3 ) −→ (ω
A⊗−1
X1
L
⊠CXa2 )
L
⊗AZ2
(ωA⊗−1X2
L
⊠CXa3 ),
that is, the morphism in Db(AZ1×Za3 ):
S13 −→ Rp13∗(S12
L
⊗AZ2
S23).(4.2.2)
(iii) We have a morphism (see (2.5.7)):
(CX1
L
⊠ωAXa2 )
L
⊗AZ2
(CX2
L
⊠ωAXa3 ) −→ p
−1
13 (CX1
L
⊠ωAXa3 )[2d2],
which induces the morphism in Db(AZ1×Za3 ):
Rp13!(K12
L
⊗AZ2
K23) −→ K13.(4.2.3)
(iv) Using (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) we obtain
Rp13!RHomAZ1×Za3
(
S12
L
⊗AZ2
S23, K12
L
⊗AZ2
K23
)
−→ RHomAZ1×Za3
(
Rp13∗(S12
L
⊗AZ2
S23),Rp13!(K12
L
⊗AZ2
K23)
)
−→ RHomAZ1×Za3
(S13, K13) ≃ HH(AX1×Xa3 ).
(4.2.4)
Combining (4.2.1) and (4.2.4), we get the result. Q.E.D.
Let us denote by XR the real underlying manifold to X and by ω
top
XR
the
topological dualizing complex of the space XR with coefficients in C
~. Note
that X being smooth and oriented, ωtopXR is isomorphic to C
~
X [2dX].
Corollary 4.2.2. There is a canonical morphism HH(AX) ⊗HH(AX) −→
ωtopXR .
Proof. Let us apply Proposition 4.2.1 withX2 = X , X1 = X3 = pt. Denoting
by aX the map X −→ pt, we get the morphism RaX !(HH(AX)⊗HH(AX)) −→
C~pt. By adjunction we get the desired morphism. Q.E.D.
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4.3 Main theorem
Consider five manifolds Xi endowed with DQ-algebroids AXi (i = 1, . . . , 5).
Notation 4.3.1. In the sequel and until the end of this section, when there
is no risk of confusion, we use the following conventions.
(i) For i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, we set Xij := Xi × Xj, Xija := Xi × X
a
j and
similarly with Xijk, etc.
(ii) We sometimes omit the symbols pij, pij∗, p
−1
ij , etc.
(iii) We write Ai instead of AXi , Aija instead of AXija and similarly with
Ci, ωAi , etc., and we write ◦
i
instead of ◦
Xi
, ∗
i
instead of ∗
Xi
, Hom i instead
of HomAi and ⊗i instead of ⊗Ai and similarly with ij
a, ijk, etc.
(iv) We write D′ instead of D′A and ωX instead of ω
A
X .
(v) We often identify an invertible object of Db(AX ⊗AXa) with an object
of Db(AX×Xa) supported by the diagonal.
(vi) We identify (Xi ×X
a
j )
a with Xai ×Xj.
Let Λij ⊂ Xij (i = 1, 2, j = i + 1) be a closed subset and assume that
Λ12 ×X2 Λ23 is proper over X1 ×X3. Using Proposition 4.2.1, we get a map
◦
2
: HHΛ12(AX12a )×HHΛ23(AX23a ) −→ HHΛ12◦Λ23(AX13a ).(4.3.1)
For Cij ∈ HHΛij (AXija ) (i = 1, 2, j = i+ 1), we obtain a class
C12 ◦
2
C23 ∈ HHΛ12◦Λ23(AX13a ).(4.3.2)
The morphism (C1a
L
⊗11aC1)
L
⊠ (C2a
L
⊗22aC2) −→ (C1a2a
L
⊗121a2aC12) induces
the exterior product
⊠ : HHΛ1(AX1)× HHΛ2(AX2) −→ HHΛ1×Λ2(AX1×X2)(4.3.3)
for Λi ⊂ Xi (i = 1, 2).
Lemma 4.3.2. Let Λij ⊂ Xij (i = 1, 2, 3, j = i+1 )and assume that Λij×Xj
Λjk is proper over Xik (i = 1, 2, j = i+1, k = j+1 ). Let Cij ∈ HHΛij (AXija )
(i = 1, 2, 3, j = i+ 1).
(a) One has (C12 ◦
2
C23) ◦
3
C34 = C12 ◦
2
(C23 ◦
3
C34).
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(b) For C245 ∈ HH(AX245a ) we have
(C12 ⊠ C34) ◦
24
C245 = C12 ◦
2
(C34 ◦
4
C245).
(c) Set C∆i = hhXiia (CXi). Then C12 ◦2
C∆2 = C∆1 ◦
1
C12 = C12.
(d) (C12⊠C∆3) ◦
23a
C23 = C12 ◦
2
C23. Here C12⊠C∆3 ∈ HHΛ12×∆3(AX12a33a ) is
regarded as an element of HHΛ12×∆3(AX(13a)(23a)a ).
Proof. The proof of (a) and (b) is left to the reader and (c) follows from
Lemma 4.3.4 below. Indeed, ΦK in (4.3.7) is equal to the identity when
K = CX since the functor L 7→ K ∗
2
L ◦
2
ω2 ∗
2
D′K is isomorphic to the
identity functor.
(d) follows from (b) and (c). Q.E.D.
In order to prove Theorem 4.3.5 below, we need some lemmas.
Lemma 4.3.3. Let K ∈ Dbcoh(AX12a ). Then, there are natural morphisms
in Db(AX11a ) :
ω⊗−11 −→ K ∗
2
D′A K ,(4.3.4)
K ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K −→ C1.(4.3.5)
Proof. (i) By (4.1.2), we have a morphism in Db(AX12a21a )
ω⊗−112a −→ K ⊠D
′
A K .
Applying the functor •
L
⊗
22a
C2, we obtain
p−111aω
⊗−1
1 −→ ω
⊗−1
1 ⊠ (D
′
A C2
L
⊗
22a
C2) −→ ω
⊗−1
12a
L
⊗
22a
C2 −→ (K
L
⊠D′A K )⊗22a C2.
By adjunction, we get (4.3.4).
(ii) By (4.1.3), we have a morphism in Db(AX12a21a )
K ⊠D′K −→ C12a .
Applying the functor •
L
⊗
22a
ω2, we obtain
(K
L
⊠D′A K )⊗22a ω2 −→ C12a
L
⊗
22a
ω2 −→ C1
L
⊗C~X2[2d2].
Here the last arrow is given by (2.5.7). By adjunction, we get (4.3.5). Q.E.D.
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For the sake of brevity, we shall write ΓΛHom instead ofH
0(RΓΛRHom ).
Let Λ12 be a closed subset of X1 ×X
a
2 and Λ2 a closed subset of X2. Let
K ∈ Dbcoh(AX12a ) with support Λ12. We assume
Λ12 ×X2 Λ2 is proper over X1.(4.3.6)
We define the map
ΦK : HHΛ2(AX2) −→ HHΛ12◦Λ2(AX1)(4.3.7)
as the composition of the sequence of maps
HHΛ2(A2) ≃ ΓΛ2Hom22a(ω
⊗−1
2 ,C2)
−→ ΓΛ12×X2Λ2Hom11a(K
L
⊗2(ω
⊗−1
2 ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K ),K
L
⊗2(C2 ◦2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K ))
−→ ΓΛ12◦Λ2Hom11a
(
Rp1∗(K
L
⊗2(ω
⊗−1
2 ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K )),Rp1!(K
L
⊗2(C2 ◦2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K ))
)
≃ ΓΛ12◦Λ2Hom11a(K ∗2
D′A K ,K ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K )
−→ ΓΛ12◦Λ2Hom11a(ω
⊗−1
1 ,C1) ≃ HHΛ12◦Λ2(A1).
The first arrow is obtained by applying the functor L 7→ K
L
⊗2(L ◦2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K ),
The last arrow is associated with the morphisms in Lemma 4.3.3.
Lemma 4.3.4. The map ΦK : HHΛ2(AX2) −→ HHΛ12◦Λ2(AX1) in (4.3.7) is
the map hhX12a (K ) ◦ given in (4.3.2).
Proof. In the proof, we do not write Λ12 and Λ2. Let λ = hh12a(K ) ∈
HH(A12a) and let λ2 ∈ HH(A2). We regard λ as a morphism on X12a21a :
λ : ω⊗−112a −→ K ⊠D
′
A K −→ C12a .
We regard λ2 as a morphism ω
⊗−1
2 −→ C2. Then ΦK (λ2) is obtained as the
composition
ω⊗−11 −→ K ∗
2
D′A K −→ Rp1∗
(
K
L
⊗2(ω
⊗−1
2 ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K )
)
λ2−−→ Rp1!
(
K
L
⊗2(C2 ◦2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K )
)
−→ K ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K −→ C1 .
In the following diagram in the category Db(A11a ⊠ C~X2×Xa2 ), we write D
′
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instead of D′A for sake of brevity:
p−111aω
⊗−1
1

(ω⊗−11 ⊠C2a )
L
⊗
22a
ω⊗−12
λ2 //
≀

(ω⊗−11 ⊠C2a )
L
⊗
22a
C2
≀
 
((ω⊗−11 ⊠ω
⊗−1
2a ) ◦2a
ω2a )
L
⊗
22a
ω⊗−12
λ2 //

((ω⊗−11 ⊠ω
⊗−1
2a ) ◦2
ω2a )
L
⊗
22a
C2
 ))TTT
TT
TTT
TT
TT
TTT
(ω2 ◦
2
ω⊗−112a )
L
⊗
22a
ω⊗−12
λ2 //

(ω2 ◦
2
ω⊗−112a )
L
⊗
22a
C2

(
(K ⊠D′K ) ◦
2a
ω2a
)L
⊗
22a
C2

∼
uujjjj
jjj
jj
jjj
jjj
(K ⊠ω2 ◦
2
D′K )
L
⊗
22a
ω⊗−12
λ2 //
≀

(K ⊠ω2 ◦
2
D′K )
L
⊗
22a
C2
≀

(
C12a ◦
2a
ω2a
)L
⊗
22a
C2
≀

K
L
⊗
2
(ω⊗−12 ◦2
ω2 ◦
2
D′K )
λ2 // K
L
⊗
2
(C2 ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′K )

(C1⊠ω2a )
L
⊗
22a
C2

K
L
⊗
2
D′K
// C1 ⊠ C~X2 [2d2].
Here we used ω2 ◦
2
L ≃ L ◦
2a
ω2a. This diagram commutes, and the rows on the
top and the right columns p−111aω
⊗−1
1 −→
(
ω2 ◦
2
(K ⊠D′A K )
) L
⊗22aC2 −→ p
!
11aC1
induce λ ◦ λ2 : ω
⊗−1
1 −→ C1 by adjunction. Therefore, the diagram
ω⊗−11
//
λ◦λ2
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
''PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
K ∗
2
D′A K
∼ //K ∗
2
(ω⊗−12 ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K )
λ2

K ◦
2
C2 ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K

C1
commutes, which gives the result since the composition of the rows on the
top and the vertical arrows is ΦK (λ2). Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.3.5. Let Λi be a closed subset of Xi × Xi+1 (i = 1, 2) and
assume that Λ1 ×X2 Λ2 is proper over X1 × X3. Set Λ = Λ1 ◦ Λ2. Let
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Ki ∈ Dbcoh,Λi(AXi×Xai+1) (i = 1, 2). Then
hhX13a (K1 ◦K2) = hhX12a (K1) ◦ hhX23a (K2)(4.3.8)
as elements of HHΛ(AX1×Xa3 ).
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that X3 = pt. Consider the
diagram in which we set λ2 = hh2(K2) ∈ HH(AX2) ≃ Hom(ω
⊗−1
2 ,C2) and
we write D′ instead of D′A :
ω⊗−11
//
@A
//
K1 ◦
2
ω⊗−12 ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′K1
λ2 //

K1 ◦
2
C2 ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′K1 // C1
K1 ◦
2
(K2⊠D′K2) ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′K1
44iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
≀

(K1 ◦
2
K2)⊠D′K2 ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′K1
≀

(K1 ◦
2
K2)⊠D′(K1 ◦
2
K2)
BC
OO
Here, the left horizontal arrow on the top is the composition of the morphisms
ω⊗−11 −→ K1 ◦
2
D′A K1 −→ K1 ◦
2
ω⊗−12 ◦
2
ω2 ◦
2
D′A K1. The composition of the
arrows on the bottom is hh1(K1 ◦K2) by Lemma 4.1.4 and the composition
of the arrows on the top is ΦK1(hh2(K2)). Hence, the assertion follows from
the commutativity of the diagram by Lemma 4.3.4. Q.E.D.
Recall Diagram 3.4.4. Using (4.1.8), we get the commutative diagram
Kcoh,Λ1(A12a)×Kcoh,Λ2(A23a)
◦
//
hh12a×hh23a

Kcoh,Λ(A13a)
hh13a

HHΛ1(A12a)× HHΛ2(A23a)
◦
// HHΛ(A13a).
(4.3.9)
Remark 4.3.6. (i) The fact that Hochschild homology of O-modules is func-
torial seems to be well-known, although we do not know any paper in which
it is explicitly stated (for closely related results, see e.g., [58, 14, 33]).
(ii) In [15], its authors interpret Hochschild homology as a morphism of func-
tors and the action of kernels as a 2-morphism in a suitable 2-category. Its
authors claim that the the relation ΦK1 ◦ΦK1 = ΦK1 ◦K2 follows by gen-
eral arguments on 2-categories. Their result applies in a general framework
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including in particular O-modules in the algebraic case and presumably DQ-
modules but the precise axioms are not specified in loc. cit. See also [58] for
related results. Note that, as far as we understand, these authors do not in-
troduce the convolution of Hochschild homologies and they did not consider
Lemma 4.3.4 nor Theorem 4.3.5.
Index
Let K be a field, let M ∈ Dbf(K) and let u ∈ End(M). One sets
tr(u,M) =
∑
i∈Z
(−1)i tr(H i(u) : H i(M) −→ H i(M)),
χ(M) =
∑
i∈Z
(−1)i dimK(H
i(M)).
If X = pt, then HH(AX) is isomorphic to C~, and Dbcoh(AX) = D
b
f(C
~).
Recall that we have set M loc = C~,loc ⊗
C~
M . For M ∈ Dbf(C
~) and
u ∈ End(M), we have
hhpt((M,u)) = tr(u
loc,M loc).(4.3.10)
In particular,
hhpt(M) = χ(M
loc).
Moreover, we have
χ(M loc) = χ(gr~(M))
=
∑
i∈Z
(−1)i
(
dimC(C⊗C~ H
i(M))− dimCTor
C~
1 (C, H
i(M))
)
.
In the sequel, we set
χ(M) := χ(M loc).
As a particular case of Theorem 4.3.5, consider two objects M and
N in Dbcoh(AX) and assume that Supp(M ) ∩ Supp(N ) is compact. Then
RHomAX (M ,N ) belongs to D
b
f(C
~) and
χ(RHomAX (M ,N )) = hhpt(D
′
A M ◦
X
N )
= hhXa(D
′
A M ) ◦
X
hhX(N )
= hhX(M ) ◦
X
hhX(N ).
Note that we have
χ
(
RHomAX (M ,N )
)
= χ
(
RHomA locX
(M loc,N loc)
)
= χ
(
RHomgr~(AX )(gr~(M ), gr~(N ))
)
.
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4.4 Graded and localized Hochschild classes
Graded Hochschild classes
Similarly to the case of AX , one defines
HH(gr~(A X)) := gr~(CXa)
L
⊗
gr~(AX×Xa )
gr~(CX).
Note that HH(gr~(A X)) ≃ C
L
⊗
C~
HH(AX) and there is a natural morphism
gr~ : HH(AX) −→ HH(gr~(A X)).
Notation 4.4.1. For a closed subset Λ of X , we set
HHΛ(gr~AX) :=H
0RΓΛ(X ;HH(gr~(A X))).(4.4.1)
We also need to introduce
ĤHΛ(gr~AX) := lim←−
U
HHΛ(gr~AU),(4.4.2)
where U ranges over the family of relatively compact open subsets of X .
For F ∈ Dbcoh(gr~(AX)), one defines its Hochschild class hhX(F ) by the
same construction as for AX-modules. For M ∈ Dbcoh(AX), we have:
gr~(hhX(M )) = hhX(gr~(M )).
Theorem 4.3.5 obviously also holds when replacing AX with gr~(AX).
Corollary 4.4.2. Let Λi be a closed subset of Xi × Xi+1 (i = 1, 2) and
assume that Λ1 ×X2 Λ2 is proper over X1 ×X3. Set Λ = Λ1 ◦Λ2. Let Ki ∈
Dbcoh,Λi(gr~(AXi×Xai+1)) (i = 1, 2). Then
hhX13a (K1 ◦K2) = hhX12a (K1) ◦ hhX23a (K2)(4.4.3)
as elements of HHΛ(gr~AX1×Xa3 ).
It follows that the diagram below commutes
Kcoh,Λ1(gr~A12a)×Kcoh,Λ2(gr~A23a)
◦
//
hh

Kcoh,Λ(gr~A13a)
hh

HHΛ1(gr~A12a)×HHΛ2(gr~A23a)
◦
// HHΛ(gr~A23a).
(4.4.4)
We shall study the Hochschild class of O-modules with some details in
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Hochschild classes for A locX
One defines
HH(A locX ) := C
loc
Xa
L
⊗A loc
X×Xa
C locX .
We have HH(A locX ) ≃ C
~,loc ⊗
C~
HH(AX). and there is a natural morphism
( • )loc : HH(AX) −→ HH(A
loc
X ).
For F ∈ Dbcoh(A
loc
X ), one defines its Hochschild class hhX(F ) by the same
construction as for AX-modules. For M ∈ Dbcoh(AX), setting M
loc =
C~,loc ⊗
C~
M , we have
(hhX(M ))
loc = hhX(M
loc).
Recall that the notion of good modules and the category Dbgd(A
loc
X ) have
been given in Definition 2.3.16. One immediately deduces from Theorem 4.3.5
the following:
Corollary 4.4.3. Let Λi be a closed subset of Xi × Xi+1 (i = 1, 2) and
assume that Λ1 ×X2 Λ2 is proper over X1 × X3. Set Λ = Λ1 ◦ Λ2. Let
Ki ∈ Dbgd,Λi(A
loc
Xi×Xai+1
) (i = 1, 2). Then
hhX13a (K1 ◦K2) = hhX12a (K1) ◦ hhX23a (K2)(4.4.5)
as elements of HHΛ(A locX1×Xa3 ).
Using Proposition 3.4.3 and the additivity of the Hochschild class in The-
orem 4.1.5, we find that there is a natural map
K̂coh,Λ(gr~AX) −→ ĤHΛ(gr~AX).(4.4.6)
For M ∈ Dbgd,Λ(A
loc
X ), we denote by ĥh
gr
X(M ) the image of M by the se-
quence of maps
Dbgd,Λ(A
loc
X ) −→ K̂coh,Λ(gr~AX) −→ ĤHΛ(gr~AX).
Let Λi be a closed subset ofXi×Xi+1 (i = 1, 2) and assume that Λ1×X2Λ2
is proper over X1 ×X3. Set Λ = Λ1 ◦ Λ2.
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Using the commutativity of Diagrams 3.4.5, we get that the diagram
below commutes
Ob
(
Dbgd,Λ1(A
loc
12a )
)
×Ob
(
Dbgd,Λ2(A
loc
23a )
) ◦
//
gr~

Ob
(
Dbgd,Λ(A
loc
13a )
)
gr~

K̂coh,Λ1(gr~A12a)× K̂coh,Λ2(gr~A23a)
◦
//

K̂coh,Λ(gr~A13a)

ĤHΛ1(gr~A12a)× ĤHΛ2(gr~A23a)
◦
// ĤHΛ(gr~A23a).
(4.4.7)
In other words,
ĥh
gr
13a(K1 ◦K2) = ĥh
gr
12a(K1) ◦ ĥh
gr
23a(K2).(4.4.8)
Corollary 4.4.4. Let M ,N ∈ Dbgd(A
loc
X ) and assume that Supp(M ) ∩
Supp(N ) is compact. Then RHomAX (M ,N ) belongs to D
b
f(C
~) and
χ(RHomA locX
(M ,N )) = ĥh
gr
Xa(D
′
A M ) ◦ ĥh
gr
X(N )
= ĥh
gr
X(M ) ◦ ĥh
gr
X(N ).
Proof. One has by (3.4.3)
χ(RHomA locX
(M ,N )) = hhpt(D
′
A M ◦N )
= ĥh
gr
pt(D
′
A M ◦N ) = ĥh
gr
Xa(D
′
A M ) ◦ ĥh
gr
X(N )
and the last equality follows from (4.1.9). Q.E.D.
Remark 4.4.5. In the algebraic case, that is, in the situation of § 2.7, one
should replace K̂coh,Λ with Kcoh,Λ and ĤHΛ(gr~AX) with HHΛ(gr~AX).
We shall explain how to calculate ĥh
gr
X in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5
The commutative case
We shall make the link between the Hochschild class and the Chern and
Euler classes of coherent OX-modules, following [35], an unpublished letter
from the first named author (M.K) to the second (P.S), dated 18/11/1991.
5.1 Hochschild class of O-modules
In this section, we shall study the Hochschild class in the particular case of
a trivial deformation. In this case, the formal parameter ~ doesn’t play any
role, and we may work with O-modules. We shall use the same notations
for OX-modules as for (OX [[~]], ⋆)-modules where ⋆ is the usual commutative
product.
Note that the results of this section are well known from the specialists.
Let us quote in particular [14, 15, 33, 48, 53, 58, 63].
Let (X,OX) be a complex manifold of complex dimension dX . As usual,
we denote by δX : X →֒ X ×X the diagonal embedding. We denote by Ω
i
X
the sheaf of holomorphic i-forms and one sets ΩX := Ω
dX
X . We set
ωX := ΩX [dX ].
We denote by D′O and DO the duality functors
D′O(F ) = RHomOX (F ,OX), DO(F ) = RHomOX (F , ωX).
When there is no risk of confusion, we write D′ and D instead of D′O and DO ,
respectively.
Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds. For G ∈ Db(OY ),
we set
f ∗G := OX
L
⊗
f−1OY
f−1G .
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We use the notation H0(f ∗) : Mod(OY ) −→ Mod(OX) for the (non derived)
inverse image functor.
The Hochschild homology of OX is given by:
HH(OX) := δ
∗
XδX∗OX , an object of D
b(OX).(5.1.1)
Note that δX ! ≃ δX∗ ≃ RδX∗, and moreover
δX∗HH(OX) ≃ δX∗(OX
L
⊗δ∗X(δX∗OX)) ≃ δX∗OX
L
⊗OX×XδX∗OX .(5.1.2)
By reformulating the construction of the Hochschild class for modules over
DQ-algebroids, we get
Definition 5.1.1. ForF ∈ Dbcoh(OX), we define its Hochschild class hhX(F ) ∈
H0SuppF (X ; δ
∗
XδX∗OX) as the composition
OX −→ RHomOX (F ,F )
∼−→ δ∗X(F⊠D
′F ) −→ δ∗XδX∗OX .(5.1.3)
Here the morphism F⊠D′F −→ δX∗OX is deduced from the morphism
δ∗X(F⊠D
′F ) ∼−→ F
L
⊗
OX
D′F −→ OX by adjunction.
Applying Theorem 4.3.5, we get that for two complex manifolds X and
Y and for F ∈ Dbcoh(OX) and G ∈ D
b
coh(OY ), we have
hhX×Y (F⊠G ) = hhX(F )⊠ hhY (G ).
Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds and denote by
Γf ⊂ X × Y its graph. We denote by hhX×Y (OΓf ) the Hochschild class of
the coherent OX×Y -module OΓf . Hence
hhX×Y (OΓf ) ∈ H
0(X × Y ;HH(OX×Y )).
Applying Theorem 4.3.5, we get
Corollary 5.1.2. (i) Let G ∈ Dbcoh(OY ). Then
hhX(f
∗G ) = hhX×Y (OΓf ) ◦ hhY (G ).
(ii) Let F ∈ Dbcoh(OX) and assume that f is proper on Supp(F ). Then
hhY (Rf!F ) = hhX(F ) ◦ hhX×Y (OΓf ).
In Proposition 5.1.3 and 5.2.3 below, we give a more direct description
of the maps hhX×Y (OΓf ) ◦ and ◦ hhX×Y (OΓf ).
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Proposition 5.1.3. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds.
(i) There is a canonical morphism
f ∗δ∗Y δY ∗OY −→ δ
∗
XδX∗OX .(5.1.4)
(ii) This morphism together with the isomorphism OX
∼
←− f ∗OY induces a
morphism
f ∗ : H0(RΓ(Y ; δ∗Y δY ∗OY )) −→ H
0(RΓ(X ; δ∗XδX∗OX))(5.1.5)
and for G ∈ Dbcoh(OY ), we have
hhX(f
∗G ) = f ∗hhY (G ).(5.1.6)
Proof. (i) Consider the diagram
X
δX //
f

X ×X
f˜

Y
δY // Y × Y.
(5.1.7)
Then we have morphisms
f ∗δ∗Y δY ∗OY ≃ δ
∗
X f˜
∗δY ∗OY −→ δ
∗
XδX∗f
∗OY ≃ δ
∗
XδX∗OX .
Here the arrow f˜ ∗δY ∗ −→ δX∗f
∗ is deduced by adjunction from
δY ∗ −→ δY ∗Rf∗f
∗ ≃ Rf˜∗δX∗f
∗.
(ii) The diagram
f˜ ∗(G ⊠D′G )
∼

// f˜ ∗δY ∗OY

f ∗G ⊠ f ∗D′G
∼

δX∗f
∗OY
∼

f ∗G ⊠D′f ∗G // δX∗OX
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commutes. It follows that the diagram below commutes.
f ∗OY //
∼

f ∗δ∗Y (G ⊠D
′G )
∼

// f ∗δ∗Y δY ∗OY
∼

δ∗X f˜
∗(G ⊠ D′G )
∼

// δ∗X f˜
∗δY ∗OY

δ∗X(f
∗G ⊠ f ∗D′G )
∼

δ∗XδX∗f
∗OY
∼

OX // δ
∗
X(f
∗G ⊠ D′f ∗G ) // δ∗XδX∗OX .
Therefore, the image of hhY (G ) ∈ HomOY (OY , δ
∗
Y δY ∗OY ) by the maps
HomOY (OY , δ
∗
Y δY ∗OY ) −→ HomOX (f
∗OY , f
∗δ∗Y δY ∗OY )
−→ HomOX (OX , δ
∗
XδX∗OX)
is hhX(f
∗G ). Q.E.D.
Remark 5.1.4. Although we omit the proof, the map in (5.1.5) coincides
with hhX×Y (OΓf ) ◦ .
Ring structure
For an exposition on tensor categories, we refer to [41].
Proposition 5.1.5. (i) The object δ∗XδX∗OX is a ring in the tensor cate-
gory (Dbcoh(OX),
L
⊗OX ). More precisely,
(a) the map µ obtained as the composition
δ∗XδX∗OX
L
⊗OXδ
∗
XδX∗OX
∼−→ δ∗X(δX∗OX
L
⊗OX×XδX∗OX)
−→ δ∗XδX∗OX .
is associative. Here the last arrow is induced by δX∗OX⊗δX∗OX −→
δX∗OX .
(b) hhX(OX) is a unit of this ring. More precisely, the natural mor-
phism ε defined as the composition
ε : OX ∼−→ δ
∗
XOX×X −→ δ
∗
XδX∗OX
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has the property that the composition
δ∗XδX∗OX ≃ δ
∗
XδX∗OX
L
⊗OXOX
ε
−−→ δ∗XδX∗OX
L
⊗OXδ
∗
XδX∗OX
µ
−−→ δ∗XδX∗OX
is the identity.
(ii) The ring (δ∗XδX∗OX , µ) is commutative. More precisely, we have µ ◦
σ = µ, where σ ∈ AutDb(OX)(δ
∗
XδX∗OX
L
⊗OXδ
∗
XδX∗OX) is the morphism
associated with x⊗x′ 7→ x′ ⊗x.
(iii) The object δ!XδX !ωX has a structure of a δ
∗
XδX∗OX-module. More pre-
cisely, the composition
δ∗XδX∗OX
L
⊗
OX
δ!XδX !ωX −→ δ
!
X(δX∗OX
L
⊗
OX×X
δX !ωX)
−→ δ!XδX !ωX .
is associative and preserves the unit. Here, the last arrow is induced by
δX∗OX
L
⊗OX×XδX !ωX ≃ δX∗(δ
∗
XδX∗OX ⊗OX ωX) −→ δX∗(OX ⊗OX ωX) ≃
δX∗ωX by adjunction.
Proof. The verification of these assertions is left to the reader. We only
remark that the commutativity and associativity are consequences of the
corresponding properties of δX∗OX. For example, the commutativity is the
consequence of the commutativity of δX∗OX
L
⊗OX×XδX∗OX −→ δX∗OX . Q.E.D.
Notation 5.1.6. For λi ∈ H
0
Λi
(X ; δ∗XδX∗OX) (i = 1, 2), we define their
product λ1 •λ2 as the composition
OX ∼−→ OX
L
⊗
OX
OX
λ1⊗λ2
−−−→ δ∗XδX∗OX
L
⊗
OX
δ∗XδX∗OX
µ
−→ δ∗XδX∗OX .
Proposition 5.1.7. Let Fi ∈ Dbcoh(OX) (i = 1, 2). Then
hhX(F1
L
⊗OXF2) = hhX(F1)
•hhX(F2).(5.1.8)
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram below (in which ⊗ stands for ⊗O):
OX //
@A
//
OX ⊗OX

δ∗X(F1 ⊠ D
′F1)⊗ δ∗X(F2 ⊠ D
′F2) //
∼

δ∗XδX∗OX ⊗ δ
∗
XδX∗OX
≀

δ∗X
(
(F1 ⊠ D
′F1)⊗ (F2 ⊠ D
′F2)
)

// δ∗X(δX∗OX ⊗ δX∗OX)

δ∗X
(
(F1 ⊗F2)⊠D′(F1 ⊗F2)
)
// δ∗X(δX∗OX).
The composition of the arrows on the top and the right gives hhX(F1) •hhX(F2)
and the composition of the arrows on the left and the bottom gives hhX(F1
L
⊗
OX
F2).
Q.E.D.
Note that
hhX(F1
L
⊗OXF2) = δ
∗
X(hhX(F1)⊠ hhX(F2)).
5.2 co-Hochschild class
Definition 5.2.1. For F ∈ Dbcoh(OX), we define its co-Hochschild class
thhX(F ) ∈ H
0
SuppF (X ; δ
!
XδX !ωX) as the composition
OX −→ RHomOX (F ,F ) ≃ δ
!
X(F⊠DOF ) −→ δ
!
XδX !ωX .(5.2.1)
Here, the morphism (F⊠DOF ) −→ δX !ωX is induced from δ
∗
X(F⊠DOF ) ≃
F
L
⊗OXDOF −→ ωX by adjunction.
Consider the sequence of isomorphisms
δ∗XδX∗OX
∼−→ OX
L
⊗
OX
δ∗XδX∗OX
∼−→ δ!X(OX⊠ωX)
L
⊗
OX
δ∗XδX∗OX
∼−→ δ!X((OX⊠ωX)
L
⊗OXδX∗OX)
∼−→ δ!XδX∗(δ
∗
X(OX⊠ωX)
L
⊗OXOX)
∼−→ δ!XδX !ωX .
We denote by td the isomorphism
td : δ∗XδX∗OX
∼−→ δ!XδX !ωX(5.2.2)
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constructed above. For a closed subset S ⊂ X , we keep the same notation
td to denote the isomorphism
td: H0S(X ; δ
∗
XδX∗OX)
∼−→ H0S(X ; δ
!
XδX !ωX).(5.2.3)
Proposition 5.2.2. For F ∈ Dbcoh(OX), we have
thhX(F ) = td ◦ hhX(F ).(5.2.4)
Proof. The proof follows from the commutativity of the diagram below in
which we use the natural morphism OX −→ δ
!
X(OX ⊠ ωX)
OX //
@A
//
δ∗X(F ⊠ D
′F ) //

δ∗XδX∗OX
≀

δ!X(OX ⊠ ωX)⊗ δ
∗
X(F ⊠D
′F ) //

δ!X(OX ⊠ ωX)⊗ δ
∗
XδX∗OX
≀

δ!X((OX ⊠ ωX)⊗ (F ⊠ D
′F )) //

δ!X((OX ⊠ ωX)⊗ δX∗OX)
≀

δ!XδX∗
(
δ!X(OX ⊠ ωX)⊗OX
)
≀

δ!X(F ⊠DF )
// δ!XδX !ωX .
Q.E.D.
For a morphism f : X −→ Y of complex manifolds, we denote by Γf−pr(X ; • )
the functor of global sections with f -proper supports.
Proposition 5.2.3. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds.
(i) There is a canonical morphism
Rf!δ
!
XδX !ωX −→ δ
!
Y δY !ωY .(5.2.5)
(ii) This morphism together with the morphism OY −→ Rf∗OX induces a
morphism
f! : H
0(RΓf−pr(X ; δ
!
XδX !ωX)) −→ H
0(RΓ(Y ; δ!Y δY !ωY ))(5.2.6)
and for F ∈ Dbcoh(OX) such that f is proper on Supp(F ), we have
thhY (Rf!F ) = f! thhX(F ).(5.2.7)
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Proof. (i) Consider the diagram (5.1.7). Then we have morphisms
Rf!δ
!
XδX !ωX −→ δ
!
YRf˜!δX !ωX ≃ δ
!
Y δY !Rf!ωX −→ δ
!
Y δY !ωY .
Here, the first morphism is deduced by adjunction from
δ!X −→ δ
!
X f˜
!Rf˜! ≃ f
!δ!YRf˜!.
(ii) The proof is similar to that of Proposition 5.1.3 and follows from the
commutativity of the diagram below in which we write for short f! and f∗
instead of Rf! and Rf∗ and similarly with f˜ .
f∗OX // f∗δ!X(F ⊠ DF )
∼

// f!δ
!
XδX !ωX

δ!Y f˜!(F ⊠D
′F )
∼

// δ!Y f˜!δX !ωX
∼

δ!Y (f!F ⊠ f!DF )
∼

δ!Y δY !f!ωX

OY //
OO
δ!Y (f!F ⊠ Df!F )
// δ!Y δY !ωY .
Therefore, the image of thhX(F ) ∈ HomOX (OX, δ
!
XδX !ωX) by the maps
Γf−pr(X ;HomOX (OX , δ
!
XδX !ωX)) −→ HomOX (Rf∗OX ,Rf!δ
!
XδX !ωX)
−→ HomOY (OY , δ
!
Y δY !ωY )
is thhY (f!F ). Q.E.D.
Remark 5.2.4. Although we omit the proof, the map in (5.2.6) coincides
with ◦ hhX×Y (OΓf ).
5.3 Chern and Euler classes of O-modules
The Hodge cohomology of OX is given by:
HD(OX) :=
dX⊕
i=0
ΩiX [i], an object of D
b(OX).(5.3.1)
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Lemma 5.3.1. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds. There
are canonical morphisms
⊠ : HD(OX)⊠HD(OY ) −→ HD(OX×Y ),(5.3.2)
f ∗ : f ∗HD(OY ) −→ HD(OX),(5.3.3)
f! : Rf!HD(OX) −→ HD(OY ).(5.3.4)
Proof. The morphisms (5.3.2), (5.3.3) and (5.3.4) are respectively associated
with the morphisms
ΩiX [i]⊠ Ω
j
Y [j] −→ Ω
i+j
X×Y [i+ j],
f ∗ΩiY [i] −→ Ω
i
X [i],
Rf!Ω
i+dX
X [i+ dX ] −→ Ω
i+dY
Y [i+ dY ].
Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.3.2. (a) There is an isomorphism
αX : δ
∗
XδX∗OX
∼−→ HD(OX)
which commutes with the functors ⊠ and f ∗.
(b) There is an isomorphism
βX : HD(OX) ∼−→ δ
!
XδX !ωX
which commutes with the functors ⊠ and f!.
Setting τ := β−1X ◦ td ◦ α
−1
X , we get a commutative diagram in D
b(OX):
δ∗XδX∗OX
∼αX

∼
td
// δ!XδX !ωX
HD(OX)
∼
τ
//HD(OX).
∼ βX
OO
(5.3.5)
The construction of αX and βX and the proof are given in the next section.
Definition 5.3.3. For F ∈ Dbcoh(OX), we set
ch(F ) = αX ◦ hhX(F ) ∈
dX⊕
i=0
H iSupp(F )(X ; Ω
i
X),(5.3.6)
eu(F ) = β−1X ◦ thhX(F ) ∈
dX⊕
i=0
H iSupp(F )(X ; Ω
i
X).(5.3.7)
We call ch(F ) the Chern class of F and eu(F ) the Euler class of F .
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Of course, ch(F ) coincides with the classical Chern character and the
morphism αX is the so-called Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map.
The following conjecture was stated in [35].
Conjecture 5.3.4. One has eu(OX) = tdX(TX), where tdX(TX) is the
Todd class of the tangent bundle TX .
This conjecture implies that eu(F ) = ch(F ) ∪ tdX(TX). Indeed, for
a, b ∈ H∗(X ; δ∗XδX∗OX), we have td(a◦b) = a◦td(b) by Proposition 5.1.5 (iii)
and Lemma 5.4.7 below.
This conjecture has recently been proved by A. Ramadoss [53] in the
algebraic case and by J. Grivaux [30] in the analytic case.
An index theorem
Consider the particular case of two coherent OX-modules Li (i = 1, 2) such
that Supp(L1) ∩ Supp(L2) is compact. In this case we have (see [33, 53]):
hhpt(L1 ◦L2) = χ(RΓ(X ;L1
L
⊗OXL2))
=
∫
X
(ch(L1) ∪ ch(L2) ∪ tdX(TX)).(5.3.8)
We consider the situation of Corollary 4.4.4. Hence, AX is a DQ-algebroid
on X .
Corollary 5.3.5. Let M ,N ∈ Dbgd(A
loc
X ) and assume that K :=Supp(M )∩
Supp(N ) is compact. Let U be a relatively compact open subset of X contain-
ing K. Then RHomA locX
(M ,N ) belongs to Dbf(C
~,loc) and its Euler-Poincare´
index is given by the formula
χ(RHomA locX
(M ,N )) =
∫
U
chU((gr
U
~ D
′
A M )) ∪ chU(gr
U
~ (N )) ∪ tdU(TU).
Proof. Applying Corollary 4.4.4, we have
χ(RHomA locX
(M ,N )) = hhpt(D
′
A M ◦N )
= hhpt(gr~D
′
A M0 ◦ gr~N0),
where M0 (resp. N0) is an object of Dbcoh(AU) which generates M (resp. N )
on U . Then, the result follows from (5.3.8). Q.E.D.
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5.4 Proof of Theorem 5.3.2
As usual, we denote by pi : X ×X −→ X the i-th projection (i = 1, 2). The
following lemma is well-known.
Lemma 5.4.1. Let F be an (OX ⊠ OX)-module supported by the diagonal.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) p1∗F is a coherent OX-module,
(ii) p2∗F is a coherent OX-module.
If these conditions are satisfied, then the map F −→ OX×X ⊗OX⊠OX F is an
isomorphism. In particular, the (OX ⊠ OX)-module structure on F extends
uniquely to an OX×X-module structure.
We define the p−11 OX-module
Pk := δX∗Ω
k
X ⊕ δX∗Ω
k+1
X for k ≥ 0, Pk = 0 for k < 0.
We endow the Pk’s with a structure of p
−1
2 OX-module by setting
p∗2(a)(ωk ⊕ θk+1) = aωk ⊕ (aθk+1 − da ∧ ωk)
for a ∈ OX , ωk ∈ ΩkX , θk+1 ∈ Ω
k+1
X . This defines an action of p
−1
2 OX since
p∗2(a1)p
∗
2(a2)(ωk ⊕ θk+1) = p
∗
2(a1)(a2ωk ⊕ (a2θk+1 − da2 ∧ ωk))
= a1a2ωk ⊕ (a1a2θk+1 − a1da2 ∧ ωk − da1 ∧ a2 ωk)
= a1a2ωk ⊕ (a1a2θk+1 − d(a1a2) ∧ ωk)
= p∗2(a1a2)(ωk ⊕ θk+1).
By Lemma 5.4.1, we get that Pk has a structure of OX×X-module and we
have an exact sequence:
0 −→ δX∗Ω
k+1
X
αk−−−→ Pk
βk−−−→ δX∗Ω
k
X −→ 0.(5.4.1)
Hence δX∗Ω
k[k]
∼
←− (δX∗Ω
k+1
X −→ Pk) −→ δX∗Ω
k+1
X [k + 1] defines the morphism
ξk : δX∗Ω
k[k] −→ δX∗Ω
k+1
X [k + 1].
It induces a morphism
ξ :
⊕
k
δX∗Ω
k
X [k] −→
⊕
k
δX∗Ω
k
X [k].(5.4.2)
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Let dstank : Pk −→ Pk−1 be the composition
dstank : Pk
βk−−−→ δX∗Ω
k
X
αk−1
−−−−→ Pk−1.(5.4.3)
We define the complex P • whose differential d−kP : Pk −→ Pk−1 is given by
kdstank . Then Im d
stan
k ≃ Im βk ≃ δX∗Ω
k
X and Ker d
stan
k ≃ Ker βk ≃ δX∗Ω
k+1
X .
Therefore we have a quasi-isomorphism P • −→ δX∗OX .
Lemma 5.4.2. The morphism
αX : δ
∗
XδX∗OX −→ H
0(δ∗X)(P • ) ≃
⊕
k
ΩkX [k](5.4.4)
is an isomorphism in Db(OX).
Proof of Lemma 5.4.2. Since the question is local, we may assume that X is
a vector space V . Then we have a Koszul complex
OX×X ⊗
•∧
V ∗ ≃
(
· · · −→ OX×X ⊗
2∧
V ∗ −→ OX×X ⊗ V
∗ −→ OX×X
)
and an isomorphism OX×X⊗
∧ •
V ∗ −→ δX∗OX in D
b(OX×X). Then applying
H0(δ∗X), we obtain an isomorphism in D
b(OX):
δ∗XδX∗OX
∼−→ H0(δ∗X)(OX×X ⊗
•∧
V ∗).
The C-linear maps
∧k V ∗ −→ ΩkX(V ) −→ Pk(X × X) induce a morphism of
complexes OX×X ⊗
∧ •
V ∗ −→ P • such that the diagram below commutes:
OX×X ⊗
∧ •
V ∗
++XXXXX
X

δX∗OX .
P •
22ffffffffffff
Since H0(δ∗X)(OX×X ⊗
∧ •
V ∗)[dX ] −→ H
0(δ∗X)(P • ) is an isomorphism, we
obtain the desired result. Q.E.D.
Remark 5.4.3. (i) Let I ⊂ OX×X be the defining ideal of the diagonal
set δX(X). Then the morphism ξ0 : δX∗OX −→ δX∗Ω
1
X [1] is given by the
exact sequence 0 −→ δX∗Ω
1
X −→ OX×X/I
2 −→ δX∗OX −→ 0. Indeed, we
have a commutative diagram
0 // I/I2 //
≀

OX×X/I2 //
≀

δX∗OX //
id

0
0 // δX∗Ω
1
X
β0 // P0
α0 // δX∗OX // 0.
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Here, the left vertical isomorphism is given by
I/I2 ∋ p∗1(a)− p
∗
2(a)←→ da ∈ δX∗Ω
1
X (a ∈ OX).
(ii) Moreover the morphism ξk : δX∗Ω
k
X [k] −→ δX∗Ω
k+1
X [k+1] coincides with
the composition
δX∗Ω
k
X [k] ≃ δX∗Ω
k
X [k]
L
⊗OX×XOX×X −→ δX∗Ω
k
X [k]
L
⊗OX×XδX∗OX
ξ0
−−→ δX∗Ω
k
X [k]
L
⊗OX×XδX∗Ω
1
X [1] −→ δX∗(Ω
k
X [k]
L
⊗OXΩ
1
X [1])
−→ δX∗Ω
k+1
X [k + 1].
(iii) Note that the morphism αX : δ
∗
XδX∗OX
∼−→
⊕
k Ω
k
X [k] coincides with
the morphism obtained from δX∗OX −→
⊕
k δX∗Ω
k
X [k]
exp(ξ)
−−−−−→
⊕
k δX∗Ω
k
X [k]
by adjunction.
Lemma 5.4.4. The morphism αX in (5.4.4) interchanges the composition
of the ring δ∗XδX∗OX given in Proposition 5.1.5 (a) with the composition
ΩiX [i]
L
⊗OXΩ
j
X [j] ≃ (Ω
i
X
L
⊗OXΩ
j
X)[i+ j]
∧
−−→ Ωi+jX [i+ j].
Note that the unit OX −→ δ∗XδX∗OX is given by OX ≃ δ
∗
XOX×X −→
δ∗XδX∗OX , where the last arrow is induced by OX×X −→ δX∗OX .
Proof. We define
µij : Pi ⊗OX×X Pj −→ Pi+j
by
µij
(
((ωi ⊕ θi+1)⊗ (ωj ⊕ θj+1))
)
= (ωi ∧ ωj)⊕ (θi+1 ∧ ωj + (−1)
iωi ∧ θj+1).
(5.4.5)
This map is p−12 (OX)-bilinear since:
µij
((
p∗2(a)(ωi ⊕ θi+1)
)
⊗ (ωj ⊕ θj+1)
)
= µij
((
aωi ⊕ (aθi+1 − da ∧ ωi)
)
⊗ (ωj ⊕ θj+1)
)
= (aωi ∧ ωj)⊕
(
(aθi+1 − da ∧ ωi) ∧ ωj + (−1)
iaωi ∧ θj+1
)
= p∗2(a)
(
(ωi ∧ ωj)⊕ (θi+1 ∧ ωj + (−1)
iωi ∧ θj+1)
)
= p∗2(a)µij
(
(ωi ⊕ θi+1)⊗ (ωj ⊕ θj+1)
)
,
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and
µij
(
(ωi ⊕ θi+1)⊗ p
∗
2(a)(ωj ⊕ θj+1)
)
= µij
((
ωi ⊕ θi+1
)
⊗
(
aωj ⊕ (aθj+1 − da ∧ ωj
))
=
(
aωi ∧ ωj
)
⊕
(
θi+1 ∧ aωj + (−1)
iωi ∧ (aθj+1 − da ∧ ωj)
)
= (aωi ∧ ωj)⊕ (aθi+1 ∧ ωj + (−1)
iaωi ∧ θj+1 − da ∧ ωi ∧ ωj)
= p∗2(a)
(
ωi ∧ ωj ⊕ (θi+1 ∧ ωj + (−1)
iωi ∧ θj+1)
)
= p∗2(a)µij
(
(ωi ⊕ θi+1)⊗ (ωj ⊕ θj+1)
)
.
The morphism µ commutes with the differentials since:
µd
(
(ωi ⊕ θi+1)⊗ (ωj ⊕ θj+1)
)
= µi−1,j
(
(0⊕ iωi)⊗ (ωj ⊕ θj+1)
)
+ (−1)iµi,j−1
(
(ωi ⊕ θi+1)⊗ (0⊕ jωj)
)
= 0⊕
(
iωi ∧ ωj + (−1)
i(−1)ijωi ∧ ωj
)
= 0⊕ (i+ j)ωi ∧ ωj
= dµ
(
(ωi ⊕ θi+1)⊗ (ωj ⊕ θj+1)
)
.
Hence we have a commutative diagram in Db(OX×X)
δX∗OX
L
⊗OX×XδX∗OX
//

δX∗OX
P • ⊗OX×X P •
µ // P • .
OO
Therefore, applying δ∗X , the morphism δ
∗
XδX∗OX
L
⊗δ∗XδX∗OX −→ δ
∗
XδX∗OX is
represented by
H0(δ∗X)P • ⊗OX H
0(δ∗X)P • −→ H
0(δ∗X)P • .
Thus we obtain the desired result. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.4.5. Consider a morphism f : X −→ Y . Then the diagram below
commutes:
f ∗δ∗Y δY ∗OY //
αY

δ∗XδX∗OX
αX

f ∗(
⊕
k Ω
k
Y [k])
//
⊕
k Ω
k
X [k] .
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Proof. Let f˜ : X ×X −→ Y × Y be the morphism associated with f . Let us
denote by PX• the complex onX constructed above. Then we easily construct
a commutative diagram
H0(f˜ ∗)P Y• //
ϕ

H0(f˜ ∗)δY ∗OY

PX• // δX∗OX
such that
H0(δ∗X f˜
∗)P Y• //
δ∗Xϕ

H0(f ∗δ∗Y )P
Y
•
∼ // f ∗(
⊕
k Ω
k
Y [k])
ψ

H0(δ∗X)P
X
•
//
⊕
k Ω
k
X [k]
commutes where ψ is given in (5.3.3). Q.E.D.
Now we set
Qk =

Pk−1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ dX ,
δX∗OX for k = 0,
0 otherwise.
(5.4.6)
and define the differential dQ with dQk = (k − 1 − dX) d
stan
k−1, where d
stan
k−1
is given by (5.4.3) and dstan0 : OX ⊕ Ω
1
X −→ OX is the canonical morphism.
Then Q • is a complex of OX×X-modules and the canonical homomorphism
ΩdXX −→ Ω
dX−1
X ⊕ Ω
dX
X induces a morphism of complexes δX∗ωX −→ Q • , which
is an isomorphism in Db(OX×X).
Let us denote by H0(δ!X) the functor δ
−1
X HomOX×X (δ∗OX ,
• ).
Lemma 5.4.6. The morphism
βX :
⊕
k
ΩkX ≃ H
0(δ!X)Q • −→ δ
!
XδX∗ωX
is an isomorphism in Db(OX).
Since the proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.4.2, we omit it.
Note that the morphism βX coincides with the morphism obtained by
adjunction from
⊕
k
δX !Ω
k
X
exp(−ξ)
−−−−−−→
⊕
k
δX !Ω
k
X −→ δX !Ω
n
X [n] ≃ δX !ωX .
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Lemma 5.4.7. The morphism δ∗XδX∗OX
L
⊗OXδ
!
XδX !ωX −→ δ
!
XδX !ωX in Propo-
sition 5.1.5 (d) coincides with ΩiX [i]⊗OX Ω
j
X [j]
∧
−−→ Ωi+jX [i+ j].
Proof. We define the morphism µij : Pi⊗OX×XQj −→ Qi+j by the same formula
as in (5.4.5). Then it commutes with the differential. Indeed the proof is
similar to that of Lemma 5.4.4 except when i+ j = dX + 1. In this case,
µd
(
(ωi ⊕ θi+1)⊗ (ωj−1 ⊕ θj)
)
= 0⊕ (i+ j − dX − 1)ωi ∧ ωj−1 = 0.
With this morphism µ : P • ⊗OX×X Q • −→ Q • , the following diagram in the
category of complexes is commutative:
P • ⊗OX×X Q •
µ //

Q •

P • ⊗OX×X δX !ωX
// δX !ωX .
Thus we have a commutative diagram in Db(OX):
H0(δ∗X)P • ⊗OX H
0(δ!X)Q • //
≀

H0(δ!X)(P • ⊗OX×X Q • )
//

H0(δ!X)(Q • )

δ∗XδX∗OX
L
⊗OXδ
!
XδX !ωX
// δ!X(δX∗OX
L
⊗OX×XδX !ωX)
// δ!XδX !ωX .
Q.E.D.
Recall that in Corollary 4.2.2, we have constructed a morphismHH(AX)⊗
HH(AX) −→ ω
top
XR
. Let us describe its image via the isomorphisms αX and
βX . Consider the diagram
HH(OX)⊗HH(OX)
λ

u
((PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
HD(OX)⊗HD(OX) v
// ωtopXR .
(5.4.7)
Here, u is the map given by Corollary 4.2.2, λ is the isomorphism αX ⊗ β
−1
X
and v is the composition
⊕
k
ΩkX [k]⊗
⊕
k
ΩkY [k] −→
⊕
k
ΩkY [k] −→ ω
top
XR
,
where the first morphism is given by the wedge product and the last one by
the map ΩdXX [dX ] −→ ω
top
XR
. Then diagram (5.4.7) commutes.
Chapter 6
Symplectic case and D-modules
6.1 Deformation quantization on cotangent
bundles
Consider the case where X is an open subset of the cotangent bundle T ∗M
of a complex manifold M . We denote by π : T ∗M −→ M the projection. As
usual, we denote by DM the C-algebra of differential operators on M . This
is a right and left Noetherian sheaf of rings.
The space T ∗M is endowed with the filtered sheaf of C-algebras ÊT ∗M
of formal microdifferential operators of [54], and its subsheaf ÊT ∗M(0) of
operators of order ≤ 0.
On T ∗M , there is also a DQ-algebra, denoted by ŴT ∗M(0) and constructed
in [51] as follows. Consider the complex line C endowed with the coordinate
t and denote by (t; τ) the associated symplectic coordinates on T ∗C. Let
T ∗τ 6=0(M×C) be the open subset of T
∗(M×C) defined by τ 6= 0 and consider
the map
ρ : T ∗τ 6=0(M × C) −→ T
∗M, (x, t; ξ, τ) 7→ (x; τ−1ξ).
Denote by ÊT ∗(M×C),t̂(0) the subalgebra of ÊT ∗(M×C)(0) consisting of operators
not depending on t, that is, commuting with ∂t. Setting ~ = ∂
−1
t , the DQ-
algebra ŴX(0) is defined as
ŴX(0) = ρ∗ÊT ∗(M×C),t̂(0).
One denotes by ŴT ∗M the localization of ŴT ∗M(0), that is, ŴT ∗M = C
~,loc⊗
C~
ŴT ∗M(0).
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Remark 6.1.1. One shall be aware that ÊT ∗M and ÊT ∗M(0) are denoted
by ÊM and ÊM(0), respectively, in [54]. Similarly, ŴT ∗M and ŴT ∗M(0) are
denoted by ŴM and ŴM(0), respectively, in [51].
There are natural morphisms of algebras
π−1M DM →֒ ÊT ∗M →֒ ŴT ∗M .(6.1.1)
Lemma 6.1.2. (a) The algebra ŴT ∗M(0) is faithfully flat over ÊT ∗M(0).
(b) The algebra ŴT ∗M is faithfully flat over ÊT ∗M .
(c) ÊT ∗M is flat over π
−1
M DM .
Proof. In the sequel, we set X = T ∗M . For an ÊX(0)-module M , we set
MW := ŴX(0)⊗ÊX (0) M ,
grE (M ) =
(
ÊX(0)/ÊX(−1)
) L
⊗ÊX(0)M .
Note that the analogue of Corollary 1.4.6 holds for ÊX(0)-modules, that is,
the functor grE above is conservative on D
b
coh(ÊX(0)). We have
gr~(M
W) ≃ OX ⊗OX (0) grE (M ),(6.1.2)
where OX(0) denotes the subsheaf of OX of sections homogeneous of degree
0 in the fiber variable of the vector bundle T ∗M , and OX is faithfully flat
over OX(0).
(a) (i) Let us first prove the result outside of the zero-section, that is, on
T ∗M \ T ∗MM . Let us show that
Hj(ŴX(0)
L
⊗
ÊX(0)
M ) = 0 for any j < 0(6.1.3)
holds for any coherent ÊX(0)-module M . First assume that M is torsion-
free, i.e., ÊX(−1)⊗ÊX(0) M −→ M is a monomorphism. Since OX is flat over
OX(0),
gr~(ŴX(0)
L
⊗
ÊX(0)
M ) ≃ OX
L
⊗
OX(0)
grE (M )
has zero cohomologies in degree < 0. Hence Proposition 1.4.5 implies (6.1.3).
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Now assume that ÊX(−1)M = 0. Then we have
ŴX(0)
L
⊗ÊX(0)M ≃ ŴX(0)
L
⊗ÊX(0)ÊX(0)
L
⊗ÊX(0)OX(0)
L
⊗OX(0)M
≃ ŴX(0)
L
⊗
ÊX(0)
OX(0)
L
⊗
OX(0)
M
≃ OX
L
⊗OX(0)M ,
which implies (6.1.3).
Since any coherent ÊX(0)-module is a successive extension of torsion-
free ÊX(0)-modules and (ÊX(0)/ÊX(−1))-modules, we obtain (6.1.3) for any
coherent ÊX(0)-module.
Consider a coherent ÊX(0)-module M and assume that MW ≃ 0. Then
gr~(M
W) ≃ 0 and this implies that grE (M ) ≃ 0 in view of (6.1.2) since OX
is faithfully flat over OX(0). Since grE is conservative, the result follows.
(a) (ii) To prove the result in a neighborhood of the zero section, we use
the classical trick of the dummy variable. Let (t; τ) denote a homogeneous
symplectic coordinate system on T ∗C. Consider the functors
α : Modcoh(OM) −→ Modcoh(ÊX×T ∗C(0)|τ 6=0),
M 7→ M⊠(ÊC(0)/ÊC(0) · t),
β : Modcoh(ŴX|M (0)) −→ Modcoh(ŴX×T ∗C(0)|τ 6=0),
M 7→ M⊠(ŴT ∗C(0)/ŴT ∗C(0) · t).
These two functors α and β are exact and faithful. Then the result follows
from (a) (i).
(b) (i) Here again, we prove the result first on T ∗M \ T ∗MM . In this case, it
follows from the isomorphism
ŴX ≃ ŴX(0)⊗ÊT∗C(0) ÊT ∗C.
(b) (ii) The case of the zero-section is deduced from (b) (i) similarly as for
(a).
(c) is proved for example in [37, Th. 7.25]. Q.E.D.
Recall that for a coherent DM -module M , the support of ÊT ∗M⊗π−1M DM
π−1M M
is called its characteristic variety and denoted by char(M ). It is a closed C×-
conic complex analytic involutive subset of T ∗M .
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Now assume that M is open in some finite-dimensional C-vector space.
Denote by (x) a linear coordinate system on M and by (x; u) the associated
symplectic coordinate system on T ∗M . Let f, g ∈ OX[[~]]. In this case, the
DQ-algebra ŴX(0) is isomorphic to the star algebra (OX [[~]], ⋆) where:
f ⋆ g =
∑
α∈Nn
~|α|
α!
(∂αu f)(∂
α
x g).(6.1.4)
This product is similar to the product of the total symbols of differential
operators on M and indeed, the morphism of C-algebras π−1M DM −→ ŴX is
given by
f(x) 7→ f(x), ∂xi 7→ ~
−1ui.
Note that there also exists an analytic version of ÊT ∗M and ŴT ∗M , ob-
tained by using the C-subalgebra of (OX[[~]], ⋆) consisting of sections f =∑
j≥0 fj~
j of OX [[~]](U) (U open in T ∗M) satisfying:{
for any compact subset K of U there exists a positive con-
stant CK such that sup
K
|fj| ≤ C
j
Kj! for all j > 0.
(6.1.5)
They are the total symbols of the analytic (no more formal) microdifferential
operators of [54].
Remark 6.1.3. (i) Let X be a complex symplectic manifold. Then X is
locally isomorphic to an open subset of a cotangent bundle T ∗M , for a com-
plex manifold M (Darboux’s theorem), and it is a well-known fact that if
AX is a DQ-algebra and the associated Poisson structure is the symplectic
structure of X , then AX is locally isomorphic to ŴT ∗M(0).
(ii) On X , there is a canonical DQ-algebroid, still denoted by ŴX(0). It
has been constructed in [51], after [36] had first treated the contact case.
Clearly, any DQ-algebroid A is equivalent to ŴX(0)⊗C~X
P, where P is an
invertible C~X-algebroid. It follows that the DQ-algebroids on X are classified
by H2(X ; (C~X)
×). See [50] for a detailed study.
(iii) Using (4.1.11), we get the isomorphism
HH(AX) ≃ HH(ŴX(0)).(6.1.6)
6.2 Hochschild homology of A
Throughout this section, X denotes a complex manifold endowed with a
DQ-algebroid AX such that the associated Poisson structure is symplectic.
Hence, X is symplectic and we denote by αX the symplectic 2-form on X .
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We set 2n = dX , Z = X ×X
a and we denote by dv the volume form on
X given by dv = αnX/n!.
Lemma 6.2.1. Let Λ be a smooth Lagrangian submanifold of X and let Li
(i = 0, 1) be simple AX-modules along Λ. Then:
(i) L0 and L1 are locally isomorphic,
(ii) the natural morphism C~ −→ HomAX (L0,L0) is an isomorphism.
Note that the lemma above does not hold if one removes the hypothesis
that X is symplectic (see Example 2.5.9).
Proof. (i) We may assume that X = T ∗M for a complex manifold M , AX =
ŴT ∗M(0). Choose a local coordinate system (x1, . . . , xn) on M , and denote
by (x; u) the associated coordinates on X . We shall identify the section ui
of AX with the differential operator ~∂i.
We may assume that Λ is the zero-section T ∗MM and L0 = OM [[~]] ≃
AX/I0, where I0 is the left ideal generated by (~∂1, . . . , ~∂n). Since L1 is
simple, it locally admits a generator, say u. Denote by I1 the annihilator
ideal of u in AX . Since I1/~I1 is reduced, there exist sections (P1, · · · , Pn)
of AX such that
{~∂1 + ~P1, . . . , ~∂n + ~Pn} ⊂ I1.
By identifying ŴT ∗M(0) with the sheaf of microdifferential operators of order
≤ 0 in the variable (x1, . . . , xn, t) not depending on t and ~ with ∂
−1
t , a
classical result of [54] (see also [56, Th 6.2.1] for an exposition) shows that
there exists an invertible section P ∈ AX such that I0 = I1P . Hence,
L1 ≃ L0.
(ii) We may assume L0 = OM [[~]]. Then HomAX (OM [[~]],OM [[~]]) is iso-
morphic to the kernel of the map
u : OM [[~]] −→ (OM [[~]])
n, u = (~∂1, . . . , ~∂n).
Q.E.D.
Recall that the objects ΩAX and ω
A
X are defined in § 2.5.
Lemma 6.2.2. There exists a local system L of rank one over C~X such that
ΩAX ≃ L⊗C~X
CX in Mod(AX×Xa).
Proof. Both ΩAX and CX are simple AX×Xa-modules along the diagonal ∆.
By Lemma 6.2.1, L := HomAZ(CX ,Ω
A
X ) is a local system of rank one over
C~ and we have ΩAX ≃ L⊗C~X
CX . Q.E.D.
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Note that this implies the isomorphisms
D′AX×XaCX ≃ L
⊗−1 ⊗CX [−dX ].(6.2.1)
Hence we obtain the chain of morphisms
L −→ L⊗RHomAZ(CX ,CX) ≃ L⊗D
′
AX×Xa
CX
L
⊗
AZ
CX
≃ CX
L
⊗
AZ
CX [−dX ] = HH(AX) [−dX ] ≃ L
⊗−1 ⊗ΩAX
L
⊗
AZ
CX [−dX ]
−→ L⊗−1 ⊗ΩAX
L
⊗DAX
CX [−dX ] ≃ L
⊗−1.
Therefore, we get the morphism:
L ∼−→ H−dX(HH(AX)) −→ L
⊗−1.(6.2.2)
Lemma 6.2.3. (i) gr~(L) −→ Homgr~(AZ )(gr~(CX), gr~(Ω
A
X )) ≃ ΩX gives
an isomorphism gr~(L)
∼−→ CX · dv.
(ii) The morphism L⊗2 −→ C~X induced by (6.2.2) decomposes as L
⊗2 ϕ−→
~2nC~X →֒ C
~
X and ϕ is an isomorphism.
(iii) The diagram below commutes:
gr~(L
⊗2)
∼ //
≀

gr~(~
2nC~X) gr~(C
~
X)
∼
~2n
oo
≀

(gr~(L))
⊗2 ∼ // C⊗2X
∼
CX
Proof. The question being local, we may assume to be given a local coor-
dinate system x = (x1, . . . , x2n) on X and a scalar-valued non-degenerate
skew-symmetric matrix B = (bij)1≤i,j≤2n such that the symplectic form αX
is given by
αX =
∑
i,j
bij dxi ∧ dxj .
We set
A = (aij)1≤i,j≤2n = B
−1.
We may assume that AX = (OX[[~]], ⋆) is a star-algebra with a star
product
f ⋆ g =
(
exp
(∑
ij
~aij
2
∂2
∂xi∂x′j
)
f(x)g(x′)
)
x′=x
.
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Set
δi =
2n∑
j=1
aij∂xj (i = 1, . . . , 2n).
Then, the C~-linear morphisms from OX [[~]] to DX [[~]]
Φl : f 7→ f ⋆, Φr : f 7→ ⋆ f(6.2.3)
are given by
Φl(xi) = xi +
~
2
δi, Φ
r(xi) = xi −
~
2
δi.
These morphisms define the morphism
Φ: AX ⊗AXa −→ DX [[~]](6.2.4)
xi 7→ xi +
~
2
δi, yi 7→ xi −
~
2
δi.
where we denote by y = (y1, . . . , y2n) a copy of the local coordinate system
on Xa.
We identify ΩAX with the (DX [[~]])
op-module ΩX [[~]]. Then, regarding
ΩX [[~]] as an AZ-module through AZ |X −→ A
op
Z |X −→ (DX [[~]])
op, we have
xi(a dv) = (a dv)Φ
r(xi) = (a dv)(xi −
~
2
δi)
= ((xi +
~
2
δi)a)dv
and similarly
yi(adv) = ((xi −
~
2
δi)a)dv.
Hence, a 7→ a dv gives an AZ-linear isomorphism
CX ≃ OX [[~]] ∼−→ ΩX [[~]] ≃ Ω
A
X .
Hence it gives an isomorphism L :=HomAZ (CX ,Ω
A
X ) ≃ HomAZ (CX ,CX) ≃
C~X , and the induced morphism gr~(L) −→ Homgr~(AZ )(gr~(CX), gr~(Ω
A
X )) ≃
ΩX gives an isomorphism gr~(L)
∼−→ CX dv. Hence we obtain (i).
For a sheaf of C~-modules F , we set
F (p) =
( p∧
(C~X)
2n
)
⊗
C~X
F .
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Let (e1, . . . , e2n) be the basis of (C
~)2n. Consider the Koszul complexK
•
(AZ ; b)
where b = (b1, . . . , b2n), bi = (xi − yi) is the right multiplication by (xi − yi)
on AZ :
K
•
(AZ ; b) := 0 −→ A
(0)
Z
b
−→ · · ·
b
−→ A (2n)Z −→ 0,
b =
∑
i
• ∧ biei : K
p(AZ ; b) −→ K
p+1(AZ ; b).
On the other hand, consider the Koszul complex K
•
(DX [[~]]; δ) where
δ = (δ1, . . . , δ2n):
K
•
(DX [[~]]; δ) := 0 −→ (DX [[~]])
(0) δ−→ · · ·
δ
−→ (DX [[~]])
(2n) −→ 0,
δ = (δ1, . . . , δ2n).
There is a quasi-isomorphism K
•
(AZ ; b)
qis
−→ CX [−2n] in the category of
complexes in Mod(AZ).
Set δ = (δl1 − δ
r
1, . . . , δ
l
2n − δ
r
2n). Then the morphism Φ in (6.2.4) sends
(xi − yi) to ~δi. Consider the Koszul complex K
•
(DX [[~]]; δ):
K
•
(DX [[~]]; δ) := 0 −→ (DX [[~]])
(0) δ−→ · · ·
δ
−→ (DX [[~]])
(2n) −→ 0,
δ = (δ1, . . . , δ2n).
There is a quasi-isomorphism K
•
(DX [[~]]; δ)
qis
−→ OX [[~]] [−2n]. Therefore
we get a commutative diagram in Mod(AZ):
0 // A (0)Z
b //
~2nΦ

· · · // A (2n−1)Z
b //
~Φ

A (2n)Z
~0Φ

// 0
0 // (DX [[~]])(0)
δ // · · · // (DX [[~]])(2n−1)
δ // (DX [[~]])(2n) // 0.
The object ΩAX
L
⊗AZCX is obtained by applying the functor Ω
A
X ⊗AZ
• to
the row on the top and the object ΩAX
L
⊗DAX
CX is obtained by applying the
functor ΩAX ⊗DAX
• to the row on the bottom. By identifying ΩAX with
ΩX [[~]], the morphism Ω
A
X
L
⊗AZCX [−dX ] −→ Ω
A
X
L
⊗DAX
CX [−dX ] is described
by the morphism of complexes:
0 // Ω0X [[~]]
~d //
~2n

· · · // Ω2n−1X [[~]]
~d //
~

Ω2nX [[~]]
~0

// 0
0 // Ω0X [[~]]
d // · · · // Ω2n−1X [[~]]
d // Ω2nX [[~]]
// 0.
(6.2.5)
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Here d denotes the usual exterior derivative.
Therefore, we find the commutative diagram with exact rows:
L⊗2
≀

0 // C~X
//
~2n

Ω0X [[~]]
~d //
~2n

Ω1X [[~]]
~2n−1

0 // C~X
// Ω0X [[~]]
d // Ω1X [[~]]
in which the morphism L⊗2 −→ C~X corresponds to the morphism L[dX ] −→
L⊗−1 ⊗ΩAX ⊗AZ CX .
This completes the proof. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.2.4. Assume that X is symplectic.
(i) Let L be the local system given by Lemma 6.2.2. Then there is a canoni-
cal C~-linear isomorphism L ∼−→ ~dX/2C~X , hence, a canonical AZ-linear
isomorphism
ΩAX
∼−→ ~dX/2C~X ⊗C~X
CX .(6.2.6)
(ii) The isomorphism (6.2.6) together with (6.2.2) induce canonical mor-
phisms
~
dX/2C
~
X [dX ]
ιX−→ HH(AX)
τX−→ ~−dX/2C~X [dX ](6.2.7)
and the composition τX ◦ ιX is the canonical morphism ~
dX/2C~X [dX ] −→
~−dX/2C~X [dX ].
(iii) Hj(HH(AX)) ≃ 0 unless −dX ≤ j ≤ 0 and the morphism ιX induces
an isomorphism
ιX : ~
dX/2C
~
X
∼−→ H−dX (HH(AX)).(6.2.8)
In particular, there is a canonical non-zero section in H−dX(X ;HH(AX)).
Proof. (i) By Lemma 6.2.3, we have an isomorphism (~−dX/2L)
⊗2
≃ C~X
together with a compatible isomorphism gr~(~
−dX/2L) ≃ CX . This implies
~−dX/2L ≃ C~X since the only invertible element a ∈ C
~ satisfying a2 = 1,
σ0(a) = 1 is a = 1.
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(ii)–(iii) Denote by (Ω
•
X [[~]], ~d) and (Ω
•
X [[~]], d) the complexes given by
the top row and the bottom row of (6.2.5), respectively. The morphism ιX
is represented by
L[dX ] −→ L
⊗−1 ⊗ (Ω
•
X [[~]], ~d)[dX ]
and the morphism τX is the composition
L⊗−1 ⊗ (Ω
•
X [[~]], ~d)[dX ] −→ L
⊗−1 ⊗ (Ω
•
X [[~]], d)[dX ]
∼−→ L⊗−1[dX ].
Q.E.D.
Applying Theorem 6.2.4 together with Corollary 3.3.4, we obtain:
Corollary 6.2.5. Let X be a compact complex symplectic manifold. Then
Dbgd(A
loc
X ) is a Calabi-Yau triangulated category of dimension dX over C
~,loc.
Remark 6.2.6. The statement in Theorem 9.2 (ii) of [42] is not correct. If Y
is a compact complex contact manifold of dimension dY , then the dimension
of the Calabi-Yau category associated to it in loc. cit. is dY , not dY − 1.
6.3 Euler classes of A loc-modules
Theorem 6.3.1. The complex HH(A locX ) is concentrated in degree −dX and
the morphisms ιX and τX in Theorem 6.2.4 induce isomorphisms
C
~,loc
X [dX ]
∼−→
ιX
HH(A locX )
∼−→
τX
C
~,loc
X [dX ].(6.3.1)
Proof. This follows from the fact that (Ω
•
X [[~]], ~d) −→ (Ω
•
X [[~]], d) becomes a
quasi-isomorphism after applying the functor ( • )loc = C~,loc⊗
C~
( • ). Q.E.D.
Definition 6.3.2. Let M ∈ Dbcoh(A
loc
X ). We set
euX(M ) = τX(hhX(M )) ∈ H
dX
Supp(M )(X ;C
~,loc
X )(6.3.2)
and call euX(M ) the Euler class of M .
Remark 6.3.3. (i) The existence of a canonical section inH−dX (X ;HH(A locX ))
is well known when X = T ∗M is a cotangent bundle, see in particular
[12, 25, 62]. It is intensively used in [11] where these authors call it the
“trace density map”.
(ii) The Hochschild and cyclic homology of an algebroid stack have been de-
fined in [9] where the Chern character of a perfect complex is constructed
in the negative cyclic homology. It gives in particular an alternative con-
struction of the Hochschild class of a coherent DQ-module, but it is not clear
whether the two constructions give the same class.
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Consider the diagram
p13!(p
−1
12HH(A
loc
X1×Xa2
)⊗ p−123HH(A
loc
X2×Xa3
)) ⋆ //
τ12a⊗τ23a

HH(A locX1×Xa3 )
τ13a

p13!(p
−1
12 C
~,loc
X12
[d12]⊗ p
−1
23 C
~,loc
X23
[d23])
∫
2(·∪·) // C
~,loc
X13
[d13].
(6.3.3)
Here, the horizontal arrow in the bottom denoted by
∫
2
( • ∪ • ) is obtained
by taking the cup product and integrating on X2 (Poincare´ duality), using
the fact that the manifold X2 has real dimension 2 d2 and is oriented. The
arrow in the top denoted by ⋆ is obtained by Proposition 4.2.1.
Proposition 6.3.4. Diagram 6.3.3 commutes.
Proof. Since X1 and X3 play the role of parameter spaces, we may assume
that X1 = X3 = {pt}. We set X2 = X and denote by aX the projection
X −→ {pt}. We are reduce to prove the commutativity of the diagram below:
aX !(HH(A
loc
X )⊗HH(A
loc
X ))
τ⊗τ

⋆
**UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
aX !(C
~,loc
X [dX ]⊗C
~,loc
X [dX ]) ∫
X(·∪·)
//
C
~,loc.
(6.3.4)
This will follow by applying the functor aX ! to Diagram 6.3.5 below. Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.3.5. The diagram below commutes.
HH(A locX )⊗HH(A
loc
X )
⋆
))SSS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
S
τ⊗τ

C
~,loc
X [dX ]⊗C
~,loc
X [dX ]
// C
~,loc
X [2dX ].
(6.3.5)
Proof. The morphism L ⊗L[2dX ] ≃ C
~,loc
X [dX ] ⊗C
~,loc
X [dX ] −→ C
~,loc
X [2dX ] is
given by
L⊗L[2dX ] −→ L[dX ]⊗RHomAZ (CX ,Ω
A
X )[dX ]
≃ L⊗D′A CX [dX ]⊗AZ ω
A
X ≃ CXa ⊗AZ ω
A
X −→ C
~
X [2dX ].
On the other hand, L⊗L[2dX ] −→ HH(AX)⊗HH(AX) −→ C~X [2dX ] is given
by
L⊗L[2dX ] −→ RHomAZa (D
′
A CX ,CXa)⊗RHomAZ (CX , ω
A
X )
≃ RHomAZa (D
′
A CX ,CXa)⊗
(
D′A (CX)⊗AZ ω
A
X
)
−→ CXa ⊗AZ ω
A
X −→ C
~
X [2dX ].
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These two morphisms give the same morphism from L⊗L[2dX ] to C
~
X [2dX ].
Q.E.D.
Corollary 6.3.6. Let Ki ∈ D
b
coh(A
loc
Xi×Xai+1
) (i = 1, 2). Assume that the pro-
jection p13 defined on X1×X2×X3 is proper on p
−1
12 Supp(K1)∩p
−1
23 Supp(K2).
Then
euX13a (K1 ◦2
K2) =
∫
X2
euX12a (K1) ∪ euX23a (K2).(6.3.6)
Remark 6.3.7. Consider an object M ∈ Dbcoh(A
loc
X ). Then, according to
Definition 6.3.2, its Euler class is well-defined in the de Rham cohomology of
X with values in C~,loc. Now assume that M is generated by M0 ∈ Dbcoh(AX)
and consider gr~(M0). Assume for simplicity that gr~(AX) = OX (the general
case can be treated with suitable modifications). Then gr~(M0) ∈ D
b
coh(OX)
and we may consider its Chern class in de Rham cohomology. A natural
question is to compare these two classes. A precise conjecture had been made
in the case of D-modules by one of the authors (PS) and J-P. Schneiders
in [57] and proved by P. Bressler, R. Nest and B. Tsygan in [11]. These
authors, together with A. Gorokhovsky, recently treated the general case
of DQ-algebroids in the symplectic setting in [10]. The formula they obtain
makes use of a cohomology class naturally associated to the deformation AX .
6.4 Hochschild classes of D-modules
We shall apply the preceding result to the study of the Euler class of D-
modules.
Recall after [37] that a coherent DM -module M is good if, for any open
relatively compact set U ⊂ M , there exists a coherent sub-OU -module F of
M |U which generates it on U as a DM -module. One denotes by Dbgd(DM) the
full sub-triangulated category of Dbcoh(DM) consisting of objects with good
cohomology.
From now on, we set
X = T ∗M.
We introduce the functor
( • )W : Mod(DM) −→ Mod(ŴX)(6.4.1)
M 7→ ŴX ⊗π−1M DM
π−1M M .
The next result shows that one can, in some sense, reduce the study of
D-modules to that of ŴX -modules.
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Proposition 6.4.1. The functor M 7→ MW|T ∗MM is exact and faithful.
Proof. The morphism
M −→ (ÊT ∗M ⊗π−1M DM
π−1M M )|T ∗MM .
is an isomorphism, and hence the result is a particular case of Lemma 6.1.2.
Q.E.D.
It follows that ( • )W sends Dbcoh(DM) to D
b
coh(ŴX) and D
b
gd(DM) to D
b
gd(ŴX).
Definition 6.4.2. Let M ∈ Dbgd(DM). We set
hhgrX (M ) = hh
gr
X (M
W) ∈ HHchar(M )(OX).(6.4.2)
For Λ a closed subset of T ∗M , we denote by Kgd,Λ(DM) the Grothendieck
group of the full abelian subcategory of Modgd(DM) consisting of D-modules
whose characteristic is contained in Λ.
Let V be an open relatively compact subset of M . By slightly modifying
the proof of Proposition 3.4.3, we get morphisms of groups
Kgd,Λ(DM) −→ Kcoh,Λ(Oπ−1V ).(6.4.3)
Let Mi (i = 1, 2, 3) be three complex manifolds and set Xi = T
∗Mi.
Denote by qij the ij-th projection defined on M1 ×M2 ×M3 and by pij the
ij-th projection defined on X1 × X2 × X3 (1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3). We set, as for
DQ-algebras, DMa := (DM)op and we write for short Mij or Mija instead of
Mi ×Mj or Mi ×M
a
j and similarly with Xij. We also write Dij instead of
DMij and similarly with ij
a, etc. For example,
D12a = OM12 ⊗(OM1⊠OM2 )
(DM1 ⊠ (DM2)
op).
Then D1 may be regarded as a D11a-module supported on the diagonal of
X1 ×X1a . Let Ki ∈ Db(Dija) (i = 1, 2, j = i+ 1). Set
K1 ◦
M2
K2 := Rq13a !
(
D2 ⊗D2a2 D12a23a
L
⊗D12a⊠D23a (K1 ⊠K2)
)
.
Theorem 6.4.3. Let Λi be a closed subset of Xi×Xi+1 (i = 1, 2) and assume
that the projection p13 defined on X1×X2 ×X3 is proper on p
−1
12 Λ1 ∩ p
−1
23 Λ2.
Set Λ = Λ1 ◦Λ2. Let Ki ∈ D
b
gd(Dija) (i = 1, 2, j = i+1) with char(Ki) ⊂ Λi
(i = 1, 2). Then K1 ◦
M2
K2 ∈ Dbgd(D13a), char(K1 ◦
M2
K2) ⊂ Λ and
(K1 ◦
M2
K2)
W ∼−→ K W1 ◦
X2
K W2 .(6.4.4)
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The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader. By using Dia-
gram 4.4.7, we get:
Theorem 6.4.4. In the situation of Theorem 6.4.3, let Vij be a relatively
compact open subset of Mi × Mj (i = 1, 2, j = i + 1) and assume that
π−1V12a ×M2 π
−1V23a contains (Λ1 ×X2 Λ2) ∩ q
−1
13aπ
−1V13a. Then the diagram
below commutes
Dbgd,Λ1(D12a)×D
b
gd,Λ2
(D23a)
◦
//
gr~

Dbgd,Λ(D13a)
gr~

Kcoh,Λ1(Oπ−1V12a )×Kcoh,Λ2(Oπ−1V23a )
◦
//
hh×hh

Kcoh,Λ(Oπ−1V13a )
hh

HHΛ1(Oπ−1V12a )×HHΛ2(Oπ−1V23a )
◦
// HHΛ(Oπ−1V13a ).
In particular
hhgrπ−1V13a (K1 ◦2
K2) = hh
gr
π−1V12a
(K1) ◦ hh
gr
π−1V23a
(K2)(6.4.5)
in HHΛ(Oπ−1V13a ).
As a particular case, and using Corollary 5.3.5, we recover a theorem of
Laumon [47] in the analytic framework.
6.5 Euler classes of D-modules
We keep the notations of § 6.4 and we set X = T ∗M . One defines the
Hochschild homology HH(ÊX) of ÊX and the Hochschild class hhX(M ) of a
coherent ÊX-module M similarly as for HH(AX).
In the sequel, we identify a coherent DM -module M with ÊX ⊗π−1DM
π−1M . In particular, we define by this way the Hochschild class hhX(M ) of
a coherent D-module M . Hence
hhX(M ) ∈ H
dX
char(M )(X ;HH(ÊX)).(6.5.1)
Lemma 6.5.1. There is a natural isomorphism
HH(ÊX) ∼−→ CX [dX ](6.5.2)
which makes the diagram below commutative:
HH(ÊX)

∼ // CX [dX ]

HH(ŴX)
∼
τ
// C
~,loc
X [dX ].
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Sketch of proof. We take coordinates (x1, . . . , xn, u1, . . . un), and set O˜X :=∏
k≤0 ~
−kOX(k), where OX(k) is the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X
homogeneous of degree k with respect to the variables (u1, . . . , un). Then
O˜X is isomorphic to ÊX(0) as a sheaf. Moreover, HH(ÊX) is represented
by the Koszul complex of ∂/∂xi, ~∂/∂ui ∈ End(O˜X) (i = 1, . . . , n). On
the other hand, as we have seen, HH(ŴX) is represented by the Koszul
complex of ~∂/∂xi, ~∂/∂ui ∈ End(OX((~))) (i = 1, . . . , n). Hence we have a
commutative diagram
0 // O˜X
//
~−n

· · · // O˜X2n
//

O˜X
~0

// 0
0 // OX((~)) // · · · // OX((~))2n // OX((~)) // 0,
in which the top row represents HH(ÊX) and the bottom row represents
HH(ŴX). Q.E.D.
Definition 6.5.2. Let M ∈ Dbcoh(ÊX). We denote by euX(M ) the image of
hhX(M ) in H
dX
char(M )(X ;CX) by the morphism in (6.5.2) and call it the Euler
class of M .
The next result immediately follows from Lemma 6.5.1.
Proposition 6.5.3. For M ∈ Dbcoh(DM), euX(M
W ) is the image of euX(M )
by the natural map HdXchar(M )(X ;CX) −→ H
dX
char(M )(X ;C
~,loc
X ).
Applying Theorem 4.3.5, we get:
Theorem 6.5.4. In the situation of Theorem 6.4.3, one has:
eu13a(K1 ◦
2
K2) = eu12a(K1) ◦ eu23a(K2)(6.5.3)
in Hd1+d3Λ1◦Λ2(X13;CX13).
This formula is equivalent to the results of [57] on the functoriality of the
Euler class of D-modules. Note that the results of loc. cit. also deal with
constructible sheaves.
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Chapter 7
Holonomic DQ-modules
The aim of this chapter is to study holonomic DQ-modules on symplec-
tic manifolds. More precisely, we will prove that, if L and M are two
holonomic A locX -modules on a symplectic manifold X , then the complex
RHomA locX
(M ,L ) is perverse (hence, in particular, C-constructible) over
the field C~,loc. It follows from the preceding results in Chapter 6 that if the
intersection of the supports of M and L is compact, then the Euler-Poincare´
index of this complex is given by the integral
∫
X
euX(M ) ·euX(L ). We show
here that the Euler class of a holonomic module is a Lagrangian cycle, which
makes its calculation easy.
If moreover L andM are simple holonomic modules supported on smooth
Lagrangian submanifolds Λ0 and Λ1, then the microsupport of the complex
RHomA locX
(M ,L ) is contained in the normal cone C(Λ0,Λ1). This last
result was first obtained in [42] in the analytic framework, that is, using
WX -modules, not ŴX -modules, which made the proofs much more intricate.
Finally we prove that, in some sense, the complex RHomA locX
(M ,L ) is
invariant by Hamiltonian symplectomorphism.
7.1 A-modules along a Lagrangian submani-
fold
Let X be a complex symplectic manifold endowed with a DQ-algebroid AX .
The algebra AΛ/X
Let Λ be a smooth Lagrangian submanifold of X and let L be a coherent
AX-module simple along Λ.
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Locally, X is isomorphic as a symplectic manifold to T ∗Λ, the cotangent
bundle to Λ. We set for short
O~Λ := OΛ[[~]], O
~,loc
Λ := OΛ((~)).
There are local isomorphisms
AX ≃ ŴX(0), L ≃ O
~
Λ.
Then EndC~(L ) ≃ EndC~(O
~
Λ) (see Lemma 2.1.12) and the subalgebroid of
EndC~(L ) corresponding to the subring DΛ[[~]] of EndC~(O
~
Λ) is well-defined.
We denote it by DL .
Lemma 7.1.1. (i) DL is equivalent to DΛ[[~]] as a C~-algebroid.
(ii) The C~-algebra DL satisfies (1.2.2) and (1.3.1). In particular, it is
right and left Noetherian.
Proof. (i) follows by similar arguments as in Proposition 2.5.2 (ii).
(ii) follows from Example 1.3.1. Q.E.D.
The functor AX |Λ −→ EndC~(L ) factorizes as
AX |Λ −→ DL ,(7.1.1)
and setting D locL := (DL )
loc, this functor induces a functor
A locX |Λ −→ D
loc
L .(7.1.2)
We denote by IΛ ⊂ OX the defining ideal of Λ. Let I be the kernel of
the composition
~
−1AX
~
−−→ AX
σ
−−→ OX −→ OΛ.
Then we have I /AX ≃ IΛ.
Definition 7.1.2. We denote by AΛ/X the C~-subalgebroid ofA locX generated
by I .
Note that the algebra AΛ/X is the analogue in the framework of DQ-
algebras of the algebra EΛ constructed in [38].
The ideal ~I is contained in AX , hence acts onL and one sees easily that
~I sends L to ~L . Hence, I acts on L and defines a functor AΛ/X −→ DL .
We thus have the functors of algebroids
AX |Λ //
$$I
II
II
II
II
I
AΛ/X |Λ

// A locX |Λ

DL // D locL .
In particular, L is naturally an AΛ/X-module.
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Lemma 7.1.3. (i) I k = AΛ/X ∩ ~
−kAX for any k ≥ 0,
(ii) I k/I k−1 ≃ IkΛ for k > 0,
(iii) AΛ/X is a right and left Noetherian algebroid,
(iv) gr~(AΛ/X)|Λ
∼−→ gr~DL ≃ DΛ,
(v) (AΛ/X)
loc ≃ A locX and A
loc
X is flat over AΛ/X .
Proof. Since the question is local, we may assume that X = T ∗Cn with
coordinates (x, u), Λ = {u = 0} and AX is the star-algebra as in (6.1.4). Set
A ′ := {
∑
k
fk(x, u)~
k ∈ A locX ; fk(x, u) ∈ I
−k
Λ for k < 0}.
Then we can check that A ′ is a subalgebra of A locX and it contains I . Hence
it contains AΛ/X . It is easy to see that the image of I
k −→ ~−kAX/~
−k+1AX
contains ~−kIkΛ. On the other hand, the image of A
′∩~−kAX −→ ~−kAX/~−k+1AX
coincides with ~−kIkΛ. Hence, AΛ/X ∩ ~
−kAX and A ′ ∩ ~−kAX have the
same image ~−kIkΛ in ~
−kAX/~−k+1AX . We conclude that AΛ/X = A ′ and
AΛ/X ∩ ~
−kAX ⊂ I k + ~−k+1AX . Hence, an induction on k shows (i).
(ii) is now obvious.
(iii) Considering the filtration {AΛ/X∩~
−kAX}k≥0 of AΛ/X , the result follows
by [37, Theorem A.32].
(iv) is obvious.
(v) follows from AX ⊂ AΛ/X ⊂ A locX . Q.E.D.
By this lemma, for a coherent AΛ/X-module N , we may regard gr~(N )
as an object of Dbcoh(DΛ). Recall that D
b
hol(DΛ) denotes the full triangulated
category of Dbcoh(DΛ) consisting of objects with holonomic cohomology.
Lemma 7.1.4. The algebroid DL is flat over AΛ/X and D locL is flat over
A locX .
Proof. It is enough to prove the first statement.
Let us show that Hj(DL
L
⊗AΛ/XM ) ≃ 0 for any coherent AΛ/X -module
M and any j < 0.
(i) Assume that M has no ~-torsion. Using Lemma 7.1.3 (iv), we have for
j < 0, Hjgr~(DL
L
⊗AΛ/XM ) ≃ H
jgr~M ≃ 0, and hence H
j(DL
L
⊗AΛ/XM ) ≃
0 by Proposition 1.4.5.
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(ii) Assume that ~M = 0. Then
DL
L
⊗AΛ/XM ≃ DL
L
⊗AΛ/Xgr~AΛ/X
L
⊗
gr~AΛ/X
M ≃ gr~DL
L
⊗
gr~AΛ/X
M ≃ M .
(iii) In the general case, set nN := Ker(~n : M −→ M ) and Mtor :=
⋃
n
nN .
Note that this union is locally stationary. Defining Mtf by the exact se-
quence,
0 −→ Mtor −→ M −→ Mtf −→ 0,
this module has no ~-torsion. It is thus enough to prove the result for the
nN ’s and this follows from (ii) by induction on n, using the exact sequence
0 −→ nN −→ n+1N −→ n+1N /nN −→ 0.
Q.E.D.
Definition 7.1.5. An object N of Dbcoh(AΛ/X) is holonomic if gr~(N ) is
Lagrangian in T ∗Λ, that is, if gr~(N ) belongs to D
b
hol(DΛ).
Note that this condition is equivalent to saying that H i(N )/~H i(N )
and Ker(~ : H i(N ) −→ H i(N )) are holonomic DΛ-modules for any i (see
Lemma 1.4.2).
Microsupport and constructible sheaves
Let us recall some notions and results of [39].
Let M be a real analytic manifold and K a Noetherian commutative
ring of finite global dimension. For F ∈ Db(KM ), we denote by SS(F ) its
microsupport, a closed R+-conic (i.e., invariant by the R+-action on T ∗M)
subset of T ∗M . Recall that this set is involutive (one also says co-isotropic),
see [39, Def. 6.5.1].
An object F of Db(KM ) is weakly R-constructible if there exists a subana-
lytic stratification M =
⊔
α∈AMα such that H
j(F )|Mα is locally constant for
all j ∈ Z and all α ∈ A. The object F is R-constructible if moreover Hj(F )x
is finitely generated for all x ∈ M and all j ∈ Z. One denotes by Db
Rc(KM )
the full subcategory of Db(KM) consisting of R-constructible objects. Recall
that the duality functor D′X( • ) (see (1.1.1)) is an anti-auto-equivalence of
the category Db
Rc(KM).
If M is complex analytic, one defines similarly the notions of (weakly)
C-constructible sheaf, replacing “subanalytic” with “complex analytic”. We
denote by DbwCc(KM ) the full subcategory of D
b(KM ) consisting of weakly-
C-constructible objects and by Db
Cc(KM ) the full subcategory consisting of
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C-constructible objects. Also recall ([39]) that F ∈ Db(KM) is weakly-C-
constructible if and only if its microsupport is a closed C×-conic (i.e., in-
variant by the C×-action on T ∗M)) complex analytic Lagrangian subset of
T ∗M or, equivalently, if it is contained in a closed C×-conic complex analytic
isotropic subset of T ∗M .
Proposition 7.1.6. Let F ∈ Db(ZM [~]) and assume that F is cohomologi-
cally complete. Then
SS(F ) = SS(gr~(F )).(7.1.3)
Proof. The inclusion
SS(gr~(F )) ⊂ SS(F )
follows from the distinguished triangle F
~
−→ F −→ gr~(F )
+1
−→. Let us prove
the converse inclusion.
Using the definition of the microsupport, it is enough to prove that given
two open subsets U ⊂ V of M , RΓ(V ;F ) −→ RΓ(U ;F ) is an isomorphism as
soon as RΓ(V ; gr~(F )) −→ RΓ(U ; gr~(F )) is an isomorphism. Consider a dis-
tinguished triangle RΓ(V ;F ) −→ RΓ(U ;F ) −→ G
+1
−→. Then we get a distin-
guished triangle RΓ(V ; gr~(F )) −→ RΓ(U ; gr~(F )) −→ gr~(G)
+1
−→. Therefore,
gr~(G) ≃ 0. On the other hand, G is cohomologically complete, thanks to
Proposition 1.5.12 and G ≃ 0 by Corollary 1.5.9. Q.E.D.
Proposition 7.1.7. Let F ∈ Db
Rc(C
~
X). Then F is cohomologically complete.
Proof. One has
“lim
−→
”
U∋x
Extj
Z[~]
(
Z[~, ~−1], H i(U ;F )
)
≃ Extj
Z[~]
(
Z[~, ~−1], “lim
−→
”
U∋x
H i(U ;F )
)
≃ Extj
Z[~]
(
Z[~, ~−1], Fx
)
≃ 0
where the last isomorphism follows from the fact that Fx is cohomologically
complete when taking X = pt.
Hence, the hypothesis (i) (c) of Proposition 1.5.6 is satisfied. Q.E.D.
Propagation for solutions of AΛ/X-modules
Proposition 7.1.8. Let N be a coherent AΛ/X-module. Then
SS(RHomAΛ/X (N ,L )) ⊂ char(gr~N ).(7.1.4)
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Proof. By Lemma 7.1.4, we have
RHomAΛ/X (N ,L ) ≃ RHomDL (DL ⊗AΛ/X N ,L ).
Since gr~(DL ⊗AΛ/X N ) = gr~(N ), Proposition 7.1.8 will follow from Propo-
sition 7.1.9 below, already obtained in [17]. Q.E.D.
Proposition 7.1.9. Let N be a coherent DL -module. Then
SS(RHomDL (N ,L )) = char(gr~N ).(7.1.5)
Proof. Set F = RHomDL (N ,L ). Then F is cohomologically complete
by Corollary 1.6.2 and SS(F ) = SS(gr~(F )) by Proposition 7.1.6. On the
other hand, gr~(F ) ≃ RHomDΛ(gr~N ,OΛ) by Proposition 1.4.3 and the
microsupport of this complex is equal to char(gr~N ) by [39, Th 11.3.3].
Q.E.D.
Constructibility of solutions
Theorem 7.1.10 below has already been obtained in [17] in the framework of
DM [[~]]-modules.
Recall that L is a coherent AX -module, simple along Λ.
Theorem 7.1.10. Let N be a holonomic AΛ/X-module.
(a) The objects RHomAΛ/X (N ,L ) and RHomAΛ/X (L ,N ) belong to D
b
Cc(C
~
Λ)
and their microsupports are contained in char(gr~N ).
(b) There is a natural isomorphism in Db
Cc(C
~
Λ)
RHomAΛ/X (N ,L )
∼−→ D′X
(
RHomAΛ/X (L ,N )
)
[dX ].(7.1.6)
The morphism in (b) is similar to the morphism in Lemma 3.3.1 and is
associated with
RHomAΛ/X (N ,L )⊗ RHomAΛ/X (L ,N )
−→ RHomAΛ/X (L ,L ) −→ RHomDL (L ,L ) ≃ C
~
Λ −→ C
~
X [dX ].
Proof. (a) It is enough to treat F :=RHomAΛ/X (N ,L ). In view of Propo-
sition 7.1.8, F is weakly C-constructible and it remains to show that for each
x ∈ Λ, Fx belongs to D
b
f(C
~).
If U is a sufficiently small open ball centered at x, then RΓ(U ;F ) −→
Fx is an isomorphism ([39]). The finiteness of the complex gr~(Fx) follows
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from the classical finiteness theorem for holonomic D-modules of [34]. Since
F is cohomologically complete, Proposition 1.5.12 implies that RΓ(U ;F ) is
cohomologically complete. Hence the result follows from Theorem 1.6.4.
(b) follows from Corollary 1.4.6, since we know by [34] that (7.1.6) is an
isomorphism after applying the functor gr~. Q.E.D.
AΛ/X modules and A locX -modules
Definition 7.1.11. A coherent AΛ/X -submodule N of a coherent A
loc
X -
module M is called an AΛ/X -lattice of M if N generates M as an A locX -
module.
Lemma 7.1.12. Let M be a coherent A locX -module and let N ⊂ M be
an AΛ/X-lattice of M . Then char
(
gr~(N )
)
⊂ T ∗Λ does not depend on the
choice of N .
The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 3.4.2, and we shall not repeat
it.
Definition 7.1.13. Let M be a coherent A locX -module and let N ⊂ M be
an AΛ/X-lattice of M . We set
charΛ(M ) := char(gr~N ).
Example 7.1.14. Let X = C2 endowed with the symplectic coordinates
(x; u) and let Λ be the Lagrangian manifold given by the equation {u = 0}.
In this case, AΛ/X = AX [u~
−1].
Now let α ∈ C and consider the modules M = A locX /A
loc
X (xu − α~)
and N = AΛ/X/AΛ/X(xu~
−1 − α). Then N is an AΛ/X -lattice of M and
gr~N ≃ DΛ/DΛ(x∂x − α).
Lemma 7.1.15. Let M be a coherent A locX -module.
(i) charΛ(M ) is a closed conic complex analytic subset of T ∗Λ and this set
is involutive.
(ii) Let 0 −→ M ′ −→ M −→ M ′′ −→ 0 be an exact sequence of A locX -modules.
Then charΛ(M ) = charΛ(M ′) ∪ charΛ(M ′′).
Proof. (i) is a well-known result of D-module theory, see [37].
(ii) Let N be an AΛ/X -lattice of M . Set N
′ = M ′ ∩ N and N ′′ ⊂ M ′′
be the image of N . Then N ′ and N ′′ are AΛ/X -lattices of M ′ and M ′′,
respectively. Since we have an exact sequence
0 −→ N ′/~N ′ −→ N /~N −→ N ′′/~N ′′ −→ 0,
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we have charΛ(M ) = char(N /~N ) = char(N ′/~N ′) ∪ char(N ′′/~N ′′) =
charΛ(M
′) ∪ charΛ(M
′′). Q.E.D.
Proposition 7.1.16. For a coherent A locX -module M , we have
codim charΛ(M ) ≥ codimSupp(M ).
Proof. In the course of the proof, we shall have to consider the analogue of the
algebra AΛ/X but with AXa instead of AX . We shall denote by AΛa this alge-
bra. We shall show that codimSupp(M ) ≥ r implies codim charΛ(M ) ≥ r
by descending induction on r. Applying Proposition 2.3.15 (a), we have
RHomA locX
(M ,A locX ) ≃ τ
≥rRHomA locX
(M ,A locX ), where τ
≥r is the trunca-
tion functor. Hence we have a distinguished triangle in Dbcoh(A
loc
Xa ):
Extr
A locX
(M ,A locX )[−r] −→ RHomA locX
(M ,A locX ) −→ K
+1
−−−→,(7.1.7)
where K = τ>rRHomA locX
(M ,A locX ). Note that codim(Supp(K )) > r by
Proposition 2.3.15 (b). Setting M ′ = Extr
A locX
(M ,A locX ), the distinguished
triangle (7.1.7) induces a distinguished triangle in Dbcoh(A
loc
X ):
RHomA loc
Xa
(K ,A locXa ) −→ M −→ RHomA loc
Xa
(M ′,A locXa )[r]
+1
−−−→ .
Setting M1 = Ext
r
A loc
Xa
(M ′,A locXa ), we obtain a morphism ϕ : M −→ M1 and
Ker(ϕ) has codimension greater than r. Hence, codim charΛ(Ker(ϕ)) > r by
the induction hypothesis. Since charΛ(M ) ⊂ charΛ(M1) ∪ charΛ(Ker(ϕ)), it
is enough to show that codim charΛ(M1) ≥ r.
Hence we may assume from the beginning that M = Extr
A loc
Xa
(M ′,A locXa )
for a coherent A locXa -module M
′. Let us take an AΛa-lattice N ′ of M ′.
Set N0 = Ext
r
AΛa
(N ′,AΛa). Then we have N loc0 ≃ M , and it induces a
morphism N0 −→ M . Let N be the image of the morphism N0 −→ M . Then
N is an AΛ/X-lattice of M . Hence we have charΛ(M ) = char(N /~N ),
which implies
charΛ(M ) ⊂ char(N0/~N0).(7.1.8)
On the other hand, we have an exact sequence
Extr
AΛa
(N ′,AΛa)
~
−−→ Extr
AΛa
(N ′,AΛa) −→ Ext
r
AΛa
(N ′, gr~(AΛa)).
Since we have Extr
AΛa
(N ′, gr~(AΛa)) ≃ Ext
r
gr~(AΛa )
(gr~N
′, gr~(AΛa)), we
have a monomorphism
N0/~N0֌Ext
r
gr~(AΛa )
(gr~N
′, gr~(AΛa)).
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Hence we obtain char(N0/~N0) ⊂ char
(
Extr
gr~(AΛa )
(gr~N
′, gr~(AΛa))
)
. Since
char
(
Extr
gr~(AΛa )
(gr~N
′, gr~(AΛa))
)
has codimension ≥ r by e.g., [37, Theo-
rem 2.19], we conclude that codim char(N0/~N0) ≥ r. By (7.1.8), we obtain
codim charΛ(M ) ≥ r. Q.E.D.
7.2 Holonomic DQ-modules
In a complex symplectic manifold X , an isotropic subvariety Λ is a locally
closed complex analytic subvariety such that Λreg is isotropic, i.e., the 2-
form defining the symplectic structure vanishes on Λreg. Here, Λreg denotes
the smooth part of Λ.
A Lagrangian subvariety Λ is an isotropic subvariety of pure dimension
dX/2. Equivalently, Λ is a subvariety of pure dimension dX/2 such that Λreg
is involutive.
Definition 7.2.1. (a) An A locX -module M is holonomic if it is coherent and
its support is a Lagrangian subvariety of X .
(b) An AX -module N is holonomic if it is coherent, without ~-torsion and
N loc is a holonomic A locX -module.
(c) Let Λ be a smooth Lagrangian submanifold of X . We say that an A locX -
module M is simple holonomic along Λ if there exists locally an AX-
module M0 simple along Λ such that M ≃ M loc0 .
Lemma 7.2.2. Let M be a holonomic A locX -module. Then D
′
A locM [dX/2]
is concentrated in degree 0 and is holonomic.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.3.15 and the involutivity theorem
(Proposition 2.3.18). Q.E.D.
Let X be a complex symplectic manifold and let M and L be two holonomic
A locX -modules. Using Lemma 2.4.10 (more precisely, an A
loc
X -variant of this
lemma) and Theorem 6.2.4, we have
RHomA locX
(M ,L ) ≃ RHomA loc
X×Xa
(M
L
⊠D′A L ,C
loc
X ),
RHomA locX
(L ,M ) ≃ RHomA loc
X×Xa
(L
L
⊠D′A M ,C
loc
X )
≃ RHomA loc
X×Xa
(D′A (C
loc
X ),M
L
⊠D′A L )
≃ RHomA loc
X×Xa
(C locX ,M
L
⊠D′A L )[dX ].
(7.2.1)
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Theorem 7.2.3. Let X be a complex symplectic manifold and let M and L
be two holonomic A locX -modules. Then
(i) the object RHomA locX
(M ,L ) belongs to Db
Cc(C
~,loc
X ),
(ii) there is a canonical isomorphism:
RHomA locX
(M ,L ) ∼−→
(
D′XRHomA locX
(L ,M )
)
[dX ].(7.2.2)
(iii) the object RHomA locX
(M ,L )[dX/2] is perverse.
Proof. Using (7.2.1), we may assume from the beginning that L is a simple
holonomic A locX -module supported on a smooth Lagrangian submanifold Λ
of X . Let L0 be an AX-module simple along Λ such that L ≃ L loc0 .
(i)-(ii) Let N be an AΛ/X -lattice of M . By Lemma 7.1.3 (v), we have
RHomA locX
(M ,L ) ≃ RHomAΛ/X (N ,L0)
loc.
Then the results follow from Proposition 7.1.16 and Theorem 7.1.10.
(iii) Since the problem is local, we may assume that X = T ∗M , A locX = ŴX
and L0 = O~M .
By (ii), it is enough to check the statement:
Hj
(
RΓN
(
RHomAΛ/X (N ,L0)
))
vanishes for j < l and for
any closed smooth submanifold N of M of codimension l.
(7.2.3)
Since F := RΓN
(
RHomAΛ/X (N ,L0)
)
is C-constructible, it is enough to
show that Hj(gr~(F )) = 0 for j < l. This follows from the well-known fact
that Hj(RΓN(OM)) = 0 for j < l. Q.E.D.
Assume for simplicity that X is open in some cotangent bundle T ∗M . We
shall compare the sheaf of solutions of holonomic ÊX -modules and ŴX -
modules. Recall that ŴX is faithfully flat over ÊX by Lemma 6.1.2.
Corollary 7.2.4. Let M and L be two holonomic ÊX-modules. Then the
object RHom ÊX (M ,L ) belongs to D
b
Cc(CX).
Proof. Let t denote the coordinate on the complex line C, let E denote the
ring ÊT ∗C|t=0,τ=1 and let L be the E-module E/E · t. Then we have the
embedding
C
~,loc →֒ E, ~ 7→ ∂−1t .
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Set for short F := RHom ÊX (M ,L ). Then
F ≃ RHomE(L,RHom ÊX (M , (ÊX×T ∗C/ÊX×T ∗C · t)|t=0,τ=1
L
⊗
ÊX
L ))
≃ RHomE(L,RHom ŴX (ŴX ⊗ÊX M , ŴX ⊗ÊX L )).
Set G := RHom ŴX (ŴX ⊗ÊX M , ŴX ⊗ÊX L ). Applying Theorem 7.2.3, we
find that G ∈ Db
Cc(C
~,loc
X ) and it follows that F ∈ D
b
wCc(CX).
Moreover, for each x ∈ X , Gx is of finite type over C
~,loc and is an E-
module. One easily deduces that Fx ≃ RHomE(L,Gx) is a C-vector space of
finite dimension. Q.E.D.
7.3 Lagrangian cycles
Given two holonomic A locX modules M andL such that Supp(M )∩Supp(L )
is compact, the Euler-Poincare´ index is given by
χ(X ;M ,L ) = χ(RHomA locX
(M ,L ))
=
∑
i (−)
i dimExti
A locX
(M ,L ).
(7.3.1)
Applying (6.3.6), we get
χ(X ;M ,L ) =
∫
X
(euX(M ) · euX(L )).(7.3.2)
Recall that euX(M ) = (−1)dX/2euX(D′A locM ), and also recall that dX being
even, euX(M ) · euX(L ) = euX(L ) · euX(M ).
We shall explain how to calculate the Euler classes by using the theory
of Lagrangian cycles. We refer to [39, Ch. 9 § 3] for a detailed study of these
cycles.
Recall that K denotes a commutative Noetherian unital ring of finite
global dimension.
Consider a closed Lagrangian subvariety Λ of X . We define the sheaf:
LKΛ :=H
dX
Λ (KX),(7.3.3)
and we simply write LΛ instead of L
Z
Λ. The next results are obvious and
well-known (see loc. cit.).
Lemma 7.3.1. (i) U 7→ HdXΛ∩U(U ;KX) (U open in X) is a sheaf and this
sheaf coincides with LKΛ,
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(ii) H iΛ\Λreg(L
K
Λ) ≃ 0 for i = 0, 1,
(iii) if s is a section of LKΛ, then its support is open and closed in Λ,
(iv) there is a canonical section in Γ(Λ; LΛ) which gives an isomorphism
LΛ|Λreg
∼−→ ZΛreg .
We denote by [Λ] the section given in (iv) above.
Definition 7.3.2. We call a section of LKΛ on an open set U of Λ a Lagrangian
cycle on U .
Recall that Kcoh,Λ(OX) denotes the Grothendieck group of the category
Dbcoh,Λ(OX). We denote by Kcoh,Λ(OX) the sheaf associated with the presheaf
U 7→ Kcoh,Λ∩U(OU). Then, there is a well defined Z-linear map
κ : Kcoh,Λ(OX) −→ LΛ.(7.3.4)
This map is characterized by the property that
κ(OΛ) = [Λ] ∈ Γ(Λ; LΛ).(7.3.5)
Let M ∈ Dbhol(A
loc
X ) and let Λ be a closed Lagrangian subvariety of X which
contains Supp(M ).
Let M0 be an AX -lattice of M on an open set U of X . Then gr~(M0) de-
fines an element [gr~(M0)] ∈ Kcoh,Λ(OX |U), hence an element of Γ(U ;Kcoh,Λ(OX)).
This element depends only on M , and we thus have a morphism
Kcoh,Λ(A
loc
X ) −→ Γ(Λ;Kcoh,Λ(OX)).
Composing with the map κ, we obtain a map
Kcoh,Λ(A
loc
X ) −→ Γ(Λ; LΛ).(7.3.6)
Definition 7.3.3. We denote by lcX(M ) the image of M ∈ Dbcoh,Λ(A
loc
X ) by
the morphism in (7.3.6) and call it the Lagrangian cycle of M .
On the other-hand, recall (see Definition 6.3.2) that the Euler class euX(M )
of M belongs to HdXΛ (X ;C
~,loc
X ). Hence, the Euler class of M is a Lagrangian
cycle supported by Λ:
euX(M ) ∈ Γ(Λ; L
C~,loc
Λ ).(7.3.7)
The map Z −→ C~,loc induces the morphism
ιX : LΛ −→ L
C~,loc
Λ .(7.3.8)
The next lemma is easily checked.
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Lemma 7.3.4. Let Λ be a smooth Lagrangian submanifold of X and let L
be a coherent A locX -module, simple along Λ. Then euX(L ) = ιX([Λ]).
Theorem 7.3.5. One has euX(M ) = ιX ◦ lcX(M ).
Proof. By Lemma 7.3.1, it is enough to prove the result at the generic point
of Λ. Hence, we may assume that Λ is smooth. Let x ∈ Λ and let us choose a
smooth Lagrangian submanifold Sx of X which intersects Λ transversally at
the single point x. Let us also choose a simple A locX -module L simple along
Sx. Using (7.3.2), we find
χ(RHomA locX
(L ,M )x) =
∫
X
(euX(L ) · euX(M )).
Let L0 and M0 be AX-lattices of L and M , respectively. We also have
χ(RHomA locX
(L ,M )x) = χ(RHomgr~(AX)(gr~(L0), gr~(M0))x)
=
∫
X
(κ([gr~(L0)]) · κ([gr~(M0)])).
Clearly, we have
κ([gr~(L0)]) = [Sx].(7.3.9)
By Lemma 7.3.4, eu(L0) = [Sx]. Therefore,∫
X
([Sx] · euX(M )) =
∫
X
([Sx] · lcX(M ))(7.3.10)
for any smooth Lagrangian submanifold Sx which intersects Λ transversally
at x. This completes the proof. Q.E.D.
Remark 7.3.6. The Euler class of a holonomic A locX -module supported by a
Lagrangian variety Λ is easy to calculate, since it is enough to calculate it at
generic points of Λ. Moreover, the integral in (7.3.2) is invariant by smooth
(real) homotopy of the Lagrangian cycles lcX(M ) and lcX(L ) and one may
deform them in order that they intersect transversally at the smooth part of
their support. See [39, Ch. 9,§ 3] for a detailed study.
7.4 Simple holonomic modules
When L0 and L1 are simple along smooth Lagrangian manifolds, one can
give an estimate on the microsupport of RHomA locX
(L1,L0). It follows from
Lemma 6.2.1 that two simple holonomic modules along Λ are locally isomor-
phic.
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Example 7.4.1. Assume X = T ∗M for a complex manifold M and AX =
ŴX(0). Then O
~,loc
M is a simple holonomic A
loc
X -module along M .
Recall that on a complex symplectic manifold X , the symplectic form
gives the Hamiltonian isomorphism from the cotangent bundle to the tangent
bundle:
H : T ∗X ∼−→ TX, 〈θ, v〉 = ω(v,H(θ)), v ∈ TX, θ ∈ T ∗X.(7.4.1)
For a smooth Lagrangian submanifold Λ ofX the isomorphism (7.4.1) induces
an isomorphism between the normal bundle to Λ in X and its cotangent
bundle T ∗Λ.
For the notion of normal cone, see e.g., [39, Def. 4.1.1]. The next result
is proved in [42, Prop. 7.1].
Proposition 7.4.2. Let X be a complex symplectic manifold and let Λ0 and
Λ1 be two closed complex analytic isotropic subvarieties of X. Then, after
identifying TX and T ∗X by (7.4.1), the normal cone C(Λ0,Λ1) is a complex
analytic C×-conic isotropic subvariety of T ∗X.
Theorem 7.4.3. Let Li be a simple holonomic A locX -module along a smooth
Lagrangian manifold Λi (i = 0, 1). Then
SS
(
RHomA locX
(L1,L0)
)
⊂ C(Λ0,Λ1).(7.4.2)
Idea of the proof of Theorem 7.4.3. (i) By identifying RHomA locX
(L1,L0) with
a sheaf supported by Λ0, the estimate (7.4.2) is equivalent to the estimate
SS(RHomA locX
(L1,L0)) ⊂ CΛ0(Λ1).(7.4.3)
(ii) The problem being local, we may assume X = T ∗M , AX = ŴX(0),
Λ0 = M , L0 = O
~,loc
M . If Λ1 = Λ0, Theorem 7.4.3 is immediate. Hence, we
assume Λ0 6= Λ1.
Then there exists a non constant holomorphic function ϕ : M −→ C such
that
Λ1 = {(x; u) ∈ X ; u = gradϕ(x)}
Consider the ideal
IW =
n∑
i=1
ŴX · (~∂xi − ϕ
′
i).(7.4.4)
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We may assume that L1 = ŴX/IW . Let u ∈ L1 be the image of 1 ∈ ŴX
and denote by N the AΛ0/X -submodule of L1 generated by u.
To conclude, it remains to prove the inclusion
char(gr~(N )) ⊂ C(Λ1,T
∗
MM).(7.4.5)
We shall not give the proof of (7.4.5) here and refer to [42]. Let us simply
mention that the proof uses [37, Th. 6.8]. Q.E.D.
Remark 7.4.4. Consider a smooth Lagrangian submanifold Λ of X and
denote by ch(ΩΛ) ∈ H
1(Λ;O×Λ ) the class corresponding to the line bundle
ΩΛ. To the exact sequence
1 −→ C×Λ −→ O
×
Λ
d log
−−→ dOΛ −→ 0
one associates the maps β and γ:
H1(Λ;O×Λ )
β
−→ H1(Λ; dOΛ)
γ
−→ H2(Λ;C×Λ).
We shall denote by C
1/2
Λ the invertible CΛ-algebroid associated with the co-
homology class γ(
1
2
β(ch(ΩΛ)) ∈ H
2(Λ;C×Λ) (see (2.1.13)).
Consider an invertible C~Λ-algebroid A on Λ and denote by Inv(A) the
category of invertible A-modules (see Definition 2.1.4). On the other hand,
denote by Simple(Λ) the category of simple AX-modules along Λ. It can be
easily deduced from Lemma 6.2.1 that, given a DQ-algebroid AX , there exist
an invertible C~Λ-algebroid A and an equivalence of categories
Simple(Λ) ≃ Inv(A).(7.4.6)
When AX is the canonical algebroid ŴX(0) (see remark 6.1.3), it is proved
in [19] that one has an equivalence A ≃ C~Λ ⊗CΛ C
1/2
Λ .
7.5 Invariance by deformation
We shall show that in the situation of Theorem 7.2.3, RHomA locX
(M ,L ) is,
in some sense, invariant by Hamiltonian symplectomorphism.
First, we need a lemma.
Lemma 7.5.1. Let M be a complex manifold, X = T ∗M and let M be a
holonomic ŴX-module. Assume that the projection πM : X −→ M is proper
(hence, finite) on Supp(M ). Then πM ∗M is a locally free O
~,loc
M -module of
finite rank.
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Proof. (i) In the sequel, we write AX and A locX instead of ŴX(0) and ŴX ,
respectively. Since πM is finite on Supp(M ), RπM ∗M is concentrated in
degree 0. Let us prove that this sheaf is O~,locM -coherent. Denote by Γπ the
graph of the projection πM and consider the diagram
M ×X
zzvv
vv
vv
vv
v
$$I
II
II
II
II
Γπ?
_soo
p

M X.
Using the morphism of C~-algebras π−1M O
~
M →֒ AX , we may regard L :=
s∗p
−1AXa as a coherent AM×Xa-module simple along Γπ. Then
RπM ∗M ≃ L
loc ◦
X
M .
We may apply Theorem 3.3.6 and we get that RπM ∗M is O
~,loc
M -coherent.
(ii) Let n = dM =
1
2
dX . By Lemma 7.2.2, D
′
A loc(M ) [n] is concentrated in de-
gree 0 and it follows from a similar argument as in (i) that D′A (M ) ◦L
′ [n] is
O~,locM -coherent and concentrated in degree 0 for any coherent A
loc
X×M -module
L ′ simple along Γπ. Denote by D′O~,loc the duality functor over O
~,loc
M . Ap-
plying again Theorem 3.3.6, we get
D′O~,loc(M ◦L
loc) ≃ D′A loc(L
loc) ◦ω
A loc
X ◦D
′
A loc(M )
≃ RπM ∗
(
Rp∗(D
′
A (L ) ◦ω
A
X )
L
⊗AXD
′
A loc(M )
)
.
Since ωAX ◦D
′
A (L ) ≃ L
′ [n] for an AM×X-module L ′ simple along Γπ and
D′A loc(M ) is concentrated in degree n, D
′
O~,loc(πM ∗M ) is concentrated in
degree zero. Therefore, πM ∗M is a locally projective O
~,loc
M -module of finite
rank. To conclude, note that, for x ∈ M , any finitely generated projective
O~,locM,x -module is free, by a result of [52] (see [59]). Q.E.D.
Recall the situation of (3.1.9): we have three symplectic manifolds Xi
(i = 1, 2, 3) and closed subsets Λi of Xi × Xi+1 (i = 1, 2). Assume that
the Λi (i = 1, 2) are closed subvarieties and the projection p13 is proper on
p−112 Λ1 ∩ p
−1
23 Λ2. Then Λ1 ◦Λ2 is a closed subvariety of X1×X3. Now assume
that Λi (i = 1, 2) is isotropic in Xi × X
a
i+1. Then Λ1 ◦ Λ2 is isotropic in
X1 ×X
a
3 by classical results (see e.g., [39, Prop. 8.3.11]).
In the sequel, we denote by D the open unit disc in the complex line C,
endowed with the coordinate t. We set for short
Y := T ∗D,
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and we consider the projections
X × Y
p1
{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
p

p2 //
q
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
Y
π

X X × D
s // D.
Assume to be given a Lagrangian subvariety Λ ⊂ X × Y satisfying
the restriction p|Λ : Λ −→ X × D is finite.(7.5.1)
For a ∈ D, writing for short T ∗aD instead of T
∗
{a}D, we set
Λa := Λ ◦T
∗
aD = p1(Λ ∩ q
−1(a)),
and this set is a Lagrangian subvariety of X .
We introduce the “skyscraper” A locY -module
Ca := A
loc
Y /A
loc
Y · (t− a).(7.5.2)
Theorem 7.5.2. Let X be a complex symplectic manifold, let Λ be a La-
grangian subvariety of X × Y satisfying (7.5.1), and let V be a Lagrangian
subvariety of X. Let L be a holonomic A locX×Y -module such that Supp(L ) ⊂
Λ and let N be a holonomic A locX -module such that Supp(N ) ⊂ V . Assume
that the map q : Λ ∩ (p−11 V ) −→ D is proper. For a ∈ D, we set La :=L ◦
Y
Ca
and M := Rp2∗RHomp−11 A locX
(p−11 N ,L ). Then
(i) La is concentrated in degree 0 and is a holonomic A locX -module sup-
ported by Λa,
(ii) M is a coherent A locY -module supported by V ◦
X
Λ,
(iii) Fa := RHomA locX
(N ,La) ≃ RΓ(Y ; (OD/OD(t− a))
L
⊗ODM ) is an object
of Dbf(C
~,loc), and Fa and Fb are isomorphic for any a, b ∈ D.
Proof. (i) First note that t − a : L −→ L is a monomorphism. Indeed for
any s ∈ Ker(t−a : L −→ L ), A locX×Y s ⊂ L is a coherent A
loc
X×Y -module whose
support is involutive and of codimension > dX×Y /2, hence empty. Therefore
La = L ◦
Y
(A locY /A
loc
Y ·(t−a)) ≃ Rp1∗
(
(OD/OD(t−a))⊗ODL
)
, and (i) follows
immediately from the hypothesis (7.5.1).
(ii) We have
Rp2∗RHomp−11 A locX
(p−11 N ,L ) ≃ D
′
A (N ) ◦L .
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By the hypothesis, the projection Λ ∩ (V × Y ) −→ Y is proper. It follows
from Theorem 3.2.1 that M belongs to Dbcoh(A
loc
Y ) and is supported by the
isotropic variety ΛY := V ◦
X
Λ.
(iii) By the hypothesis, the projection π : ΛY −→ D is proper, hence finite.
It follows easily that H i(M ) is a holonomic A locY -module and H
i(Rπ∗M ) ≃
π∗H
i(M ) is a locally free O~,loc
D
-module of finite rank by Lemma 7.5.1. Hence
H i
(
RΓ(Y ; (OD/OD(t− a))
L
⊗ODM )
)
≃ Γ(Y ;H i(M )/(t− a)H i(M ))
is a finite-dimensional C~,loc-vector space whose dimension does not depend
on a ∈ D. Q.E.D.
We shall make a link between the hypotheses in Theorem 7.5.2 and the
Hamiltonian deformations of a Lagrangian variety Λ0.
Assume to be given a holomorphic map
Φ(x, t) : X × D −→ X
such that Φ(·, a) : X −→ X is a symplectomorphism for each a ∈ D and is the
identity for a = 0. Set
Γ := {(x, t,Φ(x, t))}, the graph of Φ in X ×Xa × D.
Consider the differential
∂Φ
∂t
: X × D −→ TX ≃ T ∗X.
We make the hypothesis:
there exists f : X × D −→ C such that
∂Φ
∂t
= Hf ,(7.5.3)
where Hf denotes as usual the Hamiltonian vector field. In this case, we can
define (identifying T ∗D with D× C)
Γ˜ := {((x,Φ(x, t)); (t, f(x, t)))} ⊂ X ×Xa × T ∗D
and Γ˜ is Lagrangian. Let Λ0 be a Lagrangian subvariety of X . We set:
Λ := Λ0 ◦ Γ˜.
Then Λ will satisfy hypotheses (7.5.1) and Λa = Φ(x, a)(Λ0).
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Example 7.5.3. Let X = T ∗M , V = T ∗MM and let ϕ : M × D −→ C be a
holomorphic function. Set Y = T ∗D and let
Λ = {(x, t; u, τ) ∈ X × Y ; (u, τ) = gradx,t ϕ(x, t)},
Λa = {(x; u) ∈ X ; u = gradx ϕ(x, a)}.
Consider the family of symplectomorphisms
Φ(x, u, t) = (x, u+ ϕ′x(x, t)− ϕ
′
x(x, 0)).
Then
∂Φ
∂t
= −H∂tϕ and Λa = Φ(x, u, a)Λ0.
Set Z = {(x, t) ∈M × D; gradx ϕ(x, t) = 0} and assume that
the projection Z −→ D is proper.
Consider the ideals
I =
n∑
i=1
A locX×Y · (~∂xi − ϕ
′
xi
) + A locX×Y · (~∂t − ϕ
′
t),
Ia =
n∑
i=1
A locX · (~∂xi − ϕ
′
xi
(·, a)).
Set N = A locX ⊗DM OM and L = AX×Y /I . Hence we have La = A
loc
X /Ia
and H i
(
RHomA locX
(La,N )
)
does not depend on a ∈ D.
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